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Abstract 
The T\illy-Fisher Relation 
In Nearby Clusters 
by Paul Young 
In this thesis are presoated the Tully-Hsha (TP) 
relations for a sansple of 99 galaxies within the four 
nearby dusters; Coma, AbeU 2199. Abdl 2634 and 
Abell 194. Each duster was conqnised of two sam-
ples. Hie first sample was drawnfcomdtherZwidcy 
or UGC catalogues based on a combinatian of mag-
nitude, type and elliptidty. These provided spiral 
duster member candidates over the entire duster re-
gion to a magnitude limit of 16 in the b-band. Ihe 
second san^le was sdected from published photo-
graphic plate scans of the central areas of each dus-
ter. This sanq>le had a fainter magnitude limit of 18 
b-band mags but covered a mudi smaller area (ap-
prox.2''x2°). 
The galaxies were observed over two observing 
runs in May and August of 1993 on the JKT and INT 
Isaac Newton Group Tdesoopes simultaneously. I -
band CCD images and optical long-slit spectra wae 
taken of 65% of the sdected objects. Isophotal d-
lipse fitting of the images was used to produce sur-
face brightness profiles. From these, ispphotal mag-
nitudes and diameters woe extracted. From, consid-
eration of the surface brightness, elliptidty and po-
sition angle a "disk region" of each profile was se-
lected and used to calculate extrtqwlated total mag-
nitudes. Gaussian fitting of Ha emission lines of the 
long-split spectra produced optical rotation curves 
for each galaxy. Maximum rotation vdodties were 
calculated from these curves. 
Corrections found in the literature were ^ l i e d 
to the total magnitude and rotation vdodty of eadi 
galaxy. Tliese compensated for internal dust extinc-
tion and the inclination of the disk to the line-of-
sight. Numerical simulations of the fitting proce-
dures demonstrated that an inverse regression of 
log-rotation vdodty on magnitude provided a fit to 
the relationship free from sdection bias. Residuals 
around this fit woe used to dioose forms of the cor-
rections that produced the Tniniimim scatta. A full 
eror budget was cavapikd and an enror wd^ited fit 
to the data yidded rdationships with a mean scatter 
of 0.35 mags rms. 
A combination of all sources 
ror, considering inter-oondatian. produced a value 
of 027 mags rms. as an estimate of the contribution 
to the scatter. It was shown that nnoatiiin duster 
memboship was not a significant source of scatter. 
In addition, the "expanding duster" modd correc-
tion suggested in the literature did not significantly 
reduce the scatter. The most imponanx source of 
scatter in the rdationship was found to be the sym-
metry and extent of rotation curves used. A signifi-
cant carrdatioQ was shown to exist between rotation 
curve extent in terms of disk scale loigths and the 
TF fit residuals. When only the highest quality data 
were used, the typical scatter was reduced to 020 
mags rms. Consideratian of the remaining measure-
ment errors produced an upper limit of 0.12 mags 
rms for the intrinsic scatter within the TF relation. 
Monte-Carlo modeling indicated that the ob-
served difference in TF slope b^een the Coma and 
Abdl 2634 sanq)les was significant, The possibility 
that this difference is the result of systematic errors 
in the dataset was ruled out It is conduded that the 
change in gradients is due to real variations in the 
underlying slope influoiced by difEerences in duster 
oivironmeDt. 
I l l 
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Abstract This dieter explains the physical basis for the Tully-Hsher relation 
between the luminosity and rotation vdodty of spiral galaxies. The history of its 
use as a distance indicator is then described and suggested sources of systematic 
error are discussed. Fmally, die motivation for the present work is dialled. 
Ova: the past decade, the study oS large-scale 
structure and motions within the universe has be-
come an area of central inqxntance within cosmol-
ogy. Accurate and unbiased estimates of extragalac-
tic distances are crucial for diis fidd of work. Hence 
there is considerable incentive for the obsendng 
community to devdop widdy ^licable and reli-
able distance estimating techniques. Since dieconre-
lation between rotation vdodty and luminosity for 
spiral galaxies was first proposed as a distance indi-
cator (Tully & Hsher 1977), measurements for ova 
3000 galaxies have appealed in the literature. This 
amounts to msxe measurements than the sum total 
of all other extragalactic methods of distance esti-
mation. 
Despite die efforts of many authors, a physical 
basis for the Tully-Hsher (TF) rdationship remains 
dusive and the procedure for estimating distances 
remains a purdy empuical process. TUs thesis work 
describes the appioaidi taken by the author to quan-
tify and reduce sources of uncertainty and system-
atic error that enter into this exapmcel process. We 
set out a physical argument for the existence of the 
rdationship, consider how its use has devdoped and 
then discuss some current difficulties with its apph-
cation. Hnally, the background and motivation for 
this study is described. 
1.1 A Physical Basis for the Relation 
It has been shown by Aaronson et al. (1979) and 
Ejorgovski et al. (1988) that after making a few as-
sunq>tions about die nature of spiral galaxies, a sim-
ple physical basis for the TF relationship can be ad-
vanced. Tlie argument, as detailed by Rhee (1996), 
rdies on the existence of three fundamental rda-
tions: 
1. The circular vdodty of a spiral galaxy's halo 
is rdated to its total mass. 
2. The luminous (baryonic) mass is rdated to die 
total mass (baryonic plus dark matte). 
3. A rdation exists b^een die luminosity and 
the baryonic mass. 
In this picture, the total mass is considezed to be die 
fundamentalproperty of agalaxy, and the mass dis-
tribution along with the distributions of scale size 
and halo rotation vdodties are d^ennined by the 
galaxy formation process. The TF rdation is then 
formed as a result of the combination of these diree 
relations. The first two rdations are considered to 
be die natural outcome of galaxy formation and the 
third exists as a result of die star formation history 
of spirals. 
This combination of propoties can be quantified 
in the following way. HrsUy. assuming diat disk 
galaxies are rotation-supported, we can relate the to-




Were VSM is die maximum rotation vdodty. Y is a 
structural parameter (Y= lindiecaseofadiindisk). 
Af is die total mass. is the characteristic radius and 
G is the gravitational constant Then rqnesenting 
the total mass as the sum of the luminous mass and 
daric matter mass. ue. M = Mi^ + Mj) and the dads. 
matter fraction, a. as a = M D / M L . Equation 1.1 can 
be written as: 
-1 (12) 
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Where p is the mass surface density of luminous 
matter. Le. p = Mi^/R^. Assuming the total luminos-
ity in a certain waveband. L is directly proportional 




It can be seen firom Equation 1.3 that if die mass-
to-lightratio and mean mass surface density remain 
constant, we would exped a rdationship with a gra-
dient of 10 in die magnitude-log-rotation vdodty 
plane. The typicd amount by which galaxy's param-
ders dq)art from die mean vdues of Y. oi. p and 
M L / L would thm dedde the amount of scatter in 
the rdationship. However, it is wdl established that 
the TF slope does vary between different wavebands 
(Bottindliet al. 1983 and Pierce &Tully 1988) so 
fhis may be an ovQ'-sin:q)lificati(Bi of the situation. 
Attenq)ts to reproduce this rdation by detailed 
simulation of galaxy formation have met widi rea-
sonable success. The standard CDM cosmolog-
icd modd provides an environment for galaxy 
formation that predicts the TF slope fdrly well 
(Coled al. 1994). Aldiough die predicted scatter, 
whidi is due to variations in halo merger histo-
ries, is larger than typically obsaved. The ques-
tion of wh^ her this small observed scatter is due 
to some "fine tunmg" of cosmologjcal initial con-
ditions or a feedback process affecting star forma-
tion was raised by Eisenstdn &Loeb (1996). Silk 
(1995) demonstrated that the rdationship could be 
recreated purdy using arguments based upon gas 
dynamics widiin the disk and sdf-r^ulating star 
formfltion. 
Clearly we are still some way from a complete 
understanding of the underlying astrqphysicd pro-
cesses of the Tully-Hshs rdation but this does not 
predude the enqiiricd use of the rdationship as a 
distance indicator. 
12 ABrirfHistory 
Tlie first use of the rdationship between lumi-
nosity and mass to estimate distance was made 
by Oepik (1922) to estimate the distance to An-
dromeda. However, its widespread use did not fol-
low until years later when it was suggested that die 
widdi of die 21 cm radio line is related to the to-
tal mass of a gdaxy by Roberts (1962). Then lata 
Bottindli et d. (1971) postulated it could be used 
to estimate distances. It was in this context diat 
Tully & Hsho-1977 (1977) showed tiiat a coirda-
tion existed betweai 21cm linewiddi and b-band 
photogr^ hic magnitudes. This oiabled diem to use 
the relation to estimate the distance to the Ursa Ma-
jor and Wgo galaxy dusters. 
In Sandage & Tammann (1976) several prob-
lems woe immediatdy highlighted with the 
plication of the rdation as a Histannc. estimator 
that still plague its use today. It was pomted out 
diat variations in the amount of mtemd absorp-
tion, the shq)e of the relation and possible dianges 
with morphology could all significantiy afEect dis-
tance estimates. A number of differmt corrections 
were suggested (reviewed in Bottindli ^  d. 1983). 
Aaronsan et d. (1979) adopted the technique of us-
ing H-band aperture magnitudes to remove the need 
for extinction corrections dtogedio:. It was shown 
inAaronsonet d. (1979) tiiat the resultingrelation-
ship had less scatta and a steqier gradient than its 
b-band counterpart This infra-red version of die 
rdation also displayed a steq)er gradioit. dose to 
10 whidi was taken as fiirdier evidence that this 
mediod yidded the "true relationship". 
However, further in^ jrovonents in the tedmique 
were still possible. The "IRTF' mediod purported 
by die Aaronson groiqi made use of a "hybrid" 
method that still relied on b-band photogr^ hic data 
to measure the axid ratio and isophotd diamrter 
of targd spirals. The axid ratio was needed to cd-
culate eadi galaxy's indination to the line-of-sight 
whidi was used to correct the measured linewidths 
to its edge-on vdue. A more serious drawback of 
diis tedmique was die necessity to "q>ature cor-
rect" die H-band magnitudes using the b-band di-
ameters. As die magnitude of eadi galaxy was mea-
sured using a fixed sd of i9)ertures. eadi galaxy's 
magnitude needed to be corrected for contributions 
from die outer parts of galaxies diat were not in-
duded widiin die q>erture. This dq)endQice of b-
band diameters could introduce systematic errors as 
shown by Van Den Bergh (1981) and was responsi-
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ble for introducing more scatter into the rdationship 
(Bodnm 1986). 
An inqirovement of die technique was suggested 
in Bodiun (1986). where it was noted diat I-band 
CCD images would provide more accurate esti-
mates of magnitude and inclination while still re-
maining rdativdy imnffiiy^aH by internal dust ab-
sorption. In Bodiun & Mould (1987). dus appioadi 
was validated and used to estimate die distance to 
die Pisces and Abdl 2634 dusters. After die publi-
cation of diispqia. theuseof CCD surface photom-
etry became widespread. 
Tlie TF method is now one of three most widdy 
^)plicable extragalactic <^i$ta"r? estimating tech-
niques. The TF remains more popular than DQ-a or 
SBF mediods because of the ease of observations 
and the effective sanq)ling of the fidd due to die 
widespread distribution of spirals. Tully-Hsher dis-
tances also play an inq)ortant role as a secondary 
method in die distance scale ladder. As suitablecali-
bratinggalaxies are available in thelocal groiq). pro-
viding good overly widi Cqihdd primary distance 
indicators, it plays an 'unpartaat part in the determi-
nation of Ho. Werefer diereader to a fi i l l discussion 
of distance estimators given in Jacoby et al. (1992) 
where the role played by the TF rdation in calculat-
ing HQ is fully discussed. 
Tully-Hsher distance surveys have become in-
creasingly ambitious. Most noteworthy of the re-
cent contributians to the fidd have been the exten-
sive duster surv^s undertaken by Han (1991; 1992) 
and Mould et al. (1993) who in die space of four 
years surveyed dghteen northern dusters and thir-
teen southern dusters. In addition, the large fidd 
studies undertaken by Wdlidc (1991) and Courteau 
(1992). in total estimated distances to over six hun-
dred spiral fidd galaxies. Tlie largest survey to date 
was undertaken by Madiewson. Ford. & Buchhom 
(1992) in which Tully-Hsher measurements were 
made of 1355 spiral galaxies. 
Recendy. a fiurther refinement to die Tully-Hsha' 
technique 
has been made by workers such as Courteau (1992) 
and Madiewson. Ford. & Buchhom (1992). Tliese 
authors make use of rotation vdodties measured 
from Ha rotation curves using optical spectroscq>y. 
This has two major advantages. Firsdy. observa-
tions are not limited to areas of sky covered by the 
Aredbo tdescope with which most of die 21an ra-
dio measurements were made. Secondly, die tech-
nique could be applied to all spiral galaxies rather 
than just the ones with d^ected radio 
further advantage of using rotation curves is diat 
they provide further kinematic information about 
die distribution of mass in spirals. It has bem sug-
gested by Salucd et al. (1992) and Chiba & Yoshi 
(1995) diat information widiin the curves can be 
used to further reduce die scatta in die TF rdatim-
ship. 
More recendy. odier new tedmiques have been. 
pioneered, notably, die Fabry-Perot observations 
undertaken by Scfaommer et al. (1993). This ap-
proacfa has die advantage of produdng two dimsoi-
sional vdodty fidds of target galaxies allowing si-
multaneous calculation of rotation vdodty and in-
rJiimtifinhyfhp.fifringfifIfinmiflrirmnrif'jR Another 
attempt at inqiroving die rdationship has been made 
by Pddier & Wdhier (1993) by investigating die 
use of recentiy available infra-red detector arrays. 
Once perfected, this line of oiquiry should providea 
relationship free from die effects of dust extinction. 
The observational boundaries of distance esti-
mating tedmiques have heeo. further extoided by 
die work of recent authors sudi as Sofiie (1994). 
Tbey used millimrtfr measuronaits of CO line 
emission to form a TP relationship of galaxies in 
distant dustos. One of the most Higtnnt q)plications 
of die TF technique has been made by Vogtet al. 
(1996) who combined HST photometry widi qpticd 
spectroscopy obtained on the KECK to measure TF 
parameters for fidd galaxies widi redshifi betwem 
Z=0.1andZ=1.0. 
The major motivation for large scale TF surv^s 
is the study of large scale structure and motions 
widiin die universe. The real-space maps of galaxies 
can be combined with redshift measurements to cal-
culate the individual peculiar motions of galaxies. 
Linear theory, diat describes the growth of gravita-
tionally enhanced density perturbations in the uni-
verse, provides die means widi whidi to study die 
origin and growth of large scale structure in die uni-
verse. Whereas redshift surveys enable die m ^ i n g 
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of the distribution of luminous matter, peculiar ve-
lodties surveys give information about die density 
fidd of all matter, luminous and dark. Combining 
die distributions of visible and dark matter allows 
modem cosmologicd theories of gdaxy formation 
to be evduated. hi particular, this provides a test 
of biased gdaxy formation and allows estimation 
of the bias parameta p. In addition, dynamicd es-
timates of die cosmologicd density parameter, SIQ, 
can be made providing mfonnation on whedier the 
universe is open or dosed. A full discussion of die 
gravitationd instability picture, linear theory and 
mediods of reconstructing the density fidd from the 
peculiar fidd is b^ond die scope of diis review. 
The reader is referred to Ddcd & Rees (1994) and 
Strauss & Willidi: (1995) for further information. 
Anodierioqxntantasped of TF work that has de-
vdpped ova- the last decade has been the study of 
large scde streaming motions. The Burstdn et d. 
(1986) study of vdodties in the locd universe de-
tected significant deviations of gdaxies from the 
Hubble flow using die D^- a mediod. This discov-
ery of what became die Gnat Attractor by die 
groiQ) whidi were later known as the Seven Samu-
rd. was the first observation of odioent motion 
of gdaxies over scdes of SO h~^Mpc. Since then, 
severd audiors have claimed detection of coherent 
motions over even greater scdes. notably the TF 
studies of WiUick (1991), Madiewson et d. (1992) 
and Courteau et d . (1993). Such motions suggest 
density poturbations over extremdy large scdes 
whidi, as these scdes increase, are becoming less 
and less likdy in standard cosmologicd modds. Be-
cause of this, studies of large scde flows has become 
anodier impartBBt ^ plication of the TF mediod. 
13 Rationale-Improving the TF method 
The aim of this thesis is to examine ways in which 
die method of ^ plying the Tully-Hsher relation to 
estimating distances can be inqtroved. In this sec-
tion we aaetapt to isolate diose factors did most 
strongly limit the accuracy widi which die tech-
nique can be ^ l i e d and areas of possible system-
atic bias. Systematic bias is the greatest potentid 
problem for all distance estimators as to a cotain 
extent, large scde surv^s allow random errors to 
be avaaged out However, systematic enrors result 
in consistairiy incorrect estimates that will give a 
misleading view of die universe. Systematic effects 
can mimic exacdy die coherent motions diat are the 
focus of interest in studies of large scde structure. 
Perh^s the most likdy source of consistent a-
ror in TF distance estimates is die bias introduced 
by incorcect calibration. In this woric we attenq)t to 
make die most accurate measuronent possible, of 
die underlying rdationship. Realistically, diis is dif-
ficdt to acconq)lish as any sanq>le must be consid-
ered a combination of die intrinsic distribution and 
the m^ods of sdection and obsovation. The likdy 
presence of sudi sdection effects is die smgle most 
common criticism of the TF method. 
IMortunatdy until CCD surveys of large por-
tions of die sky become available, candidate galax-
ies for any smph have to be sdected from cd-
dogues based on photogrqihic data. These cata-
logues typically have uncertain magnitude limits 
and inconq)leteness near this limit did varies over 
die sky. By sdecting objects from these catdogues, 
any calibrating sanqile inherits these inconsisten-
des. Such limits have a varying eSect on the rela-
tionship dependmg on die fitting procedures used. 
Willide (1994) prescribes a coraplex iterative pro-
cedure which uses a quantitative description of die 
catdogue used to corred for die effects of sdection. 
While Hendry & Simmons (1994) suggests diat die 
need for dus can be drcumventedby r^;ressing log-
rotation vdodty on magnitude. Part of the rationde 
for diis study is to obtain a conq)lete duster sample 
widi wdl defined sdection limits in order to finther 
investigate die effects of sdection. 
Another inqxsrtant consideratian, is the form of 
die corrections qiplied to the raw parent magni-
tudes and rotation vdodties. The two largest cor-
rections for inclination and intemd absorption can 
result in adjustments of iq> to 0.39 and 1.4 magni-
tudes respectfully. These corrections are criticd for 
fidd survey work as diey are larger dian die small 
deviations that result from the peculiar vdodties we 
seek to measure. The galaxy dusters are an excd-
lent place for studying die formof these corrections. 
In dus work we attenq)t to form well populated TF 
rdations widun just a few dustos, ova die largest 
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range of magnitude and rotation vdodty possible. 
This will form a san^le diat is ideal for investigat-
ing the optimal forms of these corrections. 
One odier systematic effect plagues TF distance 
surv^s. Malmquist bias combines distance errors 
and sdection limits to bias estimated distances to 
greater distances and towards r^ons of h i g ^ den-
sity (see Hoidry & Simmons 1994 . Wdlick 1994 
and Lynden-Bdl et al. 1988). Ouster san^les like 
the ones discussed here are unaffected by such prob-
lems as diey are formed around the assunq)tion that 
all objects within die duster are effectivdy at the 
same distance. Because die size of Malmquist bias 
and sdection effects are strongly depeodao. on the 
amount of scatter widiin die rdationship, a major 
portion of diis work will be devoted to the isola-
tion and reduction of sources of uncertainty in the 
TF mdhod. Clusters provide an excellent setting for 
isolating and redudng sources of scatter in the rda-
tionship. 
fri order to minimise the scatter in die TF sanq>le 
we have diosen a sanqile of four dusters su£&dentiy 
distant diat variations in distance due to the duster 
line-of-si^depth are reduced tobdow 10%. Com-
bining diis with careful reduction of I-band CCD 
photometry and Ha rotation curves we hoped to ob-
tain a relationship with the minimum of scatter. 
Before confident statements can be made about 
the underlying relationship, careful cansidoation 
must be given to potential biases in the method, suit-
able correctians need to be appUed and sources of 
error minimised. We wish to place a reliable upper 
limit on the amount of indinsic scatter widiin die re-
lationship and to test for variations in the sh^)e and 
slope with changing duster environment. This is an 
inqxirtant consideration i f the Tully-Hsher method 
is to be applied consistendy to galaxies over a wide 
range of environments. There have been some re-
cent daims of environmoital influence on the TF 
relationship (Pierce & Tully 1992) and also die Db-
a rdation QLaoey et al. 1991). This requires furthCT 
investigation before the TF rdation can be consid-
ered universal. 
The main drive of diis work is the intensive study 
of the Tully-Hsher rdation within just a few dus-
ters. Whereas most TF works are dedicated to mak-
ing distance estimates of many galaxies and dus-
ters, here we concentrate on the form of the rdation-
ship and them^hod of its qiplication. At the same 
time this procedure will also produce imbi« s^f^  and 
accurate rdative distances to the four dustos in die 
sanq)le. By sdecting complete and extensive sam-
ples to a faint magnitude limit, we seek a greater un-
derstanding of the fundamental relationship and the 
nature of spnal galaxies. 
1.4 Thesis Summary 
In the next chqiter of diis work we rqxirt in detail 
the duster and galaxy sdection procedures. Cliap-
ters duee and four describe the photometric and 
spectroscopic observations and the way in whidi die 
data were reduced. Ch^ter fiverdates how optimal 
corrections to die parameters were devdq)ed and an 
unbiased mediod of fitting the relation was used. A 
full etior bttdgd is also presoited. In duster six we 
analyse all known sources of scatter within the rda-
tion and place an iqjper limit on the intrinsic scatter. 
Lasdy die significance of variations in the TF gradi-
ent between dusters is discussed. 
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Chapter 2 
Sample Selection 
Abstract Awelldefinedsamplesdectionprocedureisvitdif die effects of se-
lection on the Tully-Hsher rdation are to be examined and any resulting biases re-
moved. This cfa^ter explains our dioice of galaxy dusters and outlines die galaxy 
sdection process undertaken as part of this study. The quality of the catdogues 
from whidi we sdected our targd galaxies is assessed and die exact details of die 
m^oitude. elliptidty and colour-magnitude limits applied to each catdogue are 
given. 
2.1 Ouster Sdection 
As noted in dieter 1. a wdl defined sdection pro-
cess is a crudd part of any Tully-Hsher study. Good 
sdection requires the use of a catdogue of suffi-
deot quality and the ^ plication of stringent criteria 
for sdecting from did catdogue. This enables us to 
undostand and minimise the biases introduced by 
sdection. \ ^ th diis m mind we chose four galaxy 
dusters: Coma (Abdl 1656), Abdl 2199 (A2199). 
Abdl 2634 (A2634) and Abdl 194 (A194). for die 
present study. 
Tlie ioqxjrtance of using dusters with a sufSdent 
distance to minimise the effect of duster dqith and 
individud gdaxy peculiar vdodties on die TF re-
lation was enqihasized in §1.3. This was the main 
reason for the choice of dusters d intermediate 
redshifts (cz>S000kms~'). As we also intended to 
maximise the extent of our TF saxnplt in lummos-
ity. we were limited in duster distance to redshifts 
of less than 15000knis~^ m order to ke^ exposure 
times on die 1.0 metre JKT tdescope to a reasonable 
length of time. 
Considering the rationde, for this projed dustos 
were required that displayed a wide range of ridi-
ness, centrd concentration and spird fraction but 
with suf&dent size did our sdected sample would 
contain enough galaxies. We also desired nordiem 
hemisphere dusters in quid areas of the Hubble 
flow, to fiother reduce the effects of peculiar vdoc-
ities, and widi h i ^ galactic latitudes in order to re-
duce die size of gdactic extinction corrections. 
Hnally, the curroit state of published information 
on eadi duster had to be considered. Adequate se-
lection calls for extendve catd(^ues widi accurate 
measuronents of magnitnHA dliptidty and colour 
(e.g. Godwin et d. 1983). Where possible informa-
tion on morphology (Dresder 1980) and redshifts 
is desired (Gr^ory & Thon^son 1984). It is also 
necessary to use catdogues of a high quality whose 
conqileteness and sdection functions are rdativdy 
well understood since the sdected sanqile will in-
herit any biases presoit 
To ooaipate our measuremoits techniques 
with odier authors, dustos were required diat had 
been the subject of previous TullyHsher wodc (e.g. 
Aaronson et d . 1982). It is also desirable diat these 
dusters have other published distance estimates 
available using indq>endQit methods such as Da- o 
(e.g. Lucey d d . 1991b). 
It was dedded that the above criteria were best 
met by die diree Abdl dusters: A16S6, A2199 and 
A2634 (seeAbdl 1958). Coma (A1656) is die most 
studied duster in die sky and contains the largest 
single dusts TF sample to date, Fukugita (1991) 
(and more recendy Bemstdn et d.). Coma is oon-
sidaed to be the "test bench" for many secondary 
distance indicators (Jacoby d d. 1992). It provides 
an in^Kirtant step in the distance scde ladds and 
offers an excellent refdence point with whidi to 
compare our results widi odier indqiendent mea-
surements. As Coma is such a well studied duster, 
extensive published data on photometry, morpho-
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Table U . Table of properties fior the selected clusto .^ Cohunn headings are; Chister name, cluster position in ra and dec. 
and galactic 1 and b in B19S0 co-ordinates, mean heliocentric redshift of chister members, CZQ, velocity diversion of 
cluster manbers.CT (both from Stnible & Rood 1991), X-ray gas temperature in keV. Txray (from Jones & Fmman 1984 
andDavidet aL 1993), AbeUchisterrichness.R(Abell, Corwin, & Olowin 1989), percentageof spiral galaxymembers. 
Sp% (calculated from Dressier 1980). concmtration index, C, (from Butcher & Oemler 1984), c h i ^ morphobgy. M. 
consisting of Rood-Sastry type (from Stiuble & Rood 1987 and Bautz-Morgan type (Abell. Corwin. & Olowin 1989). 
Clusta "1950 5l950 biaso CZ0 a Txr^ R Sp% C M 
Coma 1257.3 +28 14.4 58.08 +87.98 6955 880 8.3 2 18 Oi3 B H 
Abdl 2199 1626.9 +3939.6 62.93 +43.70 8964 794 45 2 24 053 cDI 
Abdl 2634 23 36.0 +2646.0 10351 -33.06 9623 976 3.4 1 37 050 cDH 
Abdl 194 0123.4 -0136.0 142.17 -62.92 5336 440 2.0 0 31 - L H 
logical types and redshifts (Godwin et al. 1983 and 
Kent & Guim 1982) is available to aid sanqile sdec-
ticm. 
Abell 2199 and Abdl 2634 have existing TF 
and DD- O distance estimates (FreudUng et al. 1991, 
Aaronson et al. 1982 and Luc^ et al. 1991a) and 
a range of centrd concentrations. Bodi dusters 
have high predicted peculiar vdodties by die DD-
a method Qjioey et al. 1991a) and a more accurate 
TF based estimate would provide a usefiil check on 
diese measurements. When prqiaring die obsoving 
sdiedule for diese diree dusters it became q>parent 
that there was a rig^t ascension gep during which 
all three dusters were bdow die horizon. To fill diis 
gap we dedded to obsove A194. Although A194 
is doser dian die odier dusters (cz=534Qkms~ )^, its 
position falls outside the Aredbo visibility strip and 
as the majority of TF measurements rdy upon radio 
measurements, A194 has no published TF distance 
estimate to date. Since our mediod does not require 
21cm data, we aim to provide the first TF results for 
diat duster. See Table 2.1 for a summary of the diar-
acteristics of die four sdected dusters. 
22 Galaxy Selection 
In order to reduce the biases introduced mto our TF 
galaxy sample, we ^ l i e d a stringent and uniform 
galaxy sdection procedure to each duster. While we 
wished to form a subsanqile from die available cat-
alogues that contained the mavimiiTn possible num-
ber of spiral galaxy duster members, conq)leteness 
within our sdected subsanqile was not inqxirtant as 
long as die subsanqile is unbiased. We also wanted 
to minimise the number of mis-sdected non-spirals 
that would contaminate the sanqile and lower ob-
serving efadency. For eadi duster dioe are a num-
ber of possible sources of information. The Zwicky 
CGCG catalogue (Zwicky, Hszog, & Wdd 1960) 
is one possibility that has been widdy used by pre-
vious audiors (e.g. Bemstdn et al. 1994,Han 1991 
andAaransonet al. 1986), but because of its patchy 
inoonQ)leteness and its rdativdy bright (and unca-
tain) magnitude limit it was rftymprf unsuitable for 
our purpose. For our primary galaxy sdection we 
dedded to use catalogues diat had been prqiared by 
previous authors from scans of photogrqihic plates. 
The primary sanqile for each duster was dien sap-
plemented by a secondary saiiq>le, prepared from 
odier existing sources in a way typical of previous 
TF studies and given a lows priority at observing 
time. 
22.1 Photographic Photometry Data 
All current large area duster catalogues are based 
on photogrqihic data. They have a much lower dy-
namic range than CCDs but didr large area cover-
age makes them ideal for survey woric A well pre-
pared plate and carefiil data reduction can produce 
a catalogue of galaxies with accurate s h ^ and ori-
entation information down to a b-band magnitiide 
of 20.0 (Godwin, Metcalfe. & Peadi 1983). This is 
two magnitudes fainter than our inq)osed magnitude 
limit of 18.0, and such catalogues are available for 
die main diree sdected dustm. 
In die case of each duster die typical area cov-
ered by the photogr^hic plate was around 4 square 
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degrees, whidi is a lot smaller than die area covered 
by catdogues traditionally used m TF work. The re-
duced area is not a problem though, as die fainter 
magnitude limit and increased probability of duster 
membership in the inner regions combines to pro-
duce more dian suffident candidate gdaxies. The 
smaller catdogue area conflicts however with our 
god to sample a wide range of duster environments, 
and for this we rdy upon our more wide spread sec-
ondary sanople. 
The first sdection cut ^ l i e d to eadi catdogue 
was in terms of magnitude, and all objects with 
an appaiQit b-magnitude fainter than 18 were dis-
carded. We conddered a gdaxy widi a b magnitude 
of 18 to be the faintest object we could obsove ef-
fidendy widi die small tdesoopes diat die projed 
was designed for. Tlie magnitude limit introduced a 
varying and distance d&peaieot absolute magmtude 
cut mto each sanq>le. But as the limit is well defined 
for eadi dusta we believe any biases introduced 
can be corrected as part of our andysis. 
Secondly, all gdaxies with a measured elliptic-
ity of less than 028 were removed. The fact diat 
face-on spird galaxies are circular is now well es-
tablished (see Bemstdn et d. 1994 and §52.1), and 
as we required the sanqile gdaxies to be mdmed 
at more dian 45° (i.e. e>028) diis cut discarded aU 
diose more face-on. Sdecting gdaxies with e>028 
also has the advantage of rejecting a large fraction 
of the dlipticd gdaxies in the catdogue. Face-on 
spirals are unsuitable because errors on the large ro-
tation vdodty corrections needed would introduce 
too mudi scatter into the rdation. 
hi order to remove the remaining dlipticd and SO 
type gdaxies from our saiiq>le, gdaxy sdection was 
also done on the basis of colour and magnitude. Pub-
lished colour-magnitude (c-m) relations are avail-
able for each of the three main dustos, and these 
were used to rejed gdaxies based on where d i ^ 
appeared on eadi duster's c-m diagram. As dus-
ter spirds are bluer than odier early-type duster 
membss and the majcnity of early-type gdaxies fall 
withm the c-m rdation strip for each dusts, we can 
rejed the remaining early-type gdaxies in die sam-
ple by only sdecting the objects did ^ pear blue-
wards of eadi duster's c-m rdationship. 
However it was still posdble that our sdected 
sanqile could be contaminated widi SOs or dlipti-
cd gdaxies with high a elliptidty and blue colour. 
Early-type gdaxies. especially SOs, can som^imes 
have blue colours due to reddud star formation. It is 
more likdy though, did contamination is the result 
of errors in the measured photometricparam^ers or 
themoging of a galaxy's image on thephotogrqdiic 
plate widi a nearby star. The diance merging of a 
star's image with a gdaxy will dongate die galaxy's 
isophotes, increasiag the measured dliptidty, tsid-
iug to make the galaxy appear bluer. 
In order to mmimise the amount of mis-sdected 
gdaxies within our sanq)le, die majority of sdected 
objects were diecked by eye on die photogrqihic 
plates. This "eyeball" ched^ provided a last diance 
to reject star-gdaxy mergers, irr^;ular gdaxies etc. 
allowing only a low levd of contamination to readi 
the final primary saiiq)le. 
222 Secondary Sample Selection 
To augment our primary sanq)les, a secondary sam-
ple was drawn from existing all-sky catdogues in a 
manner more typicd of published TF woik. Sdect-
ing from such catdogues allows the coverage of a 
larger duster area, but liimts die sanqile to relativdy 
brighter galaxies (b<16.0). Whoe posdble extai-
dve locd catdogues were utilised which mdud-
ed mformation on type and redshifr (for exaiqile 
Kent & Gunn 1982, Gregory & Tlionq)son 1984. 
Ch^man et d . 1988) m an attempt to Iseep our se-
lection as uniform as posdble. 
The resulting sanq)les were dien fiirther extend-
ed widi objects from an NED galaxy seardi with-
m 5" of eadi duster cmtre (see Hdou d d. 1991). 
Each NED search produced all die gdaxies clas-
sified as spirals and widi redshifts consistent with 
duster membership in the published literature. This 
allowed die type and redshift information from a 
large number of sources to be moged widi our d-
ready sdected sanqiles. This informatian acted as an 
dd to establishing observing priorities and allowed 
us to extend our secondary san:q>les outwards. The 
gdaxies appearmg m die NED data base are pre-
dominandy from die UGC. CGCG or NGC gdaxy 
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catalogues and as a result, our secondaiy saiiq>les 
have an edGEective magnitude limit of b -mag»< 16.0. 
Sdection betweoi difEereot spiral types was not 
performed for three reasons: (i) We wished to sam-
ple a range of spiral types in order to examine any 
type dq)endence in the TF relation, (ii) Galaxy types 
are unreliable for the edge-on spirals that make iq> 
our sanq)le. ( i i i ) Much of our primary sanq)le do 
not have types and we did not want to bias our sec-
ondary (and on average brighter) sanq>le as com-
pared to our primary san^le. 
223 The Use of APM data 
Toe positions from the photogr^hic catalogue for 
the primary A2634 smsplt were too maccurate for 
our purposes. In this duster, and for all the objects 
in the secondary sanq)les. galaxy positions were 
cross-correlated with positions from a copy of the 
APM catalogue (Maddoxet al. 1988) kindly sup-
plied by Mike Jrmn, and the APM positions used 
from then on. The APM catalogue positions are ac-
curate to within 3 arcseconds and provide a uni-
form co-ordinate system for all of the catalogues. 
I h e photometry sample for A2634 and a number of 
galaxies in our secondary sarq)les lacked position 
angle infraination in their respective catalogues, in 
these cases, position angles from the APM cata-
logue were also used. 
23 Details of Selection 
The selection procedure outlined above was fo l -
lowed for all four of our selected dustos, and m 
each case a primary and secondary sample was se-
lected. 
23.1 Coma lAbell 1656] 
The primary galaxy sanq>le for the Ccnna dus-
ter was selected from the catalogue published in 
Godwin et al. 1983 (GMP83). The positions and 
magnitude proved to be of good quality, even 
though the elliptidty cut was made at 0.3 (because 
GMP83 elliptidties are only published to within 
0.1) there were still suffident objects for a large 
sanq}le. A colour-magnitude sequence of 1.53 < 
0.0223(6 - 22.0) •¥ {b - r) < 1.98 pubUshed in 
Mazure et al. (1988) was used far the colour sdeo-
tion. See Hgure 2.1 for a summary of the sdec-
tionprocess: Hgure 22 shows the distributionof the 
galaxies from the primary sBmple within Coma. 
An extensive catalogue induding motphological 
types and redshifts of brighter Coma members can 
be found in Kent & Gunn (1982) and this was used 
to sdect our secondary sanq)le. Hgure 23 shows 
die redshift distribution of this secondary sanq>le 
as campated to the entire Koi t & Gunn catalogue. 
A redshifr verses radial duster position plot is also 
shown. A m ^ of the secondary sanq)le's distribu-
tion in the outer r ^ o o s of Coma is shown in Hgure 
2.4. 
232 Abell2199 
The A2199 primary sample was taken from a cata-
logue published in Dixon al. (1989)(DGP) which 
proved to be of similar quality to the GMP82 cata-
logue. The DCJP elliptidties are given to 0.01 accu-
racy, allowing a cut of e>028. A odour-magnitude 
relation of 2.46 < O.Mb+ {b-r)< 2.75 fitted by 
the author was used for the c-m sdection of the pri-
mary san^le. See Hgure 23 for a plot of the c-m 
relation and fiirther details of the primary sanq)le se-
lection. The position of the primary sample galax-
ies in the area around A2199 can be seen in Hgure 
2.6. To keq) the sdection limits as single as possi-
ble the secondary sample for A2199 was soldy se-
lected from the UGC catalogue. Sdection was done 
on the basis of magnitude (b-mag<16.0). elliptic-
ity (e>0.28). type and redshift (±300(acms-i). The 
distribution on the sky of the secondary sample is 
shown in Hgure 2.7. 
233 Abell2634 
Primary sdection for A2634 was done from the 
sanq>le iq>pearing in Butcfains (1983). This work is 
older and based on lower quality data than the cata-
logues used for the sdection in Coma and A2199. 
The effects of this reduced quality can be seen in 
Hgure 2.8 which summarizes the primary sdection 
process for A2634. The measured elliptidties dis-
play an uneven distribution which is attributed to the 
breaking up of the larger galaxies in the san^le into 
smaller pieces by the object detection algorithms. 
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F%ure 2J : Four graphs detailing the primary Coma sample selection process using photographic photometry published 
in Godwin. Metcalfe. & Peach (1983)(GMP83). Top Left: A Mstogram showing the distribution of elliptidty all 
objects in the GMP83 sample with b^ag< 18. Objects wifli ellipticity greater tfjan 0.28 (ie. inclination greater than 45° 
in the case of spiral galaxies) are shown with half shaded bins. The distribution of the finally selected objects is shown 
fully shaded. Top Right: Colour-magnitude relation for GMP83 objects. A fit to die colour magnitude relation fi-om 
Maioire et aL (1988) is shown as parallel dotted lines. The primary sample selected using eUqitidty and color^goihide 
(Le. bhie-ward of the cnn relation) are marked with triangles. Objects selected for die supplementary sample on die basis 
of dieir^iral type are also marked(these are the points appearingabove the c-^ n relation). Bottom Left: A Histogram of 
die magnitude distribution of the three samples; all GMP83 objects (dotted line), objects with e>028 (solid line), and die 
primary selected sample based on ellipticity and colour (shaded). Bottom Right- ISstogram showing the radial number 
density distribution of objects within the cluster. The three samples are marked in die same manner as die previous plot 
The selected galaxies (shaded histograms) show tentative evidence of concentration towards die centre of die cluster. 
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Figure 22: A map of a 2.6° x2.6° region centred on die Coma cluster. All galaxies fi'om die GMP83 catabgue widi 
b-magnitudes less than 18.0 are marked as points. The galaxies fi'om our primary Coma sample, selected fiom GMP83 
on die basis of ell^ticity and colour are marked widi triangles. 
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Figure 23: Left Pand: Two histograms of galaxy recessional velocities from Kent & Gunn (1982). Iheunshadedbins 
are for all the galaxies appearing in the Koit & Gunn catalogue, with numbers in each bin appearing on the right^iand 
side of the plot The velocities of galaxies from the secondary coma sample (Le. Kent & Gunn galaxies typed as ^irals) 
are marked wifli shaded histograms and their size can be read from the left-hand scale. Right Pand: Radial velocity 
plotted against projected radial distance for all the galaxies in the Koit & Gunn catalogue. Galaxies from die secondary 
Coma sample are marked with triangles. Ihe dotted line is the projected cluster membership limits calculated from a 
^herically symmetric, £1=1 Coma model from van Haarlem et al. 1993 (1993) (see also van Haarlem 1992). 
The c-m rdation fitted by die author is shown su-
perinqxKed on a c-m diagram of the entu« sample 
in the upper right pand of Hgure 2.8. 
Galaxies with colors blue-wards of the rdation 
2.55 < 0.046-1- {b-r)< 2.90 were sdected and 
their positions ampated with the APM catalogue 
in order to obtain more accurate elliptidties. Galax-
ies with e>028 and b-mag<18.0 were then se-
lected for die main duster sanQ)le. This first sdec-
tion proved too small and an additional sanq)le was 
sdected withb magnitudes less than 18.6 which was 
g^ven a lower priority (and in fact was never used). 
A map showing the distribution on the sky of the 
two sanQ>les is given in Hgure 2.9. Sdection for the 
A2634 secondary sanq)le was done in a similar way 
to the A2199 UCJC sanq)le and a m ^ of this data is 
^ven in Hgure 2.10. 
23.4 Abelim 
No large-area photometric catdogue was available 
for Abell 194 in tiie literature. Instead the primary 
swoaple was sdected from the catalogue of duster 
members published in (Thapman et al. (1988). This 
catdogue is considered by the autiiar to be reason-
ably conf ide to a b magnitude of 18.0. gives mor-
phologicd type and dassifies galaxies into duster 
members usmg redshift. Furtha type informaticm 
from the NED database was merged with the C h ^ 
man data before sdecting the primary sample. This 
sarrq>le was then augmmted witi i a secondary sam-
ple sdected from the UGC and Zwicky CCJCG cat-
dogues. Galaxies from these catdogues within 4° 
of theduste centre and with correct morphologicd 
types, elliptidties. redshifi and b-mag<16i were 
used to form this secondary saiiq)le. Because of the 
patchy nature of this process the sdection function 
for A194 is considered more uncertain. The posi-
tions of all the sdected galaxies within A194 is 
shown in Hgure 2.11. 
233 The Selected Samples 
Ri l l details of the sdected galaxies for eadi duster 
induding positions and photometric parametos are 
given in Appendix A. Whidi galaxies woe actually 
observed and the quality of the results obtained is 
also given thse. 
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Figure 2A: A Map of die 12° xl2°region centred on Coma. All galaxies widi b-mag<16.0 fi'om die Kent & Gunn 
(1982) sample are marked as points. The secondary Coma sample is marked widi triangles. Tliis sample consists of 
chister member galaxies (Le. widi correct redshifl) diat are also typed as spiral in die literature. Tbe sample is divided 
into a inner (radial position4'<3°) and a outer sample (3° <r<6°). The inner sample is indicated widi vertical triangles, 
die outer sample widi inverted triangles and die sample limits are marked widi a dotted line. The limit of die inner primary 
sample is marked by a dotted box. 
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Figure 2^: Four graphs detailing die target selection process using photogr^hic photometry fiom Dixon et aL 
(1989)(IXP89). Top Left: A Ifistogram showingdie distribution of ell^jticity for all objects in die DCH'89 sample widi 
bHnag<18. Objects widi ellipticity greater dian 0.28 (Le. inclination greater dian 45° in die case of spiral galaxies) 
are shown widi half shaded bins. The distribution of die finally selected objects is shown fiiUy shaded. Top Right: 
Colour-magnitude relation for DC3P89 objects. A fit to die colour magnitude relation is marked as parallel dotted lines. 
The primary sample selected using ellqiticity and color-magnitude (Le. bhie-ward of die c-m relation) is marked widi 
triangles. Objects selected for die supplementary sample on die basis of dieir ^iral type, ell^ticity and redshift are also 
marked. Bottom Left: A Histogram of die magnitude distribution of die diree samples; all IXH>89 objects (dotted line), 
objects with e>0.28 (solid line), and die primary selected sample basedon ellipticity andcolour (shaded). Bottom Right: 
Ifistogram showing die radial number density distribution of objects within die clust^. The diree samples are marked in 
die same manna as die previous plot. The selected galaxies (shaded histograms) show some evidence of concratration 
towards die centre of die clustM. 
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Figure 2.6: A map of a 2° x 2° region centred on Abell 2199. All galaxies from ttie DCS'89 catalogue with b^nagnitudes 
less dian 18.0 are marked as points. Hie galaxies from our primary A2199 sample, selected from IXH'89 on the basis 
of ell^ticity and cobur are marked with triangles. The few points from the secondary A2199 sample (selected from the 
UGC catalogue using ell^ticity, type and redshift) that fall widiin die inner region are marked using squares. 
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Figure 2.7: A Map of die 10° x 10°region centred on A2199 showing die distribution of our selected samples on die 
sky. Galaxies fi'om our secondary sample selected from die UGC catalogue (widi b-{nag< 16.0, e>0.28, spiral type and 
correct redshift) are mariced widi boxes. The inaa primary A2199 sample is marked with triangles. 
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Figure 2.8: Four graphs detailing die target selection processusingphotographic photometry from Butchins 1983(B83). 
Top Left: A Histogram showing die distribution of ellq>ticity for all objects in the B83 sample widi b^nag< 18. Objects 
with el%ticity greater than 0.28 (i.e. inclination greater than 45° in the case of spiral galaxies) are shown with half shaded 
bias. Ihe distribution of the finally selected objects is shown fiilly shaded. The large scatter in diis plot demonstrates the 
poor quality of die ellq)ticities from the B83 catatogue. Top Right: Colournnagnihide relation for B83 galaxies. A fit 
to the colour magnitude relation is marked as parallel dotted lines. The primary sample selected using ellipticity and 
color-magnitude (Le. bhie-ward of the c-m relation) are marked with triangles. Objects selected for the supplementary 
sample on the basis of their spiral type, ellq)ticity and redshift are also marked. Bottom Left: A ICstogram of die mag-
nitude distribution of the diree samples; all B83 objects (dotted line), objects with e>0.28 (solid line), and die primary 
selected sample based on ellipticity and colour (shaded). Bottom Right: Histogram showing die radial number density 
distribution of objects within die cluster. The three samples are marked in die same manner as die previous plot The 
selected galaxies (shaded histograms) again show some evidoice of concratration towards die centre of die cluster. 
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Figure 23: A map of a 12° x 1.2° region coitred on Abell 2634. All galaxies firom die B83 catalogue widi b-magnihides 
less dian 18.6 are marked as points. The galaxies fixnn our primary A2634 sample, selected fitnn B83 on die basis of 
ellqjticity and colour are marked widi triangles. This sample is divided into two, galaxies widi b^nag< 18.0 are marked 
widi vertical triangles and galaxies widi 18.0<b-mag< 18.6 are marked widi inverted triangles. The few points from die 
secondary A2634 sample (selected from die UGC catalogueusing ellipticity, type and redshift) diat ftdl widiin die inner 
region are marked using squares. 
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Figure 2J0: A Map of die 5° x5°region centred on A2634 showing die distribution of our selected samples on die 
sky. Galaxies from our secondary sample selected from die UGC catalogue (widi b^nag< 16.0, e>0.28, spiral type and 
correct redshift) are marked widi boxes. The inner primary A2634 sample is marked widi triangles. 
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Figure 2AI: A Map of die 8° x8°region centred on A194 showing die distribution of our selected sam-
ples on the sky. Galaxies from our primary sample are selected from die sample of galaxies measured by 
Chapman, Geller. & Huchra 1988, widi b^ag< 16.0, e>0.28, spiral type and correct redshift, are indicated witii filled 
triangles. The secondary sample selected widi die same criteria from die UGC catalogue are marked widi open circles. 
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2.4 Sdection Bias 
As was mentioned in §2.2.1 our p a r e n t magnitude 
cut at b-mag= 18 introduces a sdection bias at differ-
ing absolute magnitudes witiiin each of our duster 
sanqiles. The inqiad of tins effed wi l l be discussed 
in Chqiter 5 dong with methods for correcting for 
the effect Aside from the ample bias mtroduced by 
our magnitude cut diere are a number of other ef-
fects introduced by our sdection process and inher-
ent in our duster sanqiles. 
As all of gdaxy sdection is from photogr^hic 
data, our sanqiles inherit all of the biases involved 
with sdecting galaxies from photogrqihic plates. 
The main bias is towards gdaxies in a narrow range 
of surface brighbiess (see McGaugh 1996). The im-
pact of this on the find TF rdation is reduced as the 
TF data is based on magnitudes measured in a dif-
ferent photometiic band from the photogr^hicdata. 
This difference m band tends to wash out die strong 
peak m the surface brightness distribution, and die 
remaining effed wi l l be discussed in Ch^ter 5. An-
other trdt of photogr^hicdata is thatthedgorithms 
used to deted the objects within each plate tend to 
break iq> die typically uneven spfrd galaxy images 
into smaller pieces which would fall bdow our mag-
nitude cut. We believe this effed is small and un-
l ikdy to introduce a significant bias into our sam-
ples. 
Another possible bias arises from our colour se-
lection. Gdaxies in the fidd tend to be bluer than 
duster gdaxies. Sdecting blue gdaxies as probable 
spirals dso biases our san^le towards fidd galax-
ies in the foreground and background of the duster. 
This effed would tend to increase the scatter in the 
TF rdation. The effects of duster memboship and 
die size of this bias wi l l be exammed in (Th^ter 6. 
Another asped of this sdection procedure to note 
is that i t assumes die measured parameters for each 
objed; dl ipt idty. colour, magnihide. morphologicd 
type etc. are corred. In fact, all diese parameters are 
uncertain to a greater or lesser extent and the se-
lection limits are blurred by an uncertain amount. 
For example, theeffedof the merging of gdaxy im-
ages with nearby stars itpaa the measured elliptic-
ity could cause an objed to remain unsdeded. The 
iiqportant thing to note is that errors in die param-
eters only affect die conqileteaess of our sanqiles. 
Aldioush we can never assume 100% con^)leteQess. 
our sdected sample can be considaed to be an un-
biased random subset 
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Chapter 3 
Photometric Observations 
and Data Reduction 
Abstract I D this d i ^ t a are discussed the observations and redoctiaii methods 
used to produce Tully-Hsher parameters for over one hundred galaxies from four 
galaxy dusters. I detail the instruments used and reduction m^hods ^ l i e d and 
explain our technique for fitting galaxy isophotes and obtaining photometric pa-
rameters. The photometry is then conq>ared with other authors' data and estimates 
are made of our internal and external errors. 
Photometric and spectroscopic measurements of 
the galaxies within our duster sanq)les were made 
during two observing runs in May and August of 
1993 at die Observatotio d d Roque de los Mucha-
rhns rm thftislanH nf T j» Pnlmq in th^ PnnaTy Tsl jjn<<R, 
The Jacobus K ^ t ^ tdescqie (JKT) was used to 
take I-band CCD images of our target galaxies and 
the Isaac Newton tdescope (INT) was used to make 
required long-slit spectroscopic measurements. 
3.1 Photometric Obsa^ations 
The JKT has a 1.0 metre parabolic primary mir-
ror combined with a hyperbolic secondary, whidi 
gives a oonventianal Cassegrain optical system with 
a focal ratio of f^lS.O. I b e tdescope is equatorially 
mounted on a cross-axis mount. The East of pier 
configuration was used so that target galaxies could 
be tradced down to the 84° zmith distance limit in 
the west. A l l the galaxies in our sanq)le were imaged 
in the I-band usmg the EEV7 detector head mounted 
at Cassegratn focus along with an I-band Kitt Peak 
interference filter. 
The EEV7 head contains an EEV 05-30 coated 
charge-coupled device (CCD) dap widi 1242 x 
1152 pixds. Ihe plate scale of 13 J arcsec/mm and 
p ixd size of22.5 x 22.5Mmresultsinapixd angular 
size of 0.3 X 0.3 arcseconds and a total fidd of view 
of 6.2 x 5.8 arcminutes. The EEV chip has a low 
read-out noise of 4e~ nns («5.3 ADU). a negligi-
ble dark currmt and an even bias frame with vari-
ations in the bias bdng bdow 02%. The chip also 
has a very evm response OVCT its surface with large 
scale variations before flat-fidding being less than 
3% and less than 0.8% afts- flat-fidding. C3iarge 
transfer was not perfect and die heavy bleeding that 
appeared on some frames, due to saturatim caused 
by b r i ^ stars, made surface p h o t o m ^ difficult 
and increased the uncertainty in the magnitude mea-
surements. Ibis was only areal a problem in die few 
frames where a bright star q>peared nearby a target 
galaxy and in a few cases diese objects had to be 
rejected. 
The filter used was an I-band Kit t Peak interfer-
ence filter built to die spedfications of J. Mould (see 
Bodiun& Mould 1987) and supplied to die ING 
tdescopes by the Kit t Peak obsovatory. The l-band 
filter is made from a Mgpz coated Schott RG-N9 
substrate widi a peak transmission of over 80% be-
tween die "50% on" and "50% o f f ' wavdoigdis of 
7300A and 9000A (see Argyle 1988). 
Typically one nights observing would consist of 
around 20 images of target galaxies. 15 exposures 
of standard stars and about 10 short exposures of 
blank fidds during twilight for flat-fidding. Expo-
sure time for galaxy images ranged from 500 to 
2000 seconds die majority bdng 1000 seconds al-
lowing accurate surface photometry out to surface 
brightnesses of 24 mag arcsec'^in the I-band. 
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Figure 3 J : Left: An example of die variation in die photometry zeroijoint over die hours of a photometric (Q=l) night 
relative to midnight local time. Right: The zero-point variation ov^ a partially photometric night (Q=2). The open 
symbols show die effect of clouds on die zo-o-points during die first two hours of die night Ihe solid line in bodi plots 
r^resents die final zero^oint adopted for diat n i ^ t Jn die case of die partially photometric night die early measurements 
rq)resented by die opoi symbols w»e excluded frtnn die zero-point fit 
3.1.1 Initial Data Reduction 
A combination of Starlink and IRAF software run-
nmg on workstations provided by the Starlink node 
at the University of Durham was used through-
out the reduction process of all the data presented 
here. The in i t id reduction of die "raw" CCD im-
ages was done using standard procedures with the 
CCDPACK software devdoped by Peter D r ^ for 
Starlink (see Drapa 1993). The weak structure ob-
served in the bias frames remamed constant over 
bodi observing runs. This allowed die creation of 
a master bias frame from the median of the scded 
individud bias frames taken during both observing 
runs. This allowed the bias o&set and any bias struc-
ture in eadi frame to be removed by subtracting the 
master bias frame. The master bias frame was scded 
before the subti-action so d i d the median vdue of 
the ova-scan strip in the master bias frame and each 
individud image frame matched. 
H d - f i d d frames for each lught were created us-
ing die makeflat task widiin CCDFACK Suitable 
twilight sky images from each night were combined 
by scaling to unity and taking die median to pro-
duce a fld-fidd frame for each n i ^ The CCD win-
dow and filters used on the JKT suffeed from dust 
specks during both of our obsoving runs. These 
dust spedcs ^>pear in die images as small dark ar-
eas which could possibly intofere with surface pho-
tometry. The specks can be divided out using each 
nights fid-fidd frame but as diese dust specks tend 
t f i t n n v f t armmH during aarh night and fmm Tii£ht tn 
night an dement of t r id and error was introduced 
into the fld-fidding process. 
Hat-fidd frames were made iq) from different 
subsets of t w i l i ^ t frames and used to divide out the 
CCDs varying spatid response and any dust present 
in that night's images. The best performing fiat-fidd 
frame was the one finally used. In a few cases two 
flat-fields were used for one night. One fiat made up 
from twilight frames taken at the start of die night 
would be tised to flatten images taken early in the 
night and a second flat created usmg die moming 
twilight would be used to fid-fidd images takoi in 
die second half of the n i ^ This way die effect of 
dust was Isspt to a mini imim and had litde effed on 
the find surface photometry. Large scde variations 
in die find fld-fidded frames ranged bdween 0.1% 
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Table 3 J. A Summary of obs«vations made during two observing runs at the JKT. Column headings are: Date, l-band 
extinction coefficient kj, magnitude zax>-point oi, colour term ^ , rms of fitted zero^ oint CT., number of standard stars ob-
served A^ stand. number of galaxies observedA/g<j, mean seeingfsrfmi S in arcseconds, photometry quality Q and weather. 
Date * i bi CTa Ns ^ « S" Q Notes 
20/5/93 0.110 22.389 -0.047 0.025 21 15 22 2 Circus at start of niglit 
21/5/93 0.117 22.437 -0.005 0.009 21 19 1.6 1 
22/5/93 0.103 22.405 0.009 0.010 10 14 1.6 1 
23/5/93 0.102 22.430 0.054 0.004 3 1 1.8 2 doudy most of nig^ 
24/5/93 0.109 22.440 0.022 0.004 13 10 2.8 1 voy poor seeing 
25/5/93 - - - - 1 2 15 3 voy doudy all o i ^ 
26/5/93 - - - - 0 18 - 3 CiiTusMdge doud all n i^ t 
21/7/93 0.065 22239 -0.006 0.016 13 14 1.0 2 Cuius early in niglit 
22/7/93 0.186 22.494 -0.003 0.016 8 14 1.0 2 Cimis early in nigbt 
23/7/93 0.086 22.406 0.064 0.010 11 20 0.9 1 
24/7/93 - - - - 11 10 - 3 Cirrus all nigbt 
25/7/93 0.095 22.411 0.050 0.011 9 23 1.4 1 
26/7/93 0.080 22.408 0.066 0.008 13 16 1.3 1 
27/7/93 0.026 22.381 0.083 0.021 15 25 1.1 1 
and 0.8% and on avorage the image frames were flat 
to within 0.4%. 
3.12 Photometric Calibration 
During eadi ni^t, a sdection of standard stars with 
different colours were observed from the list of Kitt 
Peak Photometric Standards (from Landolt 1983). 
The same stars were observed at different times dur-
ing each night, over a range of air masses in order 
to calibrate the canvosion from instnmiental mag-
nitudes to the Kron-Cousins photometric sdieme 
(Cousins 1976 and Landolt 1983). The transforma-
tion used was: 
I=a + Iinstr + biV-I)-k^ (3.1) 
Where Imstr is the I band instrumental magnitude 
measured from the CCD image within a 22" diam-
eter q)erture. / and V are the I and V magnitudes 
withm the Kron-Cousins photometric system. X is 
the air mass and fivb sodki are the photometric zero 
point, colour coeffident and I-band atmospheric ex-
tinctianrespectivdy. Hie instrumental magnitude is 
defined as: 
/i^=-2.51og -t-30 (3.2) 
'exp 
Where C^i are the counts measured within a 22" 
diameter {q)erture ooitred on the standard star "p^ 
is the exposure time of die image. 
All three of the calibration coef&dents ai) and h 
are determined for each n i ^ using a least-squares 
fit to the standard star measuremoits (see Table 3.1). 
Unlike previous wotks in this area (e.g. Han 1991 
andWillick 1991)Jti was notfixedataspedfic value 
for the observatory but was allowed to vary from 
ni^t to night This is because La Pahna suffers from 
varying extinction due to dust at h i ^ altitude in the 
atmosphere blown from the nearby Sahara desert 
Changing levels of dust can cause the extinction to 
vary over time scales of less than a wedc (see ki in 
Table 3.1) and to assume a constant value for the 
extinction over a one week obsemng run would be 
unwise. 
3.13 Photometric Quality 
Once the standard star magnitudes for eadi nig^t 
are fitted, a grqih of photometric zero-point (a in 
Equation 3.1) against time can be plotted for eadi 
n i ^ t The zero-point plots along with weather re-
ports and notes from the observing log allowed a 
quality value ((^ to be given to each nights observ-
ing. Nights with good dear weather and no system-
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atic or large variadans in zero-point over the nigjit 
were allocated a quality value. Q=l. If a nigjits ob-
serving was partially intecnq)ted by poor weatha- or 
displayed a large increase in zero-point ova a pe-
riod of the n i ^ a value of Q=2 was g^ ven if the rest 
of the ni^t had a steady zero-point. 
When a night was badly disrupted by poor 
weather or the measured photometric zero-point 
displayed h i ^ scatter, the photometric data was 
considered untrustworthy and assigned a poor qual-
ity value of 0=3. An exanq>le of the zero-point 
variation over a photometric. Q=l night and a par-
tially photometric Q=2 night can be seen in Figure 
3.1. Over fourteen nights of observing, seven nights 
were photom^c Q=l. four nights were partially 
photometric Q=2 nights, and three were poor ob-
serving ni^ts and assigned a quality value Q=3. 
The weather during the first observingnm in May 
was poorer than expected with three of the available 
seven nights bong lost to a combination of dirus 
and ridge doud. Li total, appraodxaateiy 50% of the 
possible observing time was lost to equipment faults 
and bad weather. Seeing was also less thanideal dur-
ing the first run; the mean seeing was around 1.6" 
and varied between 1.4" and 3.0". The second ob-
serving run in August had fine weather with only 
one night considered completely non-photometiic 
due to Cirrus doud. Semg was also better with a 
mean seeing fwhm of 1.1" for the week. Our observ-
ing effidenqr was also much iaspimed with images 
of over 120 galaxies bdng taken as oompatei to the 
80 of the first run. 
During ni^ts when the weather was changing 
r^idly or was unpredictable more standard stars 
were measured in order to monitor the conditioiis 
and to hdp dedde which galaxy images could be 
considered photometric. When the conditions were 
dearly n<ni-photometric few if any standards were 
observed as tdescope time was best used by taking 
many short exposure "snq)shots" of target galax-
ies to check for ooirect morphology, inclination and 
nearby bright stars. Suitable galaxies could then be 
given a hig|h priority for observation under photo-
metric conditions. A summary of the dates, photom-
etry coefSdents. quality and weather notes for all 
fourteen observing nights is given in Table 3.1. 
32 Galaxy Suiface Photometry 
Surface photom^ of the 200 galaxies obsoved 
was done usmg a combination of an image analysis 
program, AVIEW. written by John Luc^, Starlink 
software and the IRAF package of image reduction 
software. Different aspects of each of these padc-
ages were combined into one "pipeline" using shell 
scripts and programs writtoi by the author. Only 
two stages of the reduction required interactive in-
put, the initial sdection of the targ^ galaxy on the 
CCD frame and the marking of die disk r^on of 
eadi galaxy when considering the surface photome-
try profiles. The rest of the reduction steps wee exe-
cuted as "batch" processes using shell scripts whidi 
treated eadi frame in the same uniform manner. 
Ihe first stage of the surface photom^ process, 
selecting the target galaxy from within the CCD im-
age, was done using the AVIEW photom^ pack-
age. After the image was loaded into the program 
and displayed with a suitable str^du the PSA task 
within AVIEW was used to d^ect all objects in the 
frame and hi-light Hiem with an ellipse. Hie ob-
ject detection subroutines used by AVIEW to do this 
are the same subroutines used by PISA: die Star-
link stand-alone objed detection and analysis pack-
age. In this case objects detected m die frame are 
defined as any four or more adjacoit pixels with a 
levd at least I3a above a nominal sky value for the 
frame. Sdecdon was done with an on-screen cursor 
due to die large fidd of view of the CCD, and refer-
ence to the original finder charts was often made at 
diis point The position of a galaxies core was mea-
sured using die centroiding task CEN, along with 
the seeing PSF whidi was measured from bright 
stars appeeaing in die image using die 577 com-
mand widiin AVIEW. A final "eyebaU" check was 
made of the detecdon and sdecdon process before 
exiting AVIEW. 
Upon exit. AVIEW produces a numbe of aux-
iliary files to acoompmy the main image. These 
indude: (i) A ".jpars" file containing informatian 
needed for the photometric calibration of the frame 
and other information. e.g. name, date, airmass. etc. 
(ii) A ".qiars" file containing die centres, major 
axes, dliptidties and position angles of ellipses de-
scribing all the objects detected widiin the image 
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frame, (iii) A "jpars" file contains details of any 
r^ons within the image, defined manually with 
AVIEW. which should not be considered when cal-
culating the sky levd etc. as they contain defects, 
dust specks, diffraction spikes or saturated regions. 
As the detection algorithm worked well, very few 
objects in each frame had to be marked manually 
and as star removal is often the most time consum-
ing step in galaxy surface photometry the process 
adopted saved much time and hard work. 
32.1 The Photometry Pipeline 
Once an image had passed through the interactive 
AVIEW stage it was then passed on to the first of 
my reduction shell scripts, ephotl .csh. Hie first step 
in the reduction was to obtain a robust but accurate 
estimate of the sky levd within the image. Accurate 
sky subtraction is inqxirtant if the surface photome-
try is to trace the l i ^ t of each galaxy out to as faint 
a limit as possible. Good sky subtraction is crudal 
if corred magnitudes, and surface briefnesses are 
to be obtained. 
The first part of the task consists of caaverting 
the files containing the detected objects and "bad" 
rpgions ouQnitted from AVIEW. and inputting them 
into the/u'^eoit task from the Starlink ESP package 
of programs written by Grant Privett The histpeak 
program constructs an image pixd value versus oc-
currence histogram, the peak of whidi is fitted with 
a Gaussian to produce a modal sky value. 
As all pixels considered to lie within a detected 
objed or "bad" region are exduded from this anal-
ysis, the histogram is a good rqiresentation of the 
distribution of the value of "sky" pixels within the 
image. The centre and width of the Gaussian fitted 
to the modal peak is considered an accurate estimate 
of the global sky value and sky etror. In order of sig-
nificance, the sky error is due to a combination of; 
flat fidding errors (both from poor large scale cor-
rection and pixd-to-pixd response). Poisson noise, 
scattered light undetected weak cosmic rays, faint 
undetected objects and CCD read out noise. As all 
of the taigd galaxies lie within the inner two thirds 
of the image the outer one third of each image was 
also exduded from the histpeak analysis so that the 
error estimates produced are more rq>resentative of 
the image r^on local to the considered galaxy. Af-
ter each dliptical r^on of the mask is increased in 
size by 100% to allow for famt extoided objects, 
typically 70% of the total image area remains and 
is considered "sky" by histpeak. 
Once a good estimate of the sky levd was made, 
a second program. Autosky (writtenby John Luc^). 
was used to estimate the size of the large scale re-
sponse variations within the image. Iheflat-fidding 
done in the prdimmary reduction of eadi image is 
never perfed and laige scale variations in the sky 
levd always ranain at some levd. Autosky mea-
sures the remaining variations by dividing the im-
age iq) into 100 r^ons and taking the median pixd 
value within each region as the local sky value. Ihe 
mean and o of the sky values within the 100 r^ons 
is thm ou^t by Autosky. Ihe a of the sky levels 
from the 100 regions (oflatsdd) is used as an indi-
cation of the large scale flat-fidding error within a 
particular image, hi all cases asatfieid was less than 
0.4%. Both the values produced by/tiftpeoArandAu-
tosky are added to the image information file to be 
used at a later stage to calculate photometry emns. 
322 Isophotalfitting 
A siiiq)le modd for a spiral galaxy consists of a 
thin drcular disk of matter with an exponential ra-
dial surface brightness profile. Sudi a spiral galaxy, 
with its axis lying in a random direction, appesxs 
in. projection as an dlipse with a surface brightness 
profile singly rdated to its &ce-on profile. As each 
isqphote of the galaxy can be qiproximated by an 
ellipse, a series of dlipses with increasing radii can 
then be fitted to the CCD image of the whole galaxy. 
The parent elliptidty, e. of each dlipse is 
directly rdated to the disk's inclination with re-
sped to the line of sig^. As the indination of the 
galaxy plays an inqxntant factor in corrections to 
the measured Tully-Hsher param e^rs (Han 1991, 
Mllidc 1991), an accurate and unbiased estimate 
of the disk eUiptidty is essential. Representing the 
galaxy as a series of dlipses is only an approsdma.-
tiaa. As can be seen from the images appeanag in 
Appendix A, eadi spiral has its own spiral structure 
superinqx>sed on the undelying disk. Ihe galax-
ies also have cores of differing strengths and many 
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Output plots & files 
Galaxy is selected, o&er objects are detected and 
masked out. Bad regions are also masked out and 
the stellar PSF is measured. 
Measures sky level wi&in inner region of frame. 
Estimates variations in sky level due to 
flat-fielding orors. 
Fits eU^ses of inaeasing size to fte isophotes 
of the galaxy. 
Check fits and select disk for ro&Tiag 
Produces model image. 
Produces cleaned image. 
Calculates surface photometry wiftin 
fitted ellipses. 
Measures k)cal sky level and marks 
outer galaxy ellq)se. 
Selects linear "disk" region of sur&ce 
brightness distribution and region of constant 
disk e,pa.x and y. 
Measures photometry using corrected 
galaxy ell^ses. 
Produces final plots and ouQnits file of measured 
disk parameters, magnitudes etc. 
See Appendix A and Figure 3.3. 
Figure 32: A flow diagram outlining the sieps involved in the photometric reduction process. The left column indicates 
\diether the step is done by hand or as part of a reduction shell script. The middle column indicates which software 
packages were used at each stage and the flow of the image data. The ri^t cohunn gives more detail for certain stages. 
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•iipse Rtting Results For D21 
File: d21_i272a_cleon.efrt 
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Figure 33: An example of die final result of the surface photometry reduction process. The four left-hand panels show 
from top to bottom; the galaxy's isophotal magnitude at each fitted isophote, the ellipticity, position angle and centre of 
the fitted ellipses, all verses radius (in pixels on upper scale and arcsec on lower scale). For the outer isophotes when the 
S/N is too low to accurately fit ellipses the ellipse parameters are fixed to tiie mean of their "disk" region vabes, while 
file radius is inaeased in order to measure the isophotal magnitudes. These ellipses are marked with aosses on each plot. 
The top ri^t-hand panel shows the surface brightness of each ellipse against radius along with a strai^t line fit to what 
is considered the "disk" region of fiie galaxy (marked with vertical parallel dashed lines). The bwer panel shows the 
residuals from the linear fit. Note the length of the error bars indicate the random error at each point and Ae tick marks 
on each error bar indicate the systematic errors. The fitted disk parametas are used to calculate the total magnitude by 
exfrapolation from the outer isophotal magnitude (marked on the upper left panel with a dashed line and dotted lines 
respectnely). The lower right panel displays a grey scale of the galaxy superimposed with contours representing the 
I-band isophotes between 19 and 21i in steps of 05. The three solid ellq>ses marked on the image r^resent die inner 
and outer disk limits and the radius at n i^ich the sky level is reached. Nearby stars etc. have been masked out and lephced 
with intmsity values from the fit phis noise, and are marked wifii dashed ell^ses on the image. 
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have bar structures both of which can result m non-
elliptical inner isophotes. An exanq>le of this efifed 
can be seoi in Hgure 3.3. 
The inqxntance of the indination in calculat-
ing the fiTiai Tully-Hsher paramders means the fit-
ting of ellipses to the galaxy isophotes is a crudal 
step in the analysis. The IRAFpadcage GALPHOT 
was used withm the photometry reduction proce-
dure for this purpose. GALPHOT was written as 
an extension to the ISOPHOT package by Wol-
fram Freudling and has the facilities for fitting of d-
lipses dther interadivdy or m batch and rqnoduc-
ing modd images frx>m the results. GALPHOT uses 
the IRAF task ellipse from the STSDAS isophote 
package to fit each individual ispphote. providing 
the initial ellipse for eadi isophote. The ellipse task 
uses the initial dlipse with semi-major radius, a to 
sanqile the image around an elliptical path, produc-
ing an intensity distribution. l{a,e)asa function of 
the ellipse eccentric angle, e. This distribution can 
be represented by a Fourier soles in terms of e. 
I{a,e) = /o(a)-l-Ai sine-l-Bi cose 
+A2sin2e-f B2COs2e (3.3) 
Ellipse fits this function to the actual intensity 
distribution to produce the harmonic anq>litudes; 
AiJBiAi and B2, whidi represent errors in the d-
lipse position, position angle and elliptidty respec-
tivdy. A correction to the parameters of the modd 
ellipse are calculated from the harmonic anqilitudes 
and the parameter with the largest deviation is cor-
rected. Tills process is iterated until the correctians 
fall bdow a specified levd or a maxinnini number of 
iterations are conqileted. This method is described 
in Jedrzejewski 1987 and is the same method used 
by the GASP package detailed m Han 1991. 
Anotha inqiortant fadlity of GALPHOT is its 
ability to exdude r^ons of the image from the fit-
ting process so that other objects or defects detected 
earlier in the image can be prevented fromhaving an 
efifed on the fitting. 
The next section of the reduction shell script con-
verts the image and information files to a format 
suitable for input into IRAF and GALPHOT. The 
GALPHOT ellipse fitting task, sphot (whidi calls 
ellipse as a subroutine) is then used to fit ellipses to 
the targd galaxy without the need for any interactive 
stage. At this point die GALPHOT task markdisk is 
then used to display a plot of the surface bri^tness. 
dliptidty. position angle and caitre co-ordinates of 
the fitted ellipses against radius. This plot is then 
used as an "^eball" test that the ellipse has pro-
duced reasonable results and to sded a preUminary 
disk r^on where the fitted ellipse parameters re-
main relativdy constant 
In the case of about 10% of galaxies, the fit-
ting process fails. The ellipse fitting task can fail 
or produce incorrect results if die initial starting d-
lipse given to the task by the script is too differ-
ent from die true isophote. This can hqipen if die 
galaxy has a very steqi inner surface brightness gra-
dient or strongly non-dliptical mner isophotes. In 
diese cases die sphot task was repeated m interactive 
mode until an acceptable fit was made. 
At diis stage in the reduction, the image still con-
tains objects, cosmic rays and odia defects near to 
die galaxy that were masked out from the fitting pro-
cess but would preveit accurate surface photometry 
from being done. In order to rmove these contam-
inations the reduction script used die GALFHOT 
task tofnujg to create a modd image from die fit re-
sults. The parameters used m creating the modd im-
age are taken diredly from the ellipse fit as far as the 
outer radius of die sdeded disk region (see §32.5) 
at which point the mean disk pa. e, and centre (x and 
y) are used for die rmaining ellipses. 
For^round stars and other objects in the images 
could dien be removed from the image by rqiladng 
the miisk«¥l out pixels with ones from the modd im-
age usmg the program cppix, written by the author 
and run as part of the ephotl shdl script The re-
sulting "deaned" image was then ready for surface 
photometry measuremmts. The image qipearing in 
Hgure 3.3 is an exanqile of an image deaned in such 
away. 
323 Surface Photometry 
EPHOT, a galaxy surface photometry program writ-
ten by Jdm Lucey was used as part of the ephoil 
reduction procedure to produce accurate isopho-
tal magnitudes and surface brigjitness profiles for 
our sanq>le galaxies. After consultation with John 
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Laosy, EPHOT was altered slighdy to produce er-
ror estimates using my own prescriptions. EPHOT 
reads in the paramders of the fitted ellipses which 
are then used as elliptical qiertiires for the surface 
photometiy. For each iiqmt dlipse. a surface bright-
ness in magnitudes/arcsec^  is calculated along with 
an ispphotal magnitude representing die int^ated 
luminosity widiin that dlipse. The surface bri^t-
ness, of a particular dlipse is defined as the me-
dian value of pixels around that ellipse minus the 
sky value. 
)iia) = {liia)-sJcy) MedSan (3.4) 
Where/, (a) is die counts widiin the I pixd around 
an ellipse of major-axis a, and is die fitted modal 
sky value output from histpeak. As eadi pixd has 
a finite area, the raw intensity /,'(a) can be oxisid-
oed as a surface brightness in oounts^ixd^ and 
converted into magnitudes per arcsecond^  using the 
known plate scale, photometric zerqpoint. ainnass 
etc as explained above. The surface brightiiess enor 
5M^  for each ellipse is taken as the error on die mean 
intensity of the pixds on that ellipse i.e. 
6n(a) = (3.5) 
Where oi is therms of the sky subti-acted intensity 
and n is the number of pixels around the ellipse. 
Hie error on the sky comes from a number of 
sources, as discussed above, whidi are hard to sepa.-
rate firom each other. The two major contributors are 
the error on die measured sky levd (dominated by 
laige scale flat-fidding errors) and Poissonian sta-
tistical uncertainty connected with the ddection of 
both the sky and galaxy photons. Both sources of 
error are considered to be uncorrdated and to com-
bine in quadrature to produce die measured surface 
brightness error (Equation 3.5) dius: 
Poissoo flatfidd (3.6) 
This is only an qiproximation but equating Equa-
tions 35 and 3.6 allows the separation of the er-
ror ^l{a) into systematic flat-fidding orors and the 
random photcm counting errors. These two errors 
are rqiresented sqiaratdy in the surface brightiiess 
verses radius plots in Hgure 3.3 and Appendix A. 
Odier less inqxntant sources of error e.g. read-out 
noise are also random »«n<^  are included as part of 
die Poissonian error, Ofasaaa- combined ran-
dom errors are marked on each pomt by eror bars, 
along with the systematic oiors yUadb. appees as 
tide marks on eadi of the error bars (See Hgure 3.3). 
Showing the errors in diis way allows die systematic 
efEect of sky enrors on the surface brightness distri-
bution (and total magoitiide) to be easily assessed. 
Isophotal magnitiides for eadi dlipse are pro-
duced by summing up the counts in every pixd 
within die ellipse and subtracting away the sky 
levd. 
Eia) = pli-sky) (3.7) 
Whoe Npix is die total number of pixds within and 
ellipse of major axis a. The raw intensity E{a) being 
converted in I-band magnitudes using thephotomd-
ric transformation outlined above m Equation 3.1. 
The exTor on the isophotal magnitude E{a)is calcu-
lated using. 
(3.8) 
Whse 5sky is die local sky error produced by hist-
peak. Again this error, &£(a) is dommated by two 
main sources, thePoissonian error as represented by 
die first term and the sky error which is die second 
quantity added in quadrature. The Poissonian enor 
is only important within the inner most ellipses, and 
for all the isophotal magnitudes published here, un-
certainty in die sky levd is the major source of eror. 
In order to improve our sky estimate further 
ephotS extends the fitted ellipses out into die sky 
surrounding each galaxy. The EPHOT program is 
then used to measure die sky surface brightiiess 
around each ellipse in exadly the same way the 
galaxies surface brightness was measured. The pho-
tometry within these ellipses is then used by my own 
program setsky to estimate the size of local sky vari-
ations, Oflatfidd. which is calculated as the rms "sky 
ellipse" value. The error on the sky levd is taken as 
the error on the mean dlipse value. Measuring the 
local sky value in the way as the galaxy magnitudes 
are measured provides our best estimate of the true 
underlying sky levd and this value is used during 
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the final photometry stages and replaces the sky val-
ues, measured by histpeak, m the above equations 
(see §325 and Hgure 32). 
Variations in the measured sky levd over dierela-
dvdy small area covered by a galaxy are expected to 
be small, the variations measured widi diis mdhod 
are typically < 0.05% whidi is less than a tenth of 
the typical global value for a frame. This explains 
why error estimates based on the global frame value 
toid to overestimate the expected errors on galaxy 
photometry and disagree with earn estimates made 
from internal conq)arisans (see )^llick 1991). 
32.4 Calculating Total Magnitudes 
The surface intensity distribution of a spiral galaxy 
can be qiproximated by the combination of a 
r^l* distribution representing the bulge light (see 
de Vaucouleurs 1948); 
/(r) = /,e-''^(W^')'^*-') (3.9) 
and an exponential distribution from the disk 
(de Vaucouleurs 1959): 
/(r) = /oe (3.10) 
Where is the effective radius, the radius that 
endoses half of the total bulge light and /; is the in-
tensity of the bulge at r«. /o is the central mtensity of 
the disk distribution and TQ is the disk scale length. 
The fitting of bulge plus disk models to die 
azimuthally averaged surface bri^taess profiles 
of spiral galaxies is fraught with a number of 
problems (See Knq)en& van derKiuit 1991 and 
Sdiommer & Bothun 1987). The inner i^ons of 
die profiles are broadened by sedng and fits to die 
outer regions are sensitive to errors in sky subtrac-
tion and flat fidding. In addition a large fraction 
of spirals need die indusion of a third lenticular 
oonqxjnent in order to produce reasonable fits. The 
majority of cases are also affected by spiral struc-
ture which can distort the profile and finther com-
plicate profile fitting widi sjnple modds. For our 
present watk, de-convolving the coaqxments of our 
tatgd galaxies is not necessary as we are only in-
terested in calculating total magnitudes. The de-
tails on the rdative contribution of disk and bulge 
may however prove useful at a lata date when 
a more sqdiisticated method of 3D analysis (e.g. 
Byun&Freeman 1995) could be attainted. 
It is easy to show from Equation 3.10 diat the sur-
face brightness profile can be q)pn»dmated by a lin-
ear equation thus. 
H(r) = 1.086--l-jio 
^0 
(3.11) 
Where the intercqit of the equation gives )io. die 
central surface brightness of the disk distribution 
and die gradient provides the scale leogdi. The outer 
r^ons of die late type spkal galaxies widiin our 
sanq>le are oonqilddy dommated by disk light Al-
diough d i ^ are subjed to die effects mentioned 
above th^ all display largdy linear outer profiles 
(see Hguie 3.3). This allows the fitting of the sim-
ple linear fimction (3.10) to diis outer r^on to pro-
duce values for o^ and ro. The total magnitude of 
the galaxy can then be calculated by extr^lating 
from the outermost fitted dlipse (Han 1991) using 
die equation: 
/ t * d = /(r)-2.51og(Q) 
Q = l-H9(r/ro)^10-°-^^'-^W) (3.12) 
whoe /(r) is the magnitude within the outer fitted 
apatsae and | is the minar-to-major axial ratio of 
the disk. 
qix) = il+x)e-' 
And 
/, = m)-51ogro-1.995 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
The isophotal levd \ir of the isophotal radius/(r) 
from which the extr^lation was made was at least 
]ir = 23.5 mag/arcsec^  in all cases. At such faint 
limits any bulge l i ^ is n^gible. Isqphotal mag-
nitudes and radii can also be calculated in a similar 
way (see Han 1991). 
325 Disk Profile Fitting 
The remaining interactive step of die reduction was 
to fit a straight line to the linear disk region of each 
targd galaxy, giving values for (lo and ro, which 
woe dien used to calculate a total magnitude for all 
galaxies in our sanq>le 
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The shdl script epAot? executes disl^t which was 
written by the audior and gives fiill control over 
how the disk surface brightness distribution is fit-
ted. The display of disffit is similar to Hgure 33, 
where gr^hs of surface brightness, position angle, 
dliptidty and centre against radius are plotted for 
all ellipses. The user sdeds the disk region usmg 
a cursor and diskfit displays the sdeded r^on on 
all die ffaphs and plots the nearest ellipses overlay-
ing an image of die galaxy. A Imear fit widiin die 
maxk^ region to the surface brightness distribution 
is displayed along widi residuals. Tlie limits of die 
fitted r ^ (m can then be adjusted until a satisfactory 
fit is obtained. As well as producing values for |Xo 
and ro, dis^t also calculates mean disk paramders 
using all the dlipses widiin the sdeded disk r^on. 
As rqieat measurements showed no variation of 
Mo and ro widi sedng, the wdghting sdieme of Han 
(1991) was not adopted. Repeating the analysis on 
the same images with differing estimates of die sky 
levd, showed the values of Mo and ro to have a sys-
tecaatic dqiendence on die sky value as expected. 
This highli^ts the inqxntance of the corred esti-
mation of the sky levd and minimising flat fidding 
enrors as detailed in 32.3. 
32.6 Final Photometry Results 
The last stage of the photometry reduction was die 
running of my ephot4 shell script. This script first 
rqieated the measurement of eadi galaxy's surface 
photometry by re-running EPHOT. The mean disk 
parameters produced by dislfit were used to corred 
the photometry in the outer most qiertures input into 
EPHOT, by fixing die position angle and elliptidty 
of each qiertiire to the mean disk values. The final 
results of the photometiy and fitting could then be 
displayed (see Hgure 3.3) and stored by another of 
my programs diskplot. 
The output results from diskplot can be seen in 
Hgure 3.3 and Appendix A. On each plot die d-
liptidty, position angle, ellipse centre and surface 
brightness are shown for each fitted ellipse against 
die major axis of eadi ellipse. The sdeded disk re-
gion limits are marked on all of die gr^hs and die 
residuals from the linear surface brighbiess fit are 
plotted. The efEeds on a straight line fit of die sky 
varying within its estimated errors are also marked 
on the fit The outer most isophotal magnitiide and 
calculated total magnitiide are marked on an isopho-
tal curve of growth, displaying the isophotal mag-
nitude of within each dlipse against is(q>hotal radii 
and providing a dieck of die total magnitude extrq>-
olation. A greyscale image of die galaxy is produced 
overlaid with die inner and outs'disk ellipses to pro-
vide an "qreball" diedc of the ellipse fitting and the 
removal of for^round stars etc. Ovoall. die ouqmt 
from dislqtlot allows evaluation at a glance of the 
quality of die surface photomdry for eadi galaxy. 
All of the measured and calailated param e^rs for 
each galaxy along with didr respective srors are 
dien stored ready for furdier analysis. 
3 J Photometric Errors 
33.1 Internal Photometry Errors 
The uncertainty in die photomdry for eadi galaxy 
dqiends on many things, some vary from image to 
image such as poor sky subtiraction <a cosmic ray 
removal. Other sources vary from galaxy to galaxy. 
Ellipse fitting orors, for exan l^e, will depeod on 
the individual insularities which are a feature of 
spiral galaxies. Variations from observation to ob-
servation sudi as weather conditions, sedng and 
tdescope pointing also have a major elEed whidi 
can also dqiend on the season of die obsoving run. 
These errors are hard to calculate and toid to be 
larger dian the formal errors produced by die reduc-
tion process. The best way to gd an accurate es-
timate of the combmed effea of all the errors in-
volved within the reduction process is to make re-
peat measurements. By reducing and oonq)aring re-
peat images of the same galaxies over the entire ob-
senring period an internal error can be calculated 
for all of the measured parameters. These errors 
are considered to be more rqtresentative of die true 
variation in measured values from observation to 
observation and from galaxy to galaxy. 
We made around 40 repeat measurements over 
our two observing runs, 24 of whidi both measure-
ments were considered reasonable quality, and die 
calculated internal errors from these are displayed 
in Table 32. The internal (and external) em>rs were 
calculated as die mean standard deviation of each 
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Table 32. A summary of our mean formal, internal and external error estimates for the galaxies in our main sample. 
Cohmm headings are: The type of error estimate, the number of galaxies omsidered, N and the nns deviations for each 
of the main photometric parameters, isophotal magnitude, I23.S, total magnibide. /total. isq>hotal major axis, Oja.S' CII9-
ticity, e, position angle, pa, scale lenglh, Rj, and cmtral surfece bri^taess, (lo. Extonal comparisons were made with 
32 measurements of 25 ind^endrat galaxies from. (Bo&un & Mould 1987). (Bernstein et aL 1994) and (Han 1991). 
jurors are also given as a percentage of the sample mean parameter value where applicable. 
Error Estimate N 
Typical RMS Errors 
Mean Formal Errors 202 0.033 0.048 1.3 0.019 15 1.1 0.465 
Litonal Estimate 25 0.024 0.030 1.4 0.043 3.7 0.9 0.408 
Mean Percentage Error 5.8 7.7 3.8 16.4 
External Estimate (Bothun) 8 0.031 0.036 - 0.025 - -
Mean Percentage Error 4j5 
Extetnal Estimate (Bemstdn) 12 - 0.072 • 0.060 2.6 -
Mean Pocentage Error 10.7 2.7 
External Estimate (Han) 13 0.043 0.043 - 0.035 - _ -
Mean Percentage Error 6.3 
sd of repeat measurements (See Courteau 1992 for 
ddailed discussion). The internal agreement for all 
of the parameters is good and conqiares reasonably 
widi diose given in. for example, Courteau (1992). 
Details of all of therqieat obsovations are giva in 
Appendix A. 
332 External Photometry Errors 
Anodis- test of die accuracy of our measurements 
and reduction procedures is to oon^are similar mea-
suronents made by other authors of the same galax-
ies. These conqiarisons not raily consider the varia-
tions m conditions over different observing runs but 
also differences due to instruments, tdescopes, re-
duction mdhods and any subjective input by die ob-
serves themsdves. Because of diis, these external 
conqiaiisans are the best estimates of die true ac-
curacy to which these photometric parameters can 
be measured. See Table 32 for a summary of die 
comparison widi the work of diree different authors 
using 25 indqiendent galaxies. Details of die com-
parisons are given in i^jpendix A and our magni-
tude estimates are plotted against didr estimates in 
Hgure 3.4. 
Our isqphotal magnitudes compare well widi 
the two audiors that published isophotal values. 
There are no significant systematic oSsets and nns 
deviations are low and consistait with our in-
ternal estimates. Total magnitudes also coiopare 
wdl. Bemstdn d al. (1994) and Han 1991 (1991) 
display no significant ofEs^ A conqiarison widi 
Bodiun (1987) does show a significant ofEsd of 
-0.08 ± 0.02. This could be due to a difference 
between our respective mediods of calculating the 
total magnitudes. Bodiun & Mould (1987) extr^ 
olate the qierture-magnitude relationship for each 
of the galaxies in order to calculate /total, whereas 
die mdhod used by oursdves and die audiors dted 
in Table 32 involves extrqwlating the disk sur-
face brightness distribution as outlined above. The 
agreement bdween all these published total mag-
nitudes is inq)ressive considering the typical aror 
in our photometric zero points is 0.01 magnitudes 
and the extr^lation to total magnitudes involves 
die step of fitting to the subjectivdy sdeded disk 
region. 
The odier inqxntant photometric paramders, d-
liptidty and position angle, also display good gen-
eral agreement with typical nns deviations of less 
dian 10% in bodi cases. The intonal and external d-
liptidty errors are larger than expected, considering 
die small errors involved widi measuring die dlip-
tidty of die disk isophotes (a typical sror is 0.019) 
and die typical rms variations of die elliptidty over 
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Figure 3,4: Four plots showing internal and external comparisons of measured isophotal (open circles) and total I mag-
nitudes (filled circles). Top Left: An Litemal comparison of 24 magnitude measurements shows a scatter of 023.5 = 003 
anda/j^ = 0.04 Top Right: Acomparison of 13 measurements of I23.S andlxotai wifli Han (1991) displaysno significant 
offset andrms deviations of 0.06 for both magnihjdes. Bottom Left: A similar comparison widi Bodiun & Mould (1987) 
using 8 galaxies displays deviations of 023.S = 0.04 and a / ^ = 0.06. The total magnitudes do show a significant ofiiset 
of -0.08 ± 0.02 possibly due to dieir use of aperture magnitudes. Bottom Right: Comparison widi 11 total magnitude 
measurements by Bernstein et aL (1994) gives CT/^ = 0.10. The results compared here are tabulated in Appendix A 
along widi comparisons of odier photometric parameters. 
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eadi galaxy's disk r^on. normally around 0.018. 
Combining the two in quadrature produces an ex-
pected error of0.026 whidi is about half the mtemal 
and external error estimates. The remaining source 
of error is attributed to die variations involved widi 
die subjective sdection of a disk region for eadi 
galaxy. For the remainder of this work the measured 
disk elliptidty is assumed to have an average error 
of0.040. 
There is a small o f ^ between position angles 
measured by Bemstdnet al. (1994) and oursdves 
of about -5 degrees. This can be attributed to a 
slight difference in alignment of die CCD cameras 
on die respective tdescopes. A fiirdier conq)arison 
betweoi diemeasured position angle of our sanqiled 
galaxies and the values in the APM catalogue. (See 
Maddoxd al. 1988) which probably provides a bd-
ter estimate of true north, shows an ofEsd of -3 de-
grees. This should be considered by anyone attenqit-
mg to rq)eat our spectroscopic measurements. 
The ema estimates given here will be induded in 
the conqilete error budgd for our sanqile in ch^ter 
5, at whidi point thdr relative iiiq)ortance in con-
tributing to die scatter of the TF rdation will be dis-
cussed. 
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3.4 Data presentatioD 
Detailed listings of all the photometric data is given 
in Appendix A along widi full external compar-
isoos. 
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Chapter 4 
Spectroscopic Observations 
and Data Reduction 
Abstract In diis duqpter I presoit the spectroscopic obsovations and reduction 
mdhods used to produce rotation curves for die galaxies widun our sanq)le. De-
tails are given of the reduction procedure and emission line fitting as well as the 
foldmg of the resulting curves to find die kinematic caitre of eadi galaxy. A num-
ber of different rotation vdodty parameters are measured from diese curves for 
oonsideratian in the following ch^ter. 
4.1 Spectroscopic Observations 
Tlie spedroscopic observations for this projed were 
undertake usmg die IsaacNewtonTdescppe (INT) 
on La Palma. Tlie observations were made over two 
seven day periods, die 21* - 27* May 1993 and 
20* - 26* August 1993, at die same time as our 
photomebic measurements were being made on the 
JKT. 
The INT has a 2.54 metre diameta primary mir-
ror with a focal ratio of f/2.94. The intomediate-
dispersion spedrogr^h (IDS) was used for all our 
observations and is mounted at the f^l5 Cass^ain 
focus. The IDS R1200Y grating was used, sd with 
blaze to collimator at a grating angle of 46.9° this 
combined with the 23Smm camera to give a dis-
pCTsion of 352 A/mm. These settings combined 
widi die EEV5 detector head to give a 0.89 arc-
sec^ix plate scale along the slit and disposion of 
0.79 A^ix over die wavdaigth range of6200 A to 
7100 A whidi mdudes the wavdengths of the Ha 
and [Nm emission lines from our taigd galaxies (all 
widi 2 < 0.05). Tlie slit widdi was sd at 300 M^n 
(1.65 arcsec). This resulted in a typical resolution 
of 1.9 pixds FWHM. To remove die effed of any 
higher order spectra, a GG495 red-pass filter was 
ultilised for all obsavations (See Aigyle 1988 for 
further details). 
The EEV5 head contains an EEV 05-30 CCD 
chip with very similar characteristics to die head and 
chip used on die JKT (See Chapter 3.1) widi a low 
read out noise of 6.6 ADU and a flat response (less 
than 3% rms). The low readout noise is inqxntant 
for Ha rotation curve measurements as the fitting of 
the weak onission lines in die low surface bright-
ness outer r^ons of eadi galaxy is limited by the 
noise levd. 
Eadi observation was made with the spedro-
ffaph slit aligned along die major axis of die target 
galaxy witii a typical exposure time of a 1000 sec 
Where possible observations woe made of galax-
ies observed on die JKT aa a previous night The 
CCD images aided in slit alignment and in rejed-
ing objects with poor morphology whidi could not 
be discerned from the survey plates. In cases whoe 
we were uncotain about the galaxy type, short 500 
sec exposures were made to diedc for extended 
Ha emission whidi could dien be followed up with 
longer exposures if needed. 
Some lower surface bri^ itness galaxies proved to 
have weak, but promising, well extended emissian 
lines and diese were followed vp with longer 1500 
sec and 2000 sec exposures. Acquisition proved to 
be a major overhead due to the time needed to de-
ted some of die lower surface brightness objects on 
the INT TV camera. In some cases, die time taken 
to align die slit on die galaxy was conqiarable to 
the actual integration rime. Typically data on twenty 
galaxies could be gathered on a dear night which 
matdied die rate produced on die JKT pretty wdl. 
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In order to de-bias, flat-fidd and wavdoigdi cal-
ibrate each frame, at least two CuNe arc lanq) expo-
sures and two tungsten lanqi exposures woe taken 
each night togedier widi twilight sky frames at the 
beginning and end of die night A number of bias 
frames were measured as well over die course of 
eadi observing run. The weather during die first ob-
serving run in May was far from ideal widi about 
30% of tdescope time bdng lost due to bad weather 
or faults. For the second run in August diis figure 
inqntnred to about 20%. 
The whole reduction process detailed bdow was 
dim rqieated for all of die244 galaxy spectra taken 
over the two observing runs. The colour-magnitude 
and dliptidty sdection process outlined in daaptei 
2 was ddiberatdy relaxed in order to ensure enough 
spiral candidates made it into the sanqile. However, 
diis relaxed sdection meant there was considerable 
contamination of our sanqile from SO type galax-
ies. Edge-on SOs can be confiised widi edge-on spi-
rals especially when viewing the lower quality pho-
togrqihic plates. Once a spectrum had beoi taken, 
any SO galaxies were easily rejected as SOs have lit-
de or no star fonnation, resulting in no measurable 
emission lines. Some of the spectra were rejected 
for this reason (» 20%). and another 30% were re-
jected due to very poor signal-to-noise or incorrect 
slit alignment Anodier 10% of the galaxy sample 
was rejected because any star formation diey dis-
played was not extended outside their galactic core. 
The lack of emission lines outside their core means 
that any rotation curve measured has a poor extent 
and is unsuitable for this study. This left appicad-
matdy 80 galaxy spectra suitable for emissim line 
fitting in order to produce rotation curves for each 
galaxy. 
4.1.1 Initial Data Reduction 
The initial reduction of die spectroscopic CCD data 
was done in a similar manner to the photomet-
ric data using the same CCDPACK software (see 
Draper 1993 and Ch^ter 3.1.1). The bias frames 
measured during each run were conqiared to diedc 
for consistency and then combined to form a me-
dian master bias firame using the make-bias task 
widiin CCDPAOC This image rqjresents die digi-
tised value of the o f ^ voltage introduced by the 
readout dectronics to ensure the linear response of 
the analogue-to-digital converter. The firame also 
contains structure introduced by die dectronics that 
aldiough at low levd. can d^rade die data. The bias 
frames, like all images, also contain random readout 
noise which is minimised by taking die median of 
many frames. 
The modem EEV 05-30 and its acoonq)anying 
dectronics produced voy littie structure. There is a 
0.03% gradient in die bias levd across the 350 rows 
of die windowed portion of the CCD diip. with a 
0.008% spike in die bias levd about evoy 10 rows. 
The bias levd (» 4130 ADU) was constant for die 
1270 columns ^art from a 0.01% rise in die levd 
for die first 200 columns. The bias levd and struc-
ture could then be removed from all frames by first 
scaling the master bias frame by die median levd 
of die over-scan regions in common widi eadi im-
age, and dien subtracting the scaled bias frame fixnn 
eadi image. This process was done by the de-bias 
CCDPACK program and was tested on an individ-
ual bias frame resulting in a flat image twntfrining 
only Gaussian read out nmse widi a standard devia-
tion of 6.6 ADU. 
Next eadi image was corrected for die slight vari-
ations in pixd sensitivity which all CCDs exhibit 
and which contribute to the parent noise m eadi 
spedrum. Evoy night at least one exposure of a 
bright tungsten lamp was taken, and the median 
frame of all die exposures for one run was used to 
form a m ^ of die variati(ms in pixd response over 
the EEV diip. The h i ^ counts in the tungsten image 
meant that noise contributions from Poisson statis-
tics and read-out noise become insignificant and the 
median of several frames furdier reduces any noise. 
The TPg^iflTi tungsten lamp spedrum is thai divided 
by a smoothed version of itself to remove the spec-
tral distribution of the tungsten larap which results 
in a flat masta pixd response frame. A histogram of 
the pixd values within this frame shows diat greater 
dian 98 % of the pixds in die frame have a correction 
of less dian 10%. 
Each spectral image was dien corrected by divid-
ing by die normalised master response frame. TUs 
was dien tested on a few twilight sky frames which 
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displayed the expected drop in the image noise of 
10%. An exanqile of this reduction in the image 
noise can be seen in Hgure 4.4.1, which shows a 
reduction in the visible image noise between the 
"raw" and reduced frames. 
The next stage of the reduction was the removal 
of the characteristic shape introduced into each 
spedrum by die uneven illumination of the spec-
trogrqih slit This was done by dividing eadi spec-
trum by a master vignetting frame made from the 
median of the twilight sky frames, the twilight sky 
providing an evenly illuminated l i ^ t source widi 
whidi to measure die slit vignetting fimction. The 
median image frame was divided by its spedral dis-
tribution and then coll^sed to a single column. This 
1-D slit vignetting distribution was then smoodied, 
normalised and grown out to form die final mas-
ter image. The slit illumination fiinction can then 
be removed from eadi image by dividing by die 
master frame. Twice during die two runs, dust col-
lected on die slit during the n i ^ This had die ef-
fect of changing the slit vignetting function for that 
night In those cases smoothed versions of just one 
night's twilight sky exposures was used to form the 
vignetting correcting frame and was used to divide 
out die effects of die dust 
At this point the CCD images were trimmed 
down in size to remove the over-scan r^ons and 
a ten pixd wide region around die edge of the im-
age where the vignetting aarection was too large. A 
typical exanqile of a galaxy spedrum at this stage in 
the reduction can be seen in the top of Hgure 4.4.1. 
4.12 Wavelength calibration 
After the de-biasing, flat-fidding, vignetting correc-
tion and trimming steps were conqileted eadi frame 
had to be wavdengdi calibrated. Each frame needs a 
calibration m ^ that for each row, will vosp column 
numbers to wavdength in Angsbxjms. Typically 
three exposures were made of a copper-neon arc 
lanq) each lught the wavdengths of the emission 
withm the CuNe spedrum are wdl known, and from 
these a calibration m ^ can be made. This stage of 
die process was done using die arc, iarc and is-
crunch commands within die STARLINK HGARO 
data reduction package (see Meyerdierks 1995). 
In die first stq>, a 1-D spectrum is formed from 
die mean of several rows from the middle of each 
arc spedrum image. This spectrum is iiqmt into die 
arc HGARO task; arc provides an easy way of idm-
tifying all the onission lines in the spedrum and 
fitting the pixd-to-wavdength calibration fimction. 
In all cases die best fit to die pixd vs. wavdengdi 
data was a diird order polynomial, widi only diree 
paramdors needed to produce residuals of less dian 
O.OlA (0.5kms-^ at Ha ). These paramdos were 
dien read mto die iarc program whidi attoiqits to fit 
die same polynomial to evoy row of the spectrum. 
The initial fit is used as a first guess which is tbsi 
shifted s l i ^ y m coder to best fit die arc spedrum 
within each row. 
The next step of the process required die re-
bimiing of the data into a new image widi a linear 
wavdengdi axis usmg the iscrunch or iscruni tasks. 
The JAR file produced by iarc whidi contains the 
coeffidents of die fitted polynomials for each row 
is used by iscrunch to remap the data to a new pixd 
grid. In the cases where a spedrum was takm be-
tween two arc exposures die iscruni program was 
used which interpolates between die two functions 
to perform an qitimum wavdengdi calibration 
4.13 Sky Subtraction 
The final stage in die mitial reduction of eadi im-
age was the removal of sky emission lines firom 
the spectrum. A sky spedrum was made from each 
frame by takii^ the median of the lower and h i g ^ 
image rows diat only contain sky to form a spec-
trum. A sky spectrum image was then made by 
growing the sky qiedrum which in turn was sub-
tracted from the origmal, leaving a reduced galaxy 
spedrum, free from sky Imes, and ready for emis-
sion line fitting (See Hgure 4.4.1). Any remain-
ing cosmic rays in the r^on of the emission lines 
which could effed die line fitting were also removed 
atthissti^ 
42 Rotation Curve Fltthig 
To produce a rotation curve and recessional vdoc-
ity for eadi galaxy, the wavdengdi of the emissian 
lines widun each galaxy spectrum must be com-
pared widi thdr rest frame equivalents. The wave-
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Figure 4 J : Top Image, An example of a "raw" galaxy spectrum. The curved Ha and N[II] emission lines can be seen in 
the left portion of die image along with the faint horizontal continuum Ught The vertical lines on the rigjit are emission 
lines from die ni^t 's sky and die darkpoints are caused by cosmic rays hitting die CCD. Lower Image, The full reduced 
version of die same frame, once die sky has been subtracted from die frame and die cosmic rays removed all five of die 
i^ jnisginn lines Can be seen clearly. Also notice die s l i^ t reduction in noise compared to the original image ^ ftasit is the 
result of die flat-fielding process. 
length of the centre of eadi line. X, was found by fit-
tmg a Gaussian function to die emission peak. This 
value along with the rest frame wavdength. Ao and 
the speed of light c, was used to calculate the ob-
served vdodty. Vote, thus: 
(4.1) 
The observed vdodty was dien corrected to allow 
for the rotation and orbital motion of die Earth. 
These heliocentric corrections are small, ranging 
from-23.0km"' to24.0km"' and were always less 
dianOi%. 
42.1 Emission Line Fitting 
The emission line fitting and calculation of vdoc-
ities were produced using die TWODSPBC exten-
sions to die FIGARO data reduction padcage (See 
Wilkins 1994). The TWODSPBC task longslit pro-
vided an entire procedure for fitting die lines in each 
row of die image, rejecting low S/N fits to produce a 
final rotation curve. Using longslit, two "tramlines" 
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Flgiire 42: Left Panel: An example of a Ha rotation curve generated from the spectrum shown in Figure 4.4.1. The 
heliocentric radial velocity of each point on the galaxy is plotted against radius in arcseconds. Hie vertical dotted line 
r^resents the optical centre of the rotation curve where the emission line aosses the peak in the continuum emissian. 
Hie dashed vertical line shows the kin^atic centre found by folding &e curve, the two central horizontal lines show 
the different radial velocities which wouM be attributed to these centres. This shows ttiat finding the correct centre is 
crucial in giving the galaxy a correct radial velocity. The tc^ and bottom horizontal dotted lines show the maximum and 
minimum velocities widiin the curve and demonstrate how a velocity width parameter based on the difference between 
the two is affiected by noise. Right Panel: The same rotation curve is displayed after being folded in such a way as to 
maximise the symmetry between the two halves of the curve. The solid curve is the result of the three parameter fitting 
function and die dotted curve is the smoothed spline fit. The dashed line marks Vaesopr • interpolated rotation velocity 
at 0.6 of ttie optical radius. 
were placed an the image to select the region of 
columns and rows that contained a single emission 
line, longslit then proceeded to fit a Gaussian func-
tion to the strangest peak within each row of the 
marked r ^ o n . 
The velocities and errors calculated from eadi 
fitted line were then corrected to the hdiocentric 
frame. ouQ)ut to a file and later plotted using the 
SM plottingpackage (See Lupton & Monger 1994) 
to produce a rotation curve (See panel of Hg-
ure A2). At this stage a signal to noise cut was also 
q)plied to the data: within longslit a tolerance was 
set on the error, width and h d ^ t of each fitted line 
to reject any missed cosmic rays or fits widi vdodty 
enors greater than » 20kms~^ 
Al l the rotation curves displayed within this the-
sis were created from fits to just the Ha emis-
sion line within eadh spectrum. I escpenmsated 
widi adding in die results of fitting of the second 
strongest. N[n] 6S83A emissian line, but this re-
sulted in only a small reduction in the erors of fits 
to the brighter inner onission regions of each spe^ 
trum. Ihe Nitrogen line rarely extoids as far out as 
the Ha line and so cannot hdp in redudng the errors 
on the outa points in eadi rotation curve. M gm-
atl the other four anission lines woe much weaka 
than the Hydrogen Ha line, and so adding in fits to 
these lines had the effect of adding more noise to the 
final measurement without adding any worthwhile 
signal. 
A cross-corrdation tedmique for calculating the 
vdodties. similar to the methods aiq)loyed by other 
audiors (e.g. Courteau 1992), was also considered 
but proved to be inqnractical. Hie cross-condation 
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mBth(xl needs a suitable te^^)late spectrum to corre-
late with each row and this proves difficult in prac-
tice as the rdative line strengths within the spectrum 
often change across a galaxy's disk and from galaxy 
to galaxy. Even with a suitable tenq>late this m ^ o d 
suffers from the same problem as fitting multiple 
Gaussians since the velocity measured and its as-
sodated errors tend to strongly depend upcm the 
Ha line peak, with the rest of the spectrum having 
the effect of adding noise without adding significant 
signal. 
422 FormingThe Rotation Curves 
A typical final rotation curve produced by this pro-
cess is shown in Hgure 4.42, this curve was pro-
duced from the spectrum shown in Hgure 4.4.1 and 
represents a typical rotation curve from our data set 
The brightest point of die galaxy's core, was mea-
sured for eadi galaxy by fitting a Gaussian fimcdan 
to the distribution of the continuum light ather side 
of the emission line. The position of this peak in the 
ligjit distribution along die slit was oonsidemi the 
optical centre for eadi galaxy and is marked on the 
rotation curves. 
Each rotation curves provides considerable in-
formation on the kinematic nature of each galaxy. 
In addition to an indication of a maxinnim rota-
tion speed whidi can be parametrised in a num-
ber of ways for traditional TF studies. Each curve 
gives information on die vdocity gradient within 
eadi galaxy, the radius at which the vdodty turn-
over occurs and gives an indication of any substruc-
ture or asymmetries present 
The final stage in the production of die rotation 
curves was to fold each curve about its centre so that 
the data for each side overlapped. This was done us-
ing aprogram written by die audior. rotcurve, which 
folds each rotation curve around a trial centre, start-
ing widi die optical centre, and thai calculates a 
weighted mean difference between each half of the 
curve. Rotcurve then iterates about this point until 
the centre of reflection for each curve is found which 
minimises die difference between each half of die 
curve. 
This mediod worked for all of die extended rota-
tion curves in our sample even though finding the 
kinematic centre in this way does assume symntBtiy 
for each curve. The right-handpand of Hgure4.42 
shows an exanq>le of a folded rotation curve o u ^ 
from rotcurve and is a folded vosion of die cunre in 
the left-hand pand. Folding and plotting each curve 
in diis way has die advantage of higbli^ituig any 
real asymmetries or structure along widi providing 
die kinematic centre and evening out die noise firom 
any pomts widi large orors. 
As wdl as folding eadi curve, rotcurve also pro-
vides fits of two different functions to each curve, al-
lowing interpolation of die rotatim vdodty for eadi 
galaxy to any radius and theparamderisation of the 
s h ^ of each curve. One mdhod of intopolation 
is by using a smoodied cubic spline fit diis has the 
advantage of followmg any systematic variations in 
die vdodty due to real spiral structure in the target 
galaxies. The fad diat the folded carves are fairly 
continuous and the spline fit is smoodied means die 
function is well behaved, following the data dosdy 
and remaining insensitive to noise. 
The second mdhod of interpolation involves die 
use of a chosen fitting function as opposed to the ar-
bitrary functional form of the spline fit The sinq>le 
three parameta function used to fit for the circular 
rotation vdodty. Vc at radius r was: 
Vc{r) = (42) 
Where Vmax is the maximum rotation vdoc-
ity reached at infinity, ro is a diaracteristic radms at 
whidi die function turns over after its initial rise and 
a controls how sharp the turn-over pardon of the 
curve is. For typical rotation curves displaying dear 
turn-overs in vdodty. Vmca equals die maximum ro-
tation vdodty. ro ranges from 0.1 to 0.8 as a fraction 
of die maximum extent of each curve and a can vary 
between 0J and 5 with an in^osed maximum of 8 
(See Hgure 4.42 and Appendix B). 
This mdhod has die advantage of providing a 
smoodied interpolation of the rotation vdodty and 
produces a sinq}le parameterisation of each curve. 
What diese parameters indicate in tarns of galaxy 
kinematics will be discussed in Ch^ters 5 and 6. 
Ihe typically small gq}s in the folded rotation curve 
data nipj^ ns any interpolations made are small, and 
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Table 4J. A summary of our mean fcHmal, internal and external (compared with Courteau 1997) error estimates for 
our Ha rotation curve vekraty measurements. Cohimn headings are: The type of error estimate, the number of galaxies 
considered, N and the rms deviations for each of the main velocity parameters. Three ways of measuring the recessional 
velocity were tried. . v^iich is the mean mid point of the three rotatiimal velocity measurements. , V^ia and 
VmcaS ((^ -f • Courteau), &e velocity measured at ttie peak of the continuum. Le. the optical centre of eadi galaxy, and 
the vek)city measured at the kinematic centre of ttie galaxy, calculated from each folded rotation curve. Rotational 
vekicities were measured as the difference between mean three highest and lowest points on the curve, Vinox. between 
the hii^est and lowest points, I W i , the second, ^ ^2x2 a°d the third hi^est/bwest velocities, V^us. Vb.eso,^  is the 
interpolated rotation vek)city at a fraction of the optical radius fitted to the foMed version of each curve. A velocity 
measured between two points judged by eye on each curve, Vgye. is also shown for comparison purposes. The external 
HI comparistms were made using 37 measurements made by other authors. 17 galaxies from Bemstein et aL 1994 and 
20 from Willick 1991. 
EtTor Estimate N 
Typical KMS Errors 
Vmax V„utxl V^7iax2 V0.6R 
Mean Formal Errors 147 3.1 5.8 2.6 6.1 112 102 9.7 6.8 . 
Internal Estimate 27 17.3 25.3 21.3 115 15.4 11.8 11.3 82 26.9 
Percentage Error 0.2 0.3 02 8.3 10.3 8.6 8.8 8.8 9.9 
Ha External 10 37.6 31.8 - 112 - - 10.0 - 29.6 
Percentage Error 0.4 0.4 - 8.1 - - 7.8 - 10.9 
HI External 37 27.7 53.9 3 4 i 21.0 17.3 203 27.4 - 17.3 
Percentage Error 0.3 0.6 0.3 152 11.6 14.8 21.3 - 15.4 
results from both the spline and fitting fimction 
methods agree well. 
The three parameter fitting function has fewer de-
grees of freedom than the spline fimction and as a 
result is less sensitive to structure within the curves. 
For this reason the fitting function tends to better 
rqvesent the underlying rotation vdodty and was 
the preferred method. Hie results from these two ^ -
proaches and different ways of measuring. Vmax and 
other vdodty rdated paramders from die rotation 
curve data will be discussed in d i t t o s 5 and 6. 
43 Spectroscopic Quality 
Rnally each rotation curve is assigned a quality 
number. Q. this number represents a subjective view 
of the signal-to-noise and "good behaviour" of eadi 
curve. A low noise curve with good extent, no 
large asymmetries and displaying a dear turn-over 
is given a quality. 1. Curves that show a turn-over 
but have a low signal-to-noise or show some asym-
metry are assigned Q=2. And curves which show no 
dear turnover or large asymmetries are given Q=3. 
In the case of some galaxies the rotation curve had 
sudi poor extsit only a redshifr for the galaxy could 
be estimated and no curve orald be produced. 
4.4 Intmial and External Errors 
4.4.1 Internal Errors 
As with the photometcic observations die uncer-
tainty in the final vdodty measurements comes 
firom many sources, some of which are hard to as-
sess and result in die true enors tending to be larger 
than the calculated formal orars from the onissian 
line fits. Small movements widiin die spectrograph 
as its moves widi die tdescope across the sky causes 
die spectrum to shift by small amounts over the de-
tector. This effect coupled with small vahations in 
focus and errors in die calibration resulted in the 
calibration arcs showing typical differences of 0.03 
nns^ix (in l.lkms'^) over the course of each ob-
serving run. and die variations are expected to affect 
eadi galaxy spectrum in the same way. 
Htting the rotation curves out to as large a radius 
as possible meant diat a large fraction of die line fits 
were done at a voy low signal-to-noise. Because of 
this both CCD read-out noise, cosmic ray removal 
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and sky subtraction all added to die enrors aa die 
measured vdodties. The final generation of rotation 
curves also adds to the errors. Folding and fitting the 
rotation curve can be affected by noisy points, struc-
ture and asymm^es widiin the curve whidi also 
adds to the enors on die measured vdodties. 
In order to assess the true errors an the measured 
rotation vdodties and redshifts. measurements of 
some galaxies were rqieated during eadi run. Over 
bodi observing runs 35 repeat spectra were made, 
but as in some of these cases the second observation 
was made because the initial one had poor signal-
to-noise, only 27 were suitable for conq)arison. The 
internal agreemgit for all the vdodty param^ers 
measured as the mean standard deviation of die re-
peated observations (See §3.3.1) is summarised m 
Table 4.4.1. Full details of the repeat observations 
are given in Appendix B. It can be seen from Table 
4 . 4 . 1 t h e internal error estimates are consistent 
with die mean fcnmal errors produced by the fitting 
process. 
4.42 External Errors 
In order to further dieck the accuracy of our spec-
troscopy we oouspared our measurements with sim-
ilar ones made by other authors found in the litera-
ture As was discussed in the previous ch^ter. such 
external conq)arisans give a more realistic estimate 
of how accuratdy such quantities can be measured 
given the differences m the mstruments. tdescopes 
and reduction methods presentiy used. See Table 
4.1 for a summary of a conq)arisan between diis 
work and the Ha measurement of Courteau 1992. 
Unfortunatdy there are only ten galaxies our sam-
ples have in common, but given the small san^le die 
agreement is reasonable and consistent with a com-
bination of Courteau's internal error estimates and 
our owiL The mean difference between Courteau's 
and our recessional vdodties is 37 ± 2S.8kms~^ 
widi a mean standard deviation of ov;. = 37.6ib7u~'. 
The mean difference between the Courteau's rota-
tion vdodty parameter, Vmax, (the difference be-
tween the mean of die three hi^est and lowest 
points in die rotation curve) and our own measured 
in die same way was 8.0± 9.9fens"' widi av^ = 
223kms-\ 
To further establish die external ezrors on our 
rotation curve measurements a comparison was 
also made between our measured vdodties and 
those made using HI 21an I'tiy- measurements by 
Beznstdnetal. (1994) and WiUick (1991). There 
are 37 measurements m common b ^ e m our sam-
ple and a combined sample of didr measured re-
cessional vdodties and rotation widths (see Table 
4.4.1). The m fine widdis were measured at 50% of 
the mean line flux in both sanq)les. Theradio mea-
surements show good ovaall agreonent widi our 
own data, die mean difference bdween the vdod-
ties was 10.1 ± 12.2iimy-i widi ov, = 27.7. The HI 
vdodty widths were scaled to matdi typical opti-
cal values by dividing by a value b^een 1.02 and 
1.13 (see Bemstdn et al. 1994). resulting m a dif-
ference of -0.1 ± ll.Slms-^ widi a RMS error of 
= 21.0. Further ddails of diese oonparisons 
are given in Table 1 ^)pendix B. 
Th^. ^mrr i^m^t^ givffi bgf- Will be iududed in 
the complete error budgd for our sample in cfaq>ter 
5, at which point thdr relative inqxvtance in con-
tributing to die scatter of the TF relation will be dis-
cussed, and die most suitable rotation vdodty pa-
rameter sdected. 
4.5 Data presoitation 
Detailed listings of all die spectroscopic data is 
given in .^jpendix B along with full d^ails of the 
extemal enror analysis. 
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Chapter 5 
The 'HiUy-Fisher Relation 
Abstract 
In this chapter the details are given of all the various corrections diat must be 
applied to the measured param^ers before forming the Tully-Hsher rdation. All 
observations are assessed for quality and galaxies bdow a certain threshold are 
rejected. The form of the underlying bivariate distribution and ideal fitting tedi-
niques are discussed. The effects of sample sdection on fitting are modelled and 
an appioasii adopted that minimises any possibility of bias in the estimated pa-
rameters. A fi i l l enor budgd is then made of all sources of uncertainty in die final 
parameters. A maximum-likelihood tedmique for combming the oitire sanq}le 
into a conq)Osite rdation is considered but rejected. Finally. q)timum forms of 
the paramo corrections are used to minimise the scatter m die rdationship. 
Having sdected the four dusts san:q)les of galax-
ies using the procedures outlined in <^aptf two and 
reduced die data as detailed in chqiters diree and 
four, a Tully-Hsher relation can now be produced 
for eadi duster. Before the parameters quantifying 
luminosity and rotation vdodty can be plotted to-
gedier. a number of effects nnist be corrected for. 
Eadi of the effects described bdow contributes 
to die scatter observed in die TF rdationship. and 
in each case die ideal correction would reduce this 
contiibutianto a Tnininnim Assuming these correc-
tions are random and uncandated. die best form of 
each correction is the one diat results in die small-
est scatter. In order to form a "raw" Tully-Hsher re-
lation with whidi to test the corrections, an initial 
anrection is adopted in eadi case. The final conec-
tions made to each parameter are tabulated for all 
die sanq>le galaxies in Appendix C. 
5.1 Photometric Corrections 
The photometric magnitudes measured for eadi ob-
ject must be corrected for a number of effects; inter-
nal extinction, extinction within our own galaxy and 
rdativistic effects. 
5.1.1 Internal Dust Absorption 
Spiral galaxies contain dust as wdl as stars and gas. 
Dust has die effect of attenuating the l i ^ from eadi 
galaxy in two ways. Hrsdy it scatters away 
from the line of s i ^ and secondly, it absorbs l i ^ 
from the stars widiin the optical wavebands which is 
dien re-emitted in die far infra-red. In this way. the 
parent brightness of a galaxy widiin one wave-
band depends vpoa die amount of dust widiin the 
line of si^it In addition, dust is not evenly dis-
tributed throu^out eadi galaxy but is more con-
centrated within the plane of the disk of eadi spiral 
galaxy. As a result, the amount of dust absorption 
along the i'"p of si^it depoids on the ini^iinfltifm 
of die disk. light diat travels across die disk passes 
through more dust, and is more attenuated dian light 
leaving die galaxy normal to the disk. This effect 
means that die same galaxy viewed at different an-
gles to the disk has different apparent magiutudes. 
The effed of absorption is wavdengdi dq>en-
dent; shorter optical wavdoigdis are more strongly 
absorbed dien die longer infra-red wavdoigths. By 
sdecting die I-band. whidi is die optical band with 
die longest wavdength. die effect of dust absoiption 
is minimised. However, the effect of absorption is 
still significant and must be corrected for. 
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The size of the correction depends upon inclina-
tion and the galaxies within our saiiq)le have in-
rJinations to the line of sig^t ranging from 45''to 
90°(measured normal to the disk). Over these an-
gles, die variation in absorption can result in a dif-
feroice in parent magnitude of up to 0.8 magni-
tudes in the I-band (< 40% variation in distance). 
This makes the internal absorption coirectian the 
second largest correction to die "raw" TF parame-
ters. 
The precise form of die correction dqiends on 
exadly how die dust affects liglit widiin differ-
ent wavebands and die distribution of dust within 
eadi type of spiral galaxy. At present die ef-
fed of dust within spirals is not oonqiletdy un-
derstood. Opiiuons are divided bdween the tradi-
tional view, which states diat spiral disks are op-
tically diin (Hohnberg 1958. Hohnberg d al. 1975) 
and the mounting evidence that diey are opti-
cally diick (JDisney et al. 1989. Valentijn 1990 and 
(jiovanelli et al. 1994). For the purpose of produc-
ing the Tully-Hsher rdation. no consensus has been 
made as to the exad form of the internal absorption 
correction. Widun recent published works, at least 
six different forms of the correction have been used. 
The internal absorption coirectian qq>lied by 
Wimxk (1991) and die sli^dy different mdhod 
used by Courteau (1992) (both based on die cor-
rection used by Bothun et al. 1985). along with die 
correction prescribed by Tully&Fouque (1985) 
(used by Mathewsond al. 1992a). have an arbi-
trary maximum indination above which the cor-
rection is constant (see Hgure 5.1). These correc-
tions also depend upon inclination which is calcu-
lated from the measured disk elliptidty. One alter-
native is the correction used by Han (1991) (sim-
ilar to Sandage & Tammann 1981 and the correc-
tion used by de Vaucouleurs et al. 1976) whidi is 
given in terms oflosia/b) and has slightiy different 
farms depending on the morphology of die observed 
galaxy (See Hgure 5.1). 
The oonection used by Bernstein d al. (1994) is 
not only the sinq>lest mediod used thus far. but de-
pends diredly on the disk dliptidty whidi is a di-
redly measured quantity. Bemstein d al. (1994) ^ -
ply diis correction to an extensive I-band Tully-
Hsher saiiq>le (whidi is die most similar published 
work to diis study) and produce a relation widi a 
lower scatter dian diat which is produced usmg die 
corrections prescribed by Tully & Fouque (1985). 
WiUick (1991) or Han (1991). 
Hence we adopt die Bernstein d al. (1994) cor-
rection to adjust our measured magnitudes to form 
a "raw" TF rdation for each of our duster sanq>les: 
AI=l37{e-e„^) (5.1) 
Where e is the measured disk elliptidty. and the cor-
rection. Al, corrects die obsoved I-band magnitudes 
to a value that would be observed at an inclination 
of i^roximatdy 70°. this corresponds to die mean 
obsQved elliptidty of our sanq)le. Correcting the 
data to the mean indination in this way reduces the 
mean absorption correction needed and miiumises 
any error introduced by uncertainty in die measured 
elliptidty. Other mediods (mentioned above) cor-
rect for absoiptiffli to a "face-on" value (Le. zero 
indination). Since the typical mean indination for 
TF samples is 70°, this results in larger oorrectians 
and inflates any errors introduced by die measured 
dliptidty. To conq>are relative shifts in TnngnituHp. 
between galaxies, as will be undertaken later in this 
woik, absorption-free magnitudes are not nf^dfd 
The left pand of Hgure 5.1 shows a conparison 
between all die internal absorption corrections dis-
cussed above. 
An altonative correction widi some physical ba-
sis is suggested by Giovanelli d al. (1994). How-
ever, for die purpose of forming an initial relation, 
we prefer to use a sinqile modd with fewer free 
parameters. More conplex corrections will be ex-
plored bdow in §5.8. along widi die effects of inta-
nal dust absorption on the measured diameters and 
surface brightness profiles of the galaxies within our 
sample. 
5.12 Galactic Absorption 
The !S^ C^(TT"^  crxmH^i^nn m^^s\ })^.madf. tp themea-
sured magnitudes is for absorption by dust widiin 
our own galaxy. This correction is only inqxirtant 
at low galactic latitudes where the dust is concen-
trated. At die typical latitudes of our smple, die 
required correction is smaller dian die internal ex-
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Figure 5.1: Ptot of the two largest TF parameter corrections. Left Panel: A graph of tiie five most common internal 
extinction correcticms. The different corrections are; solid line:Bemstein et aL(1994),longdash:Tully & Fouque(1985), 
short dash:Han (1991). dot-dash:Giovanelli et aL (1994), dotted:Mllick (1991). All corrections are relative to the sam-
ple mean inclination. Note the methods of different auttiors can result in variations in &e correction of up to 0.3 mag 
(13% in distance). Right Panel: A plot of the inclination correction applied to the measured rotation velocities. In order 
to assess the impact on the scatter within the relation ttie correction is given in terms of magnitudes by assuminga typical 
slope of the TF relation. The dashed line is the correction adopted here (from Willick (1991)) and the solid line is die 
sli^tly different ccHiection used by Bemstein et aL (1994). 
tinction correction and is always less than 0.1 mag-
nitudes (< 5% in distance) for galaxies within our 
sample. 
A tedmique to correct the measured magni-
tudes for this external extinction was suggested by 
Burstein & Hdles (1978). This is Based vpoa die 
integrated "zero vdodty" HI flux density measured 
in the direction of eadi galaxy and dieir carrections 
for variations in the gas to dust ratio were based on 
Lick galaxy number counts. As these measurements 
were only published for rdativdy bright galaxies, 
die exact corrections are not available for the ma-
jority of objects widun our sanq)le. Instead die B-
band corrections given by Burstdn & Heiles (1978) 
are interpolated to thepositianof each galaxy within 
our sample and convoted to the I-band by scaling 
by 0.4875 (See Sdilegd 1995). 
hnphat in the correction method suggested by 
Burstein & Heiles (1978). is die assunq)tian diat die 
dust whidi causes die extinction is distiibuted in 
die same way as die measured neutral hydrogen 
gas. A more sophisticated mediod is proposed by 
Sddegd (1995) where IRAS and DIRBE measure-
ments are used to direcdy measure the dust distribu-
tion. The possible inqjrovemoits made by adopting 
this method will be investigated in §5.8. 
5.13 Cosmological Correction 
WiQan die redshifr range covered by our sanqile 
galaxies cosmological effects on the observed mag-
nitudes are small, typically betwem 0.02 and 0.04 
magnitudes (< 2% in distance), and vary littie 
widun any one duster. For this reason, a sinq>le 
correction (based upm Bemstdnet al. 1994) was 
adopted for die purpose of forming die initial Tully-
Hsher relation for each duster. 
A /= - ( l - £2o /2+ j t i ) z (52) 
Where SIq is die cosmological density parameta. 
z is the galaxy redshifr measured in the (TMB frame 
and is die K-correction torn. We use die value 
for ki adopted by Bemstdnet al. (1994). kj = 0.6 
which is based upon a typical spiral spectral eneigy 
distribution from McLeod (1993). 
Other, more coiiq}lex forms of the cosmological 
correction have been used in the literature. A cor-
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rection mediod used by Han (1991) which depettds 
upon galaxy type was deemed unsuitable due to the 
inhoent inaccuracy in estimating types for seniles 
of higjily indined spurals. A mediod suggested by 
Willidc (1991) whidi uses die colour-linewiddi re-
lation to better estimate for eadi galaxy will be 
examined in §5.8. 
5.1.4 Seeing Correction 
The resolution degradmg effects of atmosphoic and 
dome sedng do not greatiy affect the photomeoic 
quantities discussed here and in daptsx three. Tbe 
only two quantities that are discemibly affected are 
the measured dliptidty. e and surface brightness. \i. 
How these parameters, measured at different radii 
of an exponential disk, are distorted by seeing has 
been simulated by Han (1991) for various disk indi-
natioQS and scale lengdis. The sedng only strongly 
affects the inner 1 scale length (about 5 arcseccnds 
for our sanq)le) of the surface brightness prc^e of 
each galaxy. 
Under normal seeing conditions, for a galaxy 
with average indination and typical size, the change 
in surface bri^tness. A^. is always less dian 0.3 
mags/arcse( .^ At die radius of the sdected disk re-
gion over whidi die disk scale lengdi and central 
surface brightness are fitted (see §32 i ) is less 
dian 0.05. 
For our sanqile galaxies the mean disk elliptidty 
of each galaxy is calculated as the mean fitted d-
liptidty measured over die sdected disk region. For 
galaxies within our sanqile this disk region is typi-
cally 17 arcseconds (3 scale lengdis) outside of eadi 
galaxy's core, considering our mean sedng disk is 
1.4 arcsecs (see §3.1.3) and mean disk scale length 
is 6 arcsec. at these radii the apparent reduction in 
dliptidty is typically less dian 1% (see Han 1991). 
hi the worst case of an edge-on galaxy with a low 
apparent diameter imaged widi under poor seeing, 
the effects on e and \i are still less than 15% and 
0.4 mags. As the isophotal radii and magnitudes are 
measured at even greats radii, the effed of see-
ing on these parametss is considered negligible and 
no sedng corrections are made to die photomdric 
quantities. 
52 Kinonatic Correctioiis 
The rotation vdodty paramo measured from die 
Ha rotation curve m each galaxy also requires cor-
recti OB. 
5.2.1 Deprojecting RotationVelocities 
Tlie most inqiortant kinematic correction and in fad 
die largest of all die Tully-Flsho: paramda oor-
rectians is die deprojection of die rotation vdod-
ties. The rotation vdodty we measure is the line of 
s i^ t coiiq)anent of the rotation in the plane of each 
galaxy's disk. Each measured rotation vdodty can 
singly be corrected to an edge on rotation vdodty 
by dividing by die sine of the incUnation to the line 
of si^t: 
smi (5.3) 
Considering a typical I-band Tully-Hsha: slqie 
diis correction can mean a diange m magnitude be-
tweQii=45°andi = 90°of 0.9 magnitudes (see Hg-
ure 5.1) or iq> to 50% in terms of distance. The m-
dination of each galaxy. 1. must be calculated from 
die measured mean disk dliptidty in eadi case. Due 
to the size of the correction, it is inqxirtant that t is 
unbiased and has the minimum possible error. 
522 Galaxy Inclination 
A mediod for calculating the inclination of each 
galaxy that has been commanly adopted widiin re-
cent publications concerning die Tully-Hsher re-
lation (e.g. Courteau 1992. Madiewson d al. 1992a 
and Bemsteind al. 1994) is based ixpoa the origi-
nal y/ork by Holmbeig (1958). Assuming diat face-
on spural galaxies are circular Le. have a mean d-
liptidty. e = 1.0. and that edge-on galaxies, due to 
their intrinsic thickness display a maximum elliptic-
ity. e = V . dien die inclination can be calculated thus: 
= (5.4, 
V 1 - (1 -V )2 J 
COSl 
A mean dliptidty of e = 1.0 for face-on galax-
ies is well established and the low scatter found in 
die TF rdation formed by Bemstdn d al. (1994). 
using diis correction was dted as proof diat f ace^ 
spirals are circular. Tlie value of die mean edge-on 
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elliptidty. v. is not critical as it sinqily scales . in-
troducing a constant shift in logV,at- At diis point, a 
value of V = 0.82 (See Wdlick 1991) is adopted for 
the initial indioation conections. A plot showing 
the size of die indination ccnrection ova- the typical 
dliptidty range of the present san^le is shown in 
the right-hand pand of Hgure5.1. 
It is inqxirtant to note that the two largest conec-
tions appUed to the TF parameters depend on die 
measured elliptidty. At low elliptidties. the indina-
tion correction dominates (though slighdy cancded 
by n^ative extinction corrections), while at high 
dliptidties the indination correction is small and 
the extinction conection is the major correction (see 
Hgure5.1). This depeadsaoe means diat an accurate 
measurement of each galaxy's elliptidty is required 
to keep the contribution to the scatter in die relation 
to a minimum The propagation of elliptidty oror 
and die rdative inqxirtance to the scatter in the TF 
rdation will be stiidied in §5.6.3. 
523 Relativistic Correction 
A small idativistic correction must also be made to 
the measured rotation vdodties; 
1+z (5.5) 
whoe z is the redshift (tf the galaxy. This is to cor-
rect for the fact that the two sides of each galaxy 
are effectivdy receding at different redshifts due to 
rotation. The resulting correction is small and for 
the galaxies considered here is always less than 4%. 
This corresponds to 0.1 in magnitudes or < 5% in 
distance, assuming a typical slope of -6.0 for the TF 
rdaticn. 
Ihe measured values of all the inqiortant param-
eters discussed here for each of die galaxies widun 
the sdected sanq>le are tabulated in Appendix C. 
Note that m some cases die values given in Ap-
pendix C are based upon die finally adopted forms 
of the conrections and parameters such as a/ and v. 
5.2.4 The Effects of Seeing 
The seeing affects die measured rotation curve m 
two ways. Hrsdy, an increased sedng disk reduces 
die amount of lightentering the spectrograph. As die 
slit width was fixed at 1.65 arcsec for all of our mea-
suranents. poor seeing (die mean was 1.4 arcsec) 
resulted in a reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio 
within some galaxy spectra. Secondly, die smoodi-
mg effect of the sedng disk reduces the measured 
inner vdodty gradient of each galaxy's rotation 
curve. Althou^tbis is not expected to gready affect 
the maximum rotation vdodty measured from each 
curve. 
Since any possible effects of sedng are consid-
ered to be verjr small, no seeing anrections were 
made at diis stage. This proved to be adequate as no 
corrdation was later seen in the Tully-Hsher resid-
uals. 
53 Forming the Rdation 
The final stage, before forming our initial Tully-
Hsher relation requires die assessment of die quality 
of the available photometric and spectroscopic data 
for each galaxy. Eadi galaxy is ^^ !«i£7"v^  two qual-
ity numbers, each ranging from one to diree whoe 
diree is die lowest quality (see §3.1.3 and §43 for 
details). The quality nagignmmts are tabulaff^ in 
Appendix C along with all the measured param^os 
for eadi galaxy. 
53.1 Data Quality and Rejection 
Before the Tully-Hsher rdation for each dusta was 
formed, any galaxies widi quality (2=3 data woe re-
moved from eadi sanq}le. For the photom^c mea-
surements, a galaxy widi (2=3 data typically con-
sists of objects widiout a photometric zeropoint due 
to bad weather conditions. Low (Quality. (2=3 rota-
tion curves displayed no dear turn-over or had large 
asymmetries whidi made assigning a maximum ro-
tation vdodty \ay uncertain. 
It is important to emphasize that such data re-
jection is done before plotting the relation. Si^^)ly 
culling galaxies whidi fall far off the fit would re-
sult in a misleadingly low estimate for the scatter 
of each rdationship. Not only does diis give a false 
ioqjressian of die scatter but is sdf defeating in diat 
any possible corrdation between the residuals and 
a third parameter will be weakened and much more 
difficult to detect. Details of which objects woe re-
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Figure 52: Tht Tully-Fisho- relation for the four clusters widiin our sample. No points have beea rejected, all galax-
ies with measurements are shown. Solid circles rq>resent galaxies from the present sample, galaxies with poor quality 
measurements are marked with aosses. In both cases the size of the point indicates the extent of the Ha rotation curve. 
Open circles r^resent data from previous observations and for die Coma chist^ opea squares and triangles represent 
measurements by Bernstein et al. (1994). 
jected and the reasons why in eadi case are given in lations spearing in the present literature The treat-
AppeidixD. 
532 The "Standard" Relation 
meat of die data and all die carrections q>plied to 
this point follow dosdy die appioai±ss adopted by 
other audiOTS with similar datasets. 
The "Standard" Tully-Hsher Rdation for each of Hgure 52 shows a plot for each duster con-
the four dusters is shown in figures 5.2 and 5.3. taining points for all galaxies for whidi we could 
These plots rq>resent our initial picture of the rela- possibly measure the parameters, Ijoiai and Wmexi-
tionship within rich dusters. The plots are consid- The solid drdes lepieseat galaxies from die current 
ered standard as they are typical of Tully-Hsher re- sample with Q=l or 2 data, die crosses mark galax-
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Figure 53: The TF relation widiin the four target clusters after rejection of the poor quality points. The symbols are the 
same as in figure 52. A simple least squaresregression of log VQUXS upon iTotoi is marked as a solid line on each relation. 
The details of each of these fits are marked in the upper left of each paneL The regression of iTotai upon logVQUXS is 
represented in each case as a dotted line. 
ies with (2=3 data. In bodi cases die rdative size 
of each point iTidicatfij? the extent of the measured 
rotation curve for each galaxy. In the case of Q=3 
points four-point crosses mark objects widiout ze-
ropointed photometry and diree-point crosses rq>-
resent objects with poor rotation curves. Open dr-
des marie data from previous observations and for 
Coma the open squares and triangles indicate mea-
surements made by Bemstein et al. (1994). 
Ihe low quality. (2=3. data was culled from the 
dataset and the resulting relationships are shown in 
Hgure 5.3. Note how a large fraction of die rejected 
points lie within the relation <"i<1 are not qmply the 
points which displayed the most scatter. 
For eadi relation an unwdghted least-squares fit 
(minimising in ITOUI) is marked together widi the pa-
rameters of each fit. Notice die large scatter within 
die A2199 duster TF rdation and die ^arendy 
different gradient displayed by the A2634 relation-
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ship (possiblereasons for these ^ Eeds and didr sig-
nificance widi be explored bdow). 
The accural of distance estimates made with 
eadi rdation depend upon the observed scatter, hi 
order to inqvove the accuracy of any distance es-
timates made we first need to form a angle com-
posite relation from the four dusters. A single, well 
populated rdationship is the best tool for dedding 
upon the ideal corrections to adopt and for studying 
odier possible sources of scatter. In order to do this 
a mcve sophisticated method of fitting eadi rdation 
is needed. But before we can proceed with this an 
understanding of the underlying rdationship is re-
quired along widi an accurate estimate of die enrors 
on each data pomt 
5.4 The Nature of the l\illy-F1sJier Rdation 
The underlying Tully-Hsher rdationship is due to 
a diain of dependences between a number of die 
global physical properties exhibited by spiral galax-
ies. A galaxy's total luminosity is related to its 
stellar mass which is rdated to die baryonic mass 
which m turn is connected to its total mass, made iq) 
from baryonic and dark matter, whidi in some way 
is paramderised by the galaxy's rotation vdodty. 
So a campl&te understanding of die rdationship is 
drawn firom several fidds which indude stdlar as-
trophysics, galaxy framation. galaxy dynamics, and 
cosmology. 
A detailed description of eadi stage of this com-
plex relationship between galaxy properties is out-
side the scope of die present work, see § 1.1 for lim-
ited further discussion on this topic 
Jo. ample terms, the true distiibutianof total mass 
depeids upon the power spectrum of the primor-
dial mass distribution and the way in which this is 
anq>lified by gravity over time. Galaxy formation 
theory then describes die conqilQc collq)se. cool-
ing and feedback processes that formed the first std-
lar populations, and defines the distribution of scale 
size diat galaxies exhibit Further astrophysics is re-
quired to explain how stdlar evolution and further 
formation combine to produce die stars diat dom-
inate galaxy's spedra observed today. And galaxy 
dynamics show how die movement of stars and gas 
widiin the disk of spirals is rdated to die total mass 
distribution withm each galaxy. 
The observed TF rdationship contains another 
levd of conqilexity. the combination of die unduly-
ing parametm with die sample sdection and the in-
hoent obsevability of die measured quantities. The 
wavdoigths of the filters used whoi measuring to-
tal magnitudes involves a fiirtha dependmce vspaa 
each galaxy's star formation history. The use of Ha 
mtatiftn niTVf»g alien mPi^ ms that wp. grp. limitprf tn ^ K -
jeds with present star formatian diroughout a rea-
sonable fraction of dieir stellar disks. 
Hgure 5.6 shows a plot of a simple modd TF re-
lation m terms of a probability distribution of the 
measured parameters along widi die observed dis-
tributions of rotation vdodty and total magnitude. 
5.4.1 The Distribution oflrctai ond log(VRct) 
The galaxy mass distribution can be considered die 
most fundamental property of the spiral galaxy pop-
ulation, and is diredly proportional to die product of 
die rotation vdodty squared and die scale laigdi of 
each galaxy's disk: 
M'-V^Rscale (5.6) 
The scale leigdi of galaxies widiin the present 
smsple vary by a mudi smalls' amount dian dtha 
luminosity or rotation vdodty (see Hgure5.11) and 
is qjproximatdy proportional to die rotation vdoc-
ity (see Hgure 5.10). Thus, it is reasonable to con-
sider die rotation vdodty of a galaxy to be direcdy 
rdated to its mass, and to take log(Vn<) as the in-
dq)endent variable in die wnple models of die TF 
rdation that follow. 
The observed lo^nt) distribution is also as-
sumed to be normal, which for diis sanqile is wp-
proximatdy true (see Hgure 5.4). The exact form of 
bodi observed distributions is strongly a function of 
die sanq>le sdection process. At die high mass aid. 
i.elog(Vrot) > 2.2andb-mag< 15.5.diedistribution 
is probably a reasonable rqiresentation of the mass 
frmction of spirals within dusters. At this point in 
die distribution we can be confident that our maple 
is dose to bdng conq)lete. 
As galaxies sdected from die much d e ^ plate 
scans make yxp only one half the present sanq}le, die 
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F^ure 5.4: Total l-band magnitaide and log-dotation velocity histograms for ttie final sample of 99 galaxies. On both 
plots the solid diick line indicates the distribution of Ae vtdiole sample. Other line types show the re^ective distribution 
for each of the four dusters; Solid line for Coma, dotted line for A2199, dashed line for A2634 and dot-dashed for A194. 
obsQved magnitude distribution (and rotation ve-
lodty distribution as a result) is dommated by the 
oompletenes& fimction of die catalogues used to se-
lect the brighter duster monbers (see §22). For ro-
tation vdodties of log{Vrot) lower than 22 (which 
correspond to the conqileteness limit of the UGC 
and Zwicky catalogues (B-mag~ 15.5)) die distii-
bution peaks then declines before reaching the faint 
limit of B-mag= 18.0. ffistograms of die observed 
rotation vdodty and qiparent magiutude distribu-
tions are shown in Hgure 5.4. 
Since the observed distribution fimction of the 
variables is dose to normal, the TF rdation can be 
modded as a Bivariate Normal or Binormal joint 
distribution. This qiproximation gready sinqilifies 
the modeling of the rdationship. the process of fit-
ting and is not an unreasonable rqiresentation for 
the underlying distributions. The underlying mass 
distribution for all galaxies within a duster is ex-
pected to continue to rise towards lower masses, die 
overall distribution being described by a Schecter 
fimctian. However, not all galaxies are suitable for 
Tully-Hsher woric For the present purpose we se-
lect disk galaxies which display circular stellar mo-
tions as opposed to the more turbulence dominated 
motions of elliptical and dwarf galaxies. And in 
particular for the present tedmique we rdy iqwn 
galaxies with a reasonable amount of star formatian 
throughout their stellar disks to oiable the measure-
ment of a Ha rotation curve. The propoties become 
less and less comman in lower mass galaxies and 
so we can expect rtip.nnriCTlyingTnii.oc (and luminos-
ity) distribution of galaxies suitable for Tully-Hsher 
work to be reasonably q)proximated by a Gaussian. 
Odier galaxy propoties can also affect die dis-
tributions of magnitude and rotation vdodty. Bodi 
surface brightiiess and nunphology inflnmce the 
probability that a galaxy will appear in die final 
sample. Objects which displayed strongly disturbed 
moiphologies were rejected, and objects widi lower 
surface brightness have lower signal-to-noise spec-
tra and poorer quality rotation curves as a result 
If diese prq)erties also conelate widi ddier lumi-
nosity or rotation vdodty. as surface brightness 
certainly does (see Hgure 5.10 and Hgure 10 in 
Madiewson et al. 1992b). dien they can in bun alter 
die observed distributions of magnitude and rotation 
vdodty* 
Anodier consideration that changes die observed 
distribution of parameters is obsovability. namdy 
how easy it is to measure the required quantities to a 
suitable accuracy as a fimction of the parent mag-
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nitude and rotation vdodty. For exanqile. it was 
found that for the famter objects, which tended to 
have lower surface brightnesses (see Hgure 5.10), it 
was much harder to align the spectrogr^ slit along 
the galaxy's major axis during measurement of the 
Ha rotation curve. This resulted in a much higher 
rejection rate for the Winter objects due to poor ro-
tation curve extent as a result of slit misalignment 
This effed is demonstrated in Hgure 53 whidi 
shows a histogram of die quality number assigned 
to measured data on all the galaxies sdected for die 
present work. The gr^h is divided into galaxies se-
lected from plate scans and galaxies sdected from 
die widespread but rdativdy b r i ^ t a Zwidcy and 
UGC catalogues. Clearly a higher proportion of die. 
oa average famter galaxies sdected from die plate 
scans have been atbibuted with a lower data quality 
or oonqiletdy rejected from the final sanq}le. 
The efGects of die two processes discussed above 
are hard to separate requiring a large database with 
well ddSned sdection critma and notes detailmg 
why objects were rejected. Unfortunatdy no sudi 
sanq)le is available in the literature to date. How-
ever, it is certain that odier galaxy properties are m-
volved in dedding the distribution of the final sam-
ple parameters and die possible effects of diis will 
be discussed bdow. 
5.42 The Bivariate Distribution 
The process of fomung a Tully-Hsher rdation to 
estimate galaxy and duster distances or in order 
to study galaxy properties relies iq>an a fitted rda-
tionship that quantifies die observed distribution in 
terms of slope, intercqit and scatter. That is: 
M = alosVrot + b (5.7) 
where a and 6 are the slope and intercqitrespec-
tivdy. 
All possible fitting sdiones utilise a regression 
upon one or bothparametos. where the adopted best 
fit relation is the one that minimises the residuals in 
one bodi directions. Inq)lidt in die process of per-
forming a regression is the assumption that the vari-
able diat is bdng regressed is normally distributed at 
a constant value of the odier parameter. In die case 
of a more complex fitting procedure such as an or-
thogonal bisector, which is a combination of r^res-
sions on bodi variables in turn, die assunqitian is 
made that both param^ers are normally distributed 
at fixed values of each other. 
Rqnesenting die Tully-Flsher relation as a bivari-
ate normal distribution anH adopting the nomencla-
ture devdq)ed by Hendry & Simmons 1994. where 
P denotes log Vn<. we can derive the two r^ression 
lines in terms of the distributions of the two param-
eters dius: 





Where £(M|P) is die expected or most likdy 
value of M given a certam value of P. MQJ'Q and 
aujap are die means and standard deviations of M 
and P respectivdy. The strength of die correlation 
between die two parameters is denoted by p. die 
condation coeffident By conqiaring EqJ.7 with 
Eqsi.8 & 5.9 die slope and interoq)t of die r^res-
sion of M on P. or "direct" Tully-Hsher rdation be-
come: 
a = p— 
op 
b = Mo 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
And f w dier^ression of P on M or "inverse" re-
lationship: 
ap 
a = p— 
b = Po-p—Mo 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
An inqxirtant fad that onerges firom this is that 
die gradient and intercq)t of the dired and inverse 
fits are T n a t h m m t i r ^ i i y distind «nri different, and 
should not both be considaed as iq>proximating a 
single and somehow frmdamental relationship. Both 
r^essions are perfectiy valid and can be used to 
quantify die differences between distributions but 
the fitted values should not be expected to converge 
to a single value of slope and mteroepL This is true 
for all bivariate normal distributions and in fad all 
reasonable distributions of M and P. 
A graphical represoitation of a bivariate normal 
distribution diat dosdy matches die present sample 
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Figure 5.5: Two Histograms displaying the outcome of observations of 333 galaxies selected fitm photogrqihic plate 
scans or either UGC or Zwicky catalogues. The observation type codes indicate; O:qiot observed l=in final TP sample, 
2=rotation curve wi& poor extend, 3=only nuclear Ha emission, 4=no Ha emission, S=wrong morphology (e.g. star or 
elliptical). A larger fraction of &e fainter objects selected have proved to have weak or no Ha emission lines. 
of galaxies is shown in Hgure 5.6. Ihe main pand 
of diis figure is divided into three r^ons. In the 
upper right-hand region, the probability density of 
finding a galaxy widi parameters MJP is shown as a 
gr^ scale over the oitire range of M and P values 
spanned by the data. The blade r^ons of the grey 
scale denotes thereon where certain combinations 
of M and P are most likdy. The lower portion of 
this pand shows a histogram that rqiresents the rd-
ativeprobabilityofaparticularvalueforP(logVxar) 
within the saoqile. The left part of this pand dis-
plays a histogram of the rdative probability fimc-
tion of M within die sanq)le. 
Combining the two one-dimensional probability 
fimctions produces the two-dimensional probabil-
ity fimction represented by the gr^ scale. The pa-
rameters of the distribution are marked in the iqi-
per comer of each pand, namdy a mean P of 2 2 
with o = 0.2 and mean M of -22 (assuming //Q = 
VXMpc/kms-^) widi a = 1.5. The slope, intercept 
and scatter of die rdationship are sd to -75, -22 and 
0.35 respectivdy, whidi dosdy matches the values 
measured from the sample sdected here and those 
given in the literatiire. 
Li the upper rigjiit-hand region of die main pand 
of Hgure 5.6 the probability distribution is over-
layed widi two dotted lines diat represent die result 
of applyioi dieMonPandPonM regressions to 
the distribution. The diffoenoe b^een die two re-
gressions is small but not insignificant, the invose 
slope is 0.4 greater dian die direct slq)e. In die lower 
half of Hgure 5.6 there are two more exanqile dis-
tributions. One rdationship has the same scatte but 
over a narrower range of magnitude and rotation ve-
lodty and the odier covers the same range of param-
^ers but has an mcreased scatter. It follows from 
Eq.5.8 and Eqi.9 diat die difference between die 
inverse and direct slopes is increased in these cases, 
and this is shown in the lower plots. 
5.43 Selection Bias 
It can be seen from Hgure 5.6 that in the case of 
any reasonable distiibution whoe the expected vd-
ues of eadi parameter are normally distributed with 
respect to each odier die diffoence between the re-
gression Imes is small. However, in die more real-
istic case where diis is not true for one or bodi of 
the parameters die r^ressions lines can differ sig-
nificandy. as will now be dononstrated. 
When a sdection limit is inqx>sed iqxm one or 
bodi of die variables, die assuiiq>tian that points are 
normally distributed is broken and die r^ression 
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Figure 5.6: A graphical r^ resentadon of the Iblly-Fisher relation as a bivariate normal distribution. The upper portion 
of the figure displays a distribution with parameters similar to the selected sample. Plotted in the left-hand and lower 
panels is the probability distributions of total magnitude and rotation velocity. Ihe greyscale image indicates the joint 
probability distribution viasct points of highest probability density are marked with black. Direct and inverse regression 
lines are marked with dotted lines. The two lower pbts show how changes in the sample properties aSect the probability 
distribution. 
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Figure 5.7: Ihe same distributions as shown in Figure 5.6 witli magnitude selection effects added. Histograms marked 
with dashed lines indicate the original distribution before selection.Notehowfte inv^ seregression line Oower of dashed 
lines on greyscale) remains unchanged, wfau-eas the direct line is biased towards bri^ ter magnitudes. Ihe lower plots 
depict the result of a brighter selection limit or larger TF scatter on the amount of bias. See text for detailed discussion. 
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line becomes biased away from the true underly-
ing relationship. Hgure 5.7 demonstrates this effect 
where the same distributions used in Hgure 5.6 are 
shown but with realistic sdection effects ^ l i ed to 
eadi distribution. 
The large upper plot in Hgure 5.7 shows a joint 
distribution similar to the one displayed by the 
datas^ presented here, with the same sdection func-
tion ^l ied to the M distribution that ^ l ies to our 
own data (see below). The sdecticm function used is 
coiiq>l^ (Le. equal to one) down to a b-band mag-
nitude of 15. whidi corresponds to M/ = -22. and 
then drops linearly to zero for b-magnitudes greater 
than 18 (A//= -19). 
The sdection function has a clear effect on the 
M on P regression line. The iq>per most dotted line 
that rqjresents the expected value of M at a given 
P (£(M|P)). on the xsppet right-hand panel breaks 
away from the lower £(P|M) at magnitudes where 
the selection function takes effect until it reaches the 
Iowa magnitude limit The inva%£(P|M) r^ires-
sion line remains unaffected over the entire distri-
bution because no selection function has been ap-
plied to the P distribution. The effect of the selection 
function on the obsoved distributions of M and P 
rsm seen in the histograms in the left-hand and 
lower pands m the upper plot m Hgure 5.7. 
The plot in the lower left-hand quarter of Hgure 
5.7 illustrates the consequence of a much sharper se-
lection function, similar to those of many previously 
published TF studies (e.g. Aaronson et al. 1982). 
The Iowa rigjit-hand plot shows how the bias in-
troduced into the slope of the direct regression be-
comes larger if the scatter in the relationship is in-
creased. 
Infigures5.6 and5.7 theexpected values£(M|P) 
and £(P|M) are evaluated as shown for all values of 
M and P. In the more realistic case of a straigjht line 
fit the curved £(M|P) will be reduced to a line of 
biased slope. The bias introduced into a regression 
in this way is normally referred to in die literature as 
sdection bias or calibration bias. 
Clearly dien it is betta to use a regression upon 
a variable unaffected by sdection, as this will pro-
duce a fit that is more r^resentative of the under-
lying rdationship rather than the particular dataset 
used. This becomes of more inqxirtance when es-
timating distances for different dusters, since se-
lection functions will differ for dusters at diffoent 
distances and particularly when different catalogues 
are utilised for each duster, hi light of these consid-
erations it is inqxntant to quantiify the presoit sam-
ple sdection function as accuratdy as possible. 
5.4.4 Cluster Selection Functions 
Unfortunatdy. in the case of the dataset oonsidsed 
here, even after the careful selection procedures out-
lined in ch^ter two, die sdection function is far 
bam ample. The two compedng requirements are 
that our diosoi galaxies should span a wide range of 
duster enviromnent and yd sanq>le the relationship 
to as faint a Umit as possible. This means that we 
sdected galaxies not only from catalogues based on 
plate scans but also from theZwicky and UGC cata-
logues. All three types of catalogue are drawn from 
photogrq)hic plates and as sudi share the samplt 
sdection limits in terms of surface brigjlitness (See 
§62). Whereas die plate scans are based vpaa sensi-
tive automated measuremoits and produce uniform 
data down to a mudi fainter magnitiide limit dian 
needed here, the Zwidcy and UGC catalogues were 
made using human sdection and saSa from vary-
ing mconq)leteness near thdr rdativdy b r i ^ mag-
nitude limit. 
For die purpose of moddlmg die sdection fimc-
tionhere we assume the catalogues based iqxm plate 
scans are 100% complete to our inq)osed magni-
tude limits of 18 or 18i m die b-band. In die case 
of the Zwicky catalogue it is assumed to be 100% 
conqiletedownto 15 m the b-band but then to have 
a rapidly falling con l^etoiess down to the cata-
logue limit of 16. The UGC catalogue has a diam-
eter limit whidi qiproximatdy corresponds to a ^ 
parent magnitude of 16.5 but, like the Zwicky cata-
logue, is assumed to be inoon^ >lete for magnitudes 
fainter than 15. 
The sdectioQ function is further conq)licated by 
die observing process. Whoi choosing objects to 
observe at die tdescq)e we were careful to pick ob-
jects at all magnitudes equally. So while to date only 
65% of die galaxies sdected have been observed, 
it is assumed diat die san^le used here is a ran-
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dom subset of all selected galaxies. However, there 
is some bias towards brigjiter galaxies, evea in the 
sauries sdected from tibe plate scans, because of 
observability considerations. For a number of prac-
tical reasons it is harder to obsenre the fainter ob-
jects and as a result a lower percentage of the faint 
objects fipom the plate scans produced data of suf-
ficient quality to make it into the final smplc (see 
§5.4.1 above). This effect is clearly seen in Hgure 
S.S. Ihis indicates that a much greater percentage of 
the data selected from plate scans is given an obsei-
vadoncodeof 2orabove. Sudi data was not to be 
used in the final I F sanq)le. 
Hgures 5.8 and 5.9 show magnitude histograms 
within eadi duster for the 341 galaxies selected 
far this work. Superinq)osed on the sdected galaxy 
histograms (shown as apea bars) is the histogram 
of objects actually observed in eadi duster {lepn-
seated as hatched bars) and on top of both appears 
a histogram of the objects whidi appear in the final 
Tully-Hsher analysis (cross hatched bars). 
Hgure 5.8 displays die magnitude distributions 
for the Coma duster and Abdl 2199. The upper 
two panels show the distributions for the two sam-
ples that make iq> the Coma data, the left-hand pand 
shows the distiibutionfor the galaxies sdected from 
plate scans and the li^t-hand pand shows galax-
ies sdected iram the Zwicky catalogue. Notice how 
the immber of galaxies sdected from the scan in-
creases widi magnitude right up to the sdection 
limit, marked by a dashed line. Whereas the data se-
lected from the Zwicky catalogue begins to fall for 
magnitudes fainter t^v* 15, the oonqileteness limit 
marked as adotted line on the plots. Also notice how 
the number of objects used for die TF analysis falls 
in rdation to the number sdected widiin the two 
faintest magnitude bins of the scan sdected data. 
This pattern is repeated for the three other dustos 
shown in figures 5.8 and 5.9. 
The magnitude distributian of the suitable objects 
from each dusto: combine to give die obsenred dis-
tributionshowninHgure5.4. Clearly a sinq>lemag-
nitude limit is not suf&dent to represent die mag-
nitude sdection function for die smple. Instead, 
the function used is considered 100% conq>lete to 
B-magnitudes of 15 (13 in I-band) widi a linearly 
falling conciseness to die sdection limit of 18 (16 
in I-band). 
The nature of die sdection function in terms of 
logVuot is less dear. Naivdy. as no information on 
die rotation vdodties was known at die time of se-
lection, galaxies widi a particular value of logV^ ^^  
could not be biased against However, diis ignores 
die fact diat logV^ or could coadate widi odier pa-
rammers odier dian maguitude diat do enter into 
die sdection procedure. One candidate is the re-
lationship betweos surface bri^ itness and rotation 
vdodty. A quantitive relationship does exist be-
tween logVuci and die surface bii^itness. Hgure 
5.10 deoianstrates a weak but significant oorrda-
tion, «nH this same effect is also seoi in the data of 
Mathewson et al. 1992b and well demonsbrated by 
didr Hgure 10. But it is not dear whdher diis is due 
to a real rdationship direcdy b^em logVftai and 
surface brightiiess cT due to a genoal trend between 
surface brightness and magnitude (See Hgure 5.13. 
Another possible link betweoi the measured ro-
tation vdodty and surface bri^ itness is due to the 
dependaice of the signd-to-noise and extait of the 
measured rotation curve on die galaxy's rotation ve-
lodty. This means that low surface brightness galax-
ies tend to havepoorer quality rotation curves which 
are insufKdent to reliably estimate a rotation vdoc-
ity. resulting in die rejection from the sanqile. 
It is well established that catdogues sdected 
fcom photogrq)hic plates are strongly limited to 
only a narrow range m surface brightness (see 
McGau^ 1996 for a ddailed discussion). If there is 
a Strang link between rotation vdodty and surface 
brightness dien these sdection effects will restrict 
die range of measured rotation vdodties within our 
saosple. 
The surface brightness distribution of our galax-
ies is displayed in Hgure S.U. This exhibits die 
expected s h ^ when campared widi Hgure 5.12 
(Rqjroduced from McGaugh 1996). so we can be 
confident that the distribution is indeed defined by 
sdection effects. Hiough we do note diat die sur-
face brigjUness distributionof die sanqile galaxies is 
broader dian expected. This is attributed to die sam-
ple objects bdng sdected from b-band photogrqihs 
but observed m die I-band. variations in colour of 
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Figure 5.8: Four histograms showing the B-band magnitude distribution for galaxies selected from tte Coma and Abell 
2199 clusters. The left-hand plots show flie distribution for the samples selected from plate scans. The right-hand plots in-
dicate the samplemagnitudedistribution of galaxiestakrafrom eitho-the Zwicky or UGC catalogues. The imposedmag-
nitude limits of 18.0 and 16.0A6.5 are marked as dashed lines. Ihesuspectedcompleteness limit of the Zwicky and UGC 
catalogues is shown with a dotted line. The open histograms indicate selected objects andhatdiedandcross-hatchedbars 
indicate obs^ed and final IF galaxies. 
the san^le galaxies then broaden the distribution 
slightiy. 
This is not the problem that it first spears to be. 
as the surface brightness lower limit of 21.0 ± 0.5 
mag/arcsec^  set by plate sdecticm corresponds to 
an inq)osed limit on logVgot of around 1.8 or lower 
(see Hgure 5.10). The limit rq)resented by rota-
tion vdodties of logVjtot = 1-8 is q)proximatdy 
die point at which die dataset is aheady cut due to 
the magnitude limit Even with any dq>eadence on 
surface brigjitness diat rotation vdodty may have, 
surface brig t^iiess sdection effects will have littie 
or no affect on the rotaticm vdodty distribution. It 
maybe assumed then, that the present sanq)le suffers 
from weak or nonexistent sdection effects in terms 
of rotation vdodty. Moreover, as similar sdection 
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Figure 5.9: Four histograms showing the B-band magnitude distribution for galaxies selected from the Abell 2634 and 
Abell 194 clusters. Ihe left-hand plots show the distribution for the samples selected from plate scans. The right-hand 
plots indicate the sample magnitude distribution of objects taken from the UGC catalogue. Hie imposed magnitude limits 
of 18.0 and 16.5 are marked as dashed lines. The suspected completeness limit of the UGC catalogue is shown with a 
dotted line. Hie opea histograms indicate selected objects and hatched and ooss-hatched bars indicate observed and 
final TF galaxies. 
procedures were used for all dusters and rotation 
vdodty (and surface brightness) is indqiendent of 
distance, any remaining effect should remain con-
stant between die four dusters, allowing an unbi-
ased conqiarison of slopes and intercepts. 
Ihis is fortuitous, because if ibere was strong se-
lection in logVRoi, as well as magnitudes, dien all 
possible fitting methods would produce biased re-
sults. Li such a situation making any sort of state-
mmt about the underlying relationship iiidq)endent 
of sdection would be inqiossible. 
5.5 Quantifying the Relationship 
An accurate and unbiased fit of die rdationship is 
needed if we are to study die dianges in die Tully-
Hsher with variations in galaxy properties across 
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Figure 511: Two histograms indicating the disk central surface brig}itaess and disk scale length distributions for the 99 
'Rilly-Fisha' galaxies. On both plots the solid thick line indicates the distribution of the vdiole sample. Other line types 
show the respective distribution for each of the four clusters; Solid line for Coma, dotted line for A2199, dashed line for 
A2634 and dot-dashed for A194. 
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Figure 5J2: Arq)roduction of McGau^ (1996), Figure 3. Showing the apparent distribution of disk surface bri^tness 
of galaxies selected from catalogues limited by isophotal magnitude. 
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Figure 5.13: Plots of surface bri^tness against appar-
ent total l-band magnitude for 99 galaxies wifiiin the fi-
nal IF sample. In both cases difrierent symbols indicate 
the cluster to which each galaxy belongs. Filled triangles 
mark Coma galaxies. A2634 galaxies are represented by 
circles, A2199 by squares and A194 by crosses. 
dusters. Moreover, rdiable confidence limits for die 
fitted parameters are needed if the significance of 
any variations is to be assessed. For this purpose a 
Monte-Carlo simulation program was written diat 
when givm a specified rdationship. gmerated many 
realisations of datasets with the same parameters. 
Each simulated relationship was then fitted using 
a chosen regression mediod. the results and cdcu-
lated errors stored, and the oitire process rqieated 
many times. This was done for a bivaiiate distribu-
tion dosdy matdiing die sdected galaxy sanq)le. 
and repeated for all sizes of sanqile bdween five and 
one hundred. In eadi case both a r^ression upon 
rotation vdodty and a regression upm magnitiide 
was made. 
Results of die simulations can be seen in figures 
5.14.5.15 and 5.16. Ihe duee parameters estimated 
using die direct or "forward" regression (£(M|P)) 
are shown in die left-hand pands and die results 
from die inverse or "reverse" regression (£(P|M)) 
are plotted in die right-hand pands. In all cases the 
68% (la) and 95% (2a) confidence inten^ als are 
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marked as dotted lines. Each fit of every realisation 
produces an error estimate for the fitted param e^rs. 
the mean of these estimates for all realisations are 
plotted as dashed lines on each plot. For all panels 
the true value of each parameter used to generate die 
realisations is represented with an arrow, and for the 
plots of estimated gradient die mean gradient of die 
opposite regression is maiked as a dashed line. In 
the case of the unbiased rdation simulated in Hgure 
5.14 die dashed Ime of die predicted errors exactiy 
comddes wiUi die dotted line of die true lo limits. 
The results given in Hgure 5.14 provide an indi-
cation of the accuracy expected for regressions per-
formed on a typical datasd but widiout any sdec-
tion effects. The bivariate distribution used to gen-
erate die simulated data has die same parameters 
as our datasd. namdy a mean logVuct of 22 with 
0=02, mean absolute magnitude of -22 widi o=l .5, 
a slope of -75 and scatter of 0.35 mags. This is iden-
tical to die distiibution gr^hically rq>resQited in 
Hgure 5.6. 
A number of inqiortant oondusions can be drawn 
from Hgure 5.14. Hrstiy, for sanq)les of twenty 
galaxies or less, the difference in slope between 
the two regression methods (and hence any possi-
ble bias) is insignificant (< la) conqiared with the 
random errors in the estimated slope. This applies 
to many of the Tully-Hsha san^les that eppesr in 
the literature, for exanq)le only 2 of the 24 dusters 
widiin die Madiewson et al. 1992a (1992) dataset 
(the largest TF surv^ to date) contain more dian 
twenty galaxies and the largest contains just 28. This 
means that for the majority of TF duster sanqiles 
appearing in the literature the question of whidi re-
gression line to use is uninqxirtant. 
What is also dear from Hgure 5.14. is diat for a fit 
to produce values for the slope with errors less dian 
10% (at 95% confidence limits) a sanqile size of at 
least 50 galaxies is needed. Also for mnple sizes 
less dian 20 the measured scatta is biased towards 
low scatta, by as mudi as 05 mags for sanqiles as 
small as 5 galaxies. Odier points to notice are that 
the estimate of die iateroept produced by die inverse 
regression has die same degree of error as die dired 
fit butdiere are greater and asymmetiic errors on the 
gradient. 
Hgures 5.15 and 5.16 dononstrate die impaa 
of sdection effects on the estimated paramders. 
hi both figures the underlying relationship is the 
same as before, hi Hgure 5.15 die estimated sdec-
tion effects of die cuiient saanple are ^Ued, com-
plete to an I-band magnitude of -22 and oonqilete-
ness falling linearly to zero at -19. hi Hgure 5.16 
a mudi higher magnitude cut is made at -215. this 
is rqnesentative of san l^es sdected soldy from the 
Zwicky catalogue (e.g. Aaronson et al. 1982). Bodi 
of diese sdection scmarios are grqdiically repre-
seated in Hhevppami lower left panels of Hgure 
5.7. 
Note diat in bodi Hgure 5.15 and Hgure 5.16 
die values estimated by the direct r^ression for 
the slope and intercept are biased away from thdr 
true values. In Hgure 5.15 die bias is towards Iowa 
values and constant for all sample sizes, but it is 
only significant for very large sanq)les. The bias dis-
played in by the dired fit in Hgure 5.16 is about 
twice as laige but is still only significant for sam-
ples larger than 50 galaxies, hi both cases the mean 
parameters produced by the inverse r^ession re-
mams unbiased. 
The results of these simulations provide numeri-
cal evidence that die mverse r^ressicn O-ogYgat oa 
Ml) remams unbiased so long as the rotation ve-
lodty parameter is free from sdection bias. These 
effects are placed on a firm mathematical basis in 
Hendry & Simmons (1994). where the reader will 
find a fidl and ddailed analysis. Hendry provides 
rigorous proof diat die parameter and distance esti-
mates produced usmg die invose regression remain 
unbiased at all distances and for all sanqile sizes and 
realistic distributions. And that the amount of bias in 
the dired fit depends upon the scatter in the relation 
and whoe the sdection limits occur with respect to 
die peak of die magnitude distribution. Further, he 
demonstrates that only die invose regression is un-
biased m cases where diere are magnitude depea-
dent sdection effects and the rotation vdodty re-
mains sdection free. This remains true for all under-
lying distributions of M and P and does not depend 
upon them bdng normal. 
We can condude diat any bias mtroduced by se-
lection effects into the duster sanq)les is small, and 
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Figure 5J4: Six line plots of ou^ut from a Monte-Carlo simulation of the Tully-Fisher fitting procedure for sample 
sizes ranging from S to 100 galaxies. VMi no magnitude selection effects. The three left-hand plots indicate from top to 
bottom; The TF gradient estimated using the "forward" regression method. IF iatercept fitted wifii the forward method 
and IF scatter. Hie right-^ iand graphs show &e same quantities estimated using die "reverse" regression. Ja each case 
the arrow indicates the true value of the undralying relation. Dotted lines indicate the ± la and ±2a confidence limits 
of the fitted parameters. Hie dashed curved lines mark the mean ± l a error predicted by the respective fitting mediods 
and the horizontal dashed line marks the mean value predicted by the opposingmetfaod. 
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Figure 5J 5: Six line plots of output from a Monte-Carlo simulation of &e lUly-Fisher fitting procedure for sample sizes 
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Figure 5J6: Six line plots of ou^ut from a Monte-Carlo simulation of the Tully-Fisher fitting procedure for sample 
sizes ranging from 5 to 100 galaxies. With magnitude selection efEiects that resemble diose deleted in the bwer left pbt 
of Figure 3.7. The marked lines and symbols have Ae same meaning as in figures 5.14 and S.IS. Note that even in the 
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only in die case of Coma, the largest sample, is 
maiginally significant Even these small biases can 
be conpletdy removed by using the inverse regres-
sion to estimate the rdationships parameters. For 
diis reason throughout this woik the invose r^ies-
sion is used unless otherwise stated. 
Assuming diat the modd used in Hgure 5.15 cor-
rectly rqtresents the distribution and sdection ef-
fects present in the current dataset, then Hgure 5.15 
can be used to estimate an iqjper limit on die accu-
racy of parameters estimated from the fit For die 
slope die expected accuracy ranges from 14% for 
die Coma san^le down to 33% for Abdl 194. Er-
rors in the measured intsxoept in terms of distance 
range from 10% to 20% and the errors in die mea-
sured sl(q>e are expected to range between 38% and 
70% (all 95% confidoice limits). Ultimatdy diese 
random enors will limit the size of variations that 
can be significantly ddected. Clearly increasing the 
size of die present sanqiles would be the greatest im-
provement diat one could make to the dataset 
Ihe other inqxntant factors that contiibutes to the 
fit enrors and the size of possible biases is die scat-
ter in the rdationship. Ihe scatter m the observer 
idationship can be reduced by inqiosing more rig-
orous rejection criteria iqxm die sanqile and by us-
ing parameter error estimates to wdght individual 
data points to increase the accuracy of die fit These 
mediods of redudng die scatter in the relationship 
are die tqiic of the ranainmg sections in this c h ^ 
ter. Ihe first step in this process is die identification 
of all sources of measurement error present in the 
dataset 
5.6 Sources of Error 
To accuratdy estimate the individud etrors on each 
pomt we first need to do a detailed accounting of 
all sources of error and prqiagate tibem through to 
the find measured parameters. For all estimated pa-
rameters, conaibutians to the error come from two 
main sources. Random measurement errors on the 
raw observables is due to signd to noise consider-
ations and systematic errors are introduced by die 
particular mediod used to correct die observables in 
order to obtain the find TF parameters. A conq>lete 
account of all sources of error are given in Table 
5.1. See dieters 3 and 4 for a ddailed discussion 
of uncertainties within the dataset whidi are briefly 
mentioned here. 
5.6.1 Photometric data 
Ihe error contributions to the finnl totd magnituHp. 
parameta come from five sources (See Ch^ta 3 
for fall details of photometric reduction process). 
The measured totd nmgnitiniy. makes vp less than 
half of die totd emv. Errors in the photometric zoo 
point isqihotd magnitude and extrqiolation to to-
td magnitude combine to produce a rms emxr of 
0.03 magnitudes as conqiared to a the totd sror of 
0.08 mags. Ihe main contribution to the totd er-
ror comes from the adopted intend absorption cor-
rection (See §5.8). enors in die measured elliptidty 
combine with the uncertain extinction correction to 
contributea rms error of0.066mags to the totd. The 
odier main source of error is die Galactic extinction 
ooTFectian which adds a fiirtha; 0.031 mags ims to 
the overall sror. A small contribution is also added 
due to uncertainties m die K-correction. 
5.62 Spectmscopic data 
The uncertainty in the measured rotation vdodty is 
dominated by errors associated widi die fittuigcf die 
rotation curve. Low sigod-to-noise r^ons of the 
curve gready increase die enors on die fitted centrd 
wavdoigth of die Ha emission line. Ihese errors 
combine with red variations in the rotation curve 
due to spird structure to increase the rms vdodty 
variations within the curve. Ihe net eCEect is to in-
flate die errors on the interpolated rotation vdodty 
to typically 10% which contributes 025 mags rms 
to die scatter within the rdationship. Ihe measured 
rotation vdodty also has to be corrected for projec-
tion which introduces a further dq)endence upon die 
measured elliptidty needed to cdculate the indina-
tion. Errors in die elliptidty result in uncertainties 
in die inclination correction that contribute a fiirther 
5% error to die rotation vdodty parametCT. 
5.6.5 Error Budget 
A full and detailed list of all error sources and thdr 
rdative conbibutions to die TF scatter widiin die 
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Table 5 J . A ccunplete account of all sources of error and &eir relative contributions to tte scatter about the Tully-Fisher 
relation. Column headings are (where appUcable); mean and maximum size of ctKrection applied, the mean standard 
deviation of tiie measured parameters (also given as a percentage, in magnitudes and as a percentage distance error) and 
the upper limit on any possible systematic errors. See text (§5.6.3) for fiill details. 
Source of Error 
Mean. 
Max (mag) 
Standard Deviations Max 
Bias 
Measured I-band total magnitude: 
Photometric zero pomt - - 0.012 005 < 0.010 
Measuring isophotal magnitude - - 0.021 01.0 0.000 
Extr^lating to total magnitude - - 0.018 00.8 < 0.010 
0.059.0280 - - 0.030 01.4 < 0.020 
Measured disk elliptidty: 
Isqphote fitting 0.019 03.4 - - -
Typical rms variation over disk region 0.018 032 - - -
Subjective sdection of disk region 0.030 05.4 - - -
- 0.040 072 - - -
Internal absorption correction to total magnitude: 
Ftopagation of error in dliptidty - - 0.051 02.4 0.000 
Uncertainty in absorption modd - - 0.041 01.9 < 0.003 
0.009.0.387 • - 0.066 03.6 < 0.003 
Galactic absorption correction to total magnitude: 
Uncertainty in measured extinction - - 0.030 01.3 0.000 
Uncertainty in b-band to l-band oonvosion - - 0.006 00.3 < 0.010 
0.026.0.099 - - 0.031 01.4 < 0.010 
K-correction to total magnitude: 
Uncertainty in measured redshifr 21.30 003 0.000 00.0 0.010 
Uncertainty in K-correction modd - - 0.003 00.1 0.010 
0.018,0.020 - - 0.003 00.1 0.010 
Typical error contribution from log-luminosity parameter 0.080 03.8 < 0.043 
Measured maximum rotation vdodty: 
Wavdengdi calibration^ 01.10 00.9 0.026 012 0.000 
Ha emission line fitting'' 09.70 07.6 0211 102 0.000 
Real variations in rotation curvei^  06.10 04.8 0.129 06.1 0.000 
1150 09.0 0249 122 0.000 
Indination/rdativistic correction to rotation vdodty: 
Error in indination due to eUiptidty error'' 03.08 045 0.078 03.6 0.000 
OocQtainty in form of inclination calculation'' 0155 02.3 0.027 012 < 0.030 
&ror in rdativistic correction'' 00.00 00.1 0.000 00.0 0.000 
0571,1.442 03.44 05.0 0.082 03.9 < 0.030 
Typical error contribution from rotation vdodty parameter'': 0266 13.0 < 0.030 
Total Uncertainty: 
Errors added in quadrature - - 0280 13.8 < 0.073 
Allowing for corrdation between errors - - 0270 132 < 0.073 
Notes: 
" The relative contribution from line fitting errors and variations in the rotation curve due to spiral structure vary 
gready between galaxies. Hie typical values given here are consistent with internal error estimates. 
'' Assumes a gradirat of -75 for the TF relation when calculating corresponding magnitude and distance enars. 
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relationship appear in Table 5.1. This error budget 
provides a guide to the rdative breakdown of errors 
for a typical galaxy widdn our sanq>le. 
For each source of error, the mean rms error for 
aU 99 galaxies m the final sample was calculated 
and eadi error is tabulated in four forms; m units 
of the parameter, as a percentage, the corresponding 
magnitude error (assuming a TF gradient), and the 
percentage distance error corresponduig to die mag-
nitiide oror. When the source of errw is assodated 
with a correction, the mean and maximum value of 
the ooirectian is shown to enable coirqiarison with 
the uncertainty introduced. Where ^ licable, any 
bias diat could possibly be introduced is given as an 
upper limit in magnitudes. 
For eadi galaxy, the error estunates for total mag-
nitude and rotation vdodty are calculated by adding 
up their respective error conbibutions in quadrature. 
The mean total magnitude error and mean rotation 
vdodty error for the sanqile ^ear underlined in 
Table 5.1. 
Note that some error estimates that qqiear m the 
errcn: budgd. particularly the enrors on the photo-
metric parameters, are sligihdy lower than would be 
expected when considering die external errors tab-
ulated m Table 3.2. These differmces can be at-
tributed to the subjectiveness of sdecting die disk 
r^on within eadi galaxy's surface brightness pro-
file. 
An exan^le is the a » 0.10 scatta betweoi ex-
ternal measurements of the eUiptidty and our own 
measurements (See Table 32). This scatta is not 
due to problems in fitting the particular isqihote, 
because rq>eat measurements show that this can 
be done accuratdy. Radier die scatter is due to the 
problems of approximatmg die often irregular sSnspe 
of spiral isqphotes widi ellipses, combined with die 
process of dedding vpan. a disk region of die ellipti-
cal fits and taking die mean ellipse parameters over 
this region as the disk values. This is a valid mediod 
but is a subjective process, and different observes 
get sligjitiy different disk parameters as a result The 
same argument ^l ies to die measurement of the 
position angle and the extrqiolation of the disk light 
to obtain a total magnitude. As much as 0.05 mags 
of the external errors could be due to diis effed. 
5.6.4 The Weighted Inverse Regression 
The Tully-Hsher rdation for the sdected galaxies 
previously plotted in Hgure 5.3 are now plotted m 
Hgure 5.17 with error bars maikmg die l a mag-
nitude and rotation vdodty areas for each galaxy. 
The symbols retain the same meanmg and as before, 
die inverse r i^ression and direct regressions are 
marked widi solid and dotted lines respectivdy. For 
eadi duster die hill details of each fit are marked in 
the iqiper left-hand corns'of eadi pand. 
Error estimates for each galaxy can now be used 
to wd^t each pomt widim the r^ression calcu-
lation thus lowering the intact of discrepant low 
quality data pomts on die fit The same relation-
ship fitted using a wd^bted mvose regression is 
shown m Hgure 5.18. As die r^ression is purdy on 
Irotai only die errors on rotation vdodty are used to 
wdghtthefit 
An orthogonal regression technique would also 
allow the indusion of the magnitude mors into the 
wdghting scheme. But as such an approath, by its 
very nature, rdies upon the dired r^ression line in 
addition to the inverse, it is susoq)tible to the mag-
nitude sdection effects discussed above m §55. The 
assunqitions and mathonatical framework adopted 
above and detailed in Hendry & Simmons (1994) 
are not affected by adoptii^  a wdgjitii^ sdieme 
when calculating die r^ression. In particular, die 
assunq)tian the invose r^ressian is i m h i n s ^ 
whai the rotation vdodty paramdo: is firee frtnn se-
lection remains true. 
The majority of galaxies widim die present sam-
ple have rotation vdodty errors ova three times 
larger than thdr magnitude errors. So any combined 
wdghting scheme would still be dommated by die 
rotation vdodty errors and any gain from inrinHing 
the magnitude errors would be small. By ignoring 
die extra information provided by the magnitude a-
rors, we are m effed accqiting slighdy larger ran-
dom errors in the fit parameters m rdum for a bias-
free regression. 
Note that die data and errors plotted in figures 
5.17 and5.18 qjpearing in Table 5.1 were produced 
using die finally adopted versions of die corrections 
which are discussed m §5.8 bdow. As widi much 
of this work an iterative approash was adopted. The 
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Figure 5J7: The Tully-Fisher relation within the four target clusters. The symbols are the same as in figure 52. ± l a 
error estimates in magnitude and log-^ 'otation vekKity are marked on each point The regression line of log Vnuos upon 
i T o t a i is marked as a solid line on each relation. The details of each of these fits are marked in the upper left of each panel 
The regression of i T u t o i "PO'i ^S^mexS ^ represented in eadi case as a dotted line. 
most current corrections from die literature were 
used to produce die first version of the relationship 
and error estimates. Ihen using the tediniques dis-
cussed bdow in §5.8 inqiroved versions of the cor-
rections were adopted and used to produce die find 
Tully-Hsher relation qipearing here. 
5.7 Forming a Composite Relationship 
In order to form a single, well populatedrdationship 
to use in studying die qptimd forms of the various 
parameter corrections, die next stage in the andysis 
was to combine the four individud duster rdations 
into one coII^ )ositerdationship. Ihis can be done by 
simultaneoudy fitting the entire dataset with a sin-
gle gradient and interoqit while leaving die rdative 
distance moduli between Coma and A2199. A2634 
and A194 as firee parameters. Meffect theintercqits 
of die three smaller duster sanqiles are allowed to 
slide in magnitude until dieir respective gdaxies 
display the T n i n i m n T T i scatter around the Coma rda-
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Figure 5J8: "ITie Iblly-Fisher relation wiHiin tiie four target clusters. TTie symbols are the same as in figure 52. ± l a 
error estimates in magnitude and log-rotation velocity are marked on each point The weighted inverse regression line of 
log Vm3x3 upon ITOUI is marked as a solid line on each relation. The details of each of these fits are marked in die upper 
left of each panel The regression of iTotsi upon bg VQUX3 is represented in each case as a dotted line. 
tioQ. Iiiq)licit in this process is the assuiiq)tiaa that 
the Tully-Hsherrelatiaa is universal, i.e. galaxies in 
all dusters obey the same relationship with the same 
slope. 
Htting the entire dataset in sudi a way has a num-
ber of advantages. Coeffidents that qjpear in the 
corrections to the observables (See §5.1 and §5.8) 
can also be allowed to be free parameters. Thus the 
optimal forms of the corrections, diat produce the 
minimum scatter in the rdation, can also be pro-
duced simultaneously. Ihe resultmg well populated 
r r f q t i f « n g l i i p i n p j n g that the estimated slope and Scat-
ter have much smaller errors. Of course this is also 
the most logical way of calculating the rdative dis-
tance between the dusten. 
One problem widi this technique is the intact se-
lection effects in parent magnitude can have on 
the fitting process. A wdghted invose r^ression is 
used to fit die points which itself is free from the ef-
fects of magnitude sdection. But differential sdec-
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ticm limits and coiiq>l^ eQess witllin each duster can 
senously afEect the relative magnitude shift ^ l i e d 
to each cluster. 
Developing a program to fit the TF parameters 
and relative cluster distances while simultaneously 
dealing with sdection efGects would be a cxaaplex 
task. Fartuitously Martin Hendry has developed 
sudi a program ^ v a t e communicadoa) which 
taddes this problem using a maximum-likelihood 
tedmique that indudes a sinq>le model of the sdec-
tionefiiBCts. 
Hie program first conqmtes the properties of die 
sanq)le. i.e. the mean and standard deviation of the 
magnitudes and rotation vdodties within the sam-
ple. Next, a ample fit is calculated, r^essing on 
magnimrie. and assuming no sdection. Then using 
the first fit to provide starting values for the free 
parameters, along with taputed initial distance es-
timates for the dusters, it mters into an iterative 
fitting loop. During eadi ito-ation a bias correcdon 
term is calculated which shifts the data points in 
such a way as to counteract the eSects of magni-
tude sdection. Each duster is thm shifted in magni-
tude with respect to a calibrating duster (in this case 
Coma). At the same time fit parametos are diosen 
in sudi a way as to maximise the likelihood of die 
distribution of points around the relation. 
Tbis produces an impioved set of distance esti-
mates and corrections which can thenbere-^lied 
to the anginal data. New sdection conections are 
calculated and the entire process lepeatei until the 
fitted parameters conveige within a spedfied toler-
ance. A bootstr^ resaiiq>ling mediod is then used to 
estimate die errors on each of the parameters. Many 
random subsamples of die data are generated and re-
fit using the same fitting process which produces a 
distribution of fitted parameters around didr best-fit 
values from which confidence limits can be calcu-
lated. 
Hie results from the oon:q>osite fit can be seen in 
Hgure S.19. where die best fit line is rqiresented as 
a solid line and die fit details are displayed in the 
upper left-hand comer of the pand. Four different 
symbols are used to tepreseat galaxies from each 
of the dusters and the mean magnitude and rotation 
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Figure 5 J9: A Composite Tully-Fisher funned by com-
bining ttie four s^arate cluster TF relations. The entire 
dataset was simultaneously fitted for a single slope and 
three distance moduli relative to Coma using a maximum 
likelihood technique developed by Martin Hendry. The 
error bars indicate the mean errors for the sample. 
One draw back of this technique is diat only a 
sinqile magnitude limit is used to rqnesent the ^ 
parent magnitude sdection function, whereas widi 
die present sanqile. the fact diat we have sem falling 
conq)letQiess at fainter magnitudes is also a prob-
lem. 
However, the mam difficulty widi diis q)proacfa 
is that the gradient of the rdationship is nsi^ 'm v^t to 
be constant for all dusters. This is not unreasonable 
and can still be considered the paradigm within cur-
rent Tully-Hsher literature. But die individual fits to 
the relationship shown in Hgure 5.18 dearly show 
evidence for significant variations in die gradioit 
between dustos. This is most qiparoit in die dif-
ferences between Coma and Abell 2634 where die 
gradients show a 4 i o diffoence. 
Further siq)part for variations is provided when 
Hendry's ML fittingprocedure is qjplied to the indi-
vidual dusters. Tlie result of this are shown in Hg-
ure 520 where die symbol meanings are die same 
as Hgure 5.19. Tlie fits produced are consistent with 
those shown in Hgure 5.18 and show the same dif-
ference between the Coma and A2634 gradients. 
Signs of diese variations can also be seen in the 
results of die conq)osite fit Tlie fitted slope is inter-
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Figure 5.20: Hie results of applying Hendry's fitting technique to the sqiarate clusters. A solid line on each relationship 
represents the maximum likelihood fit that attempts to corrected for selection bias, llie results of each fit are displayed 
in the upper left-hand comer of each panel A dotted line rq)resents the composite fit line. 
mediate b^een the range of slopes but the Coma 
and A2634 points show a trend away from the fit 
line. This means that scatter around therdationship 
is larger than the scatter in three of the individual 
duster fits. 
The significance of possible variatians in the TF 
gradient between the sanq>le dusters will be fimher 
discussed in §6J2. However, at this point it should 
be noted that doubts about the gradimt remaining 
constant are suf&dent enough to not rdy upon this 
technique to calculate the best corrections. The in-
creased scatter and fit errors along widi systenatic 
variations in slope would inflate the errors on the fit 
residuals and mtroduce spurious trends in terms of 
magnitude and rotation vdodty. 
Instead the individual duster fits discussed in 
§5.6.4 were used when dedding upon the optimal 
parameter correctians. 
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5.8 Optimal Coirectioiis 
The mean and maximum correctians ^ l i e d to the 
TF parameters are shown in Table 5.1 and it is q>-
parent that the two most inqxntant corrections are 
those made to the rotation vdodty and the intonal 
absorption correction appiied to the apparent mag-
nitudes. In terms of both die size of the correction 
and the uncertainties introduced, the odier correc-
tions are rdativdy uninqxirtant. 
Tlie largest correction is die sin/ indination oot-
rection ^ l i e d to die rotation vdodty of eadi 
galaxy and diis is also the correction that introduces 
the most uncotainty into the final parameters. There 
is no doubt ovQ-the form of this correction, the er-
rors are in the indination whidi is in turn calculated 
from the measured elliptidty (see §5.2 for ddails). 
Tlie indmation calculation usually adopted in the 
literature (see Equation 5.3) makes the assuiq}tion 
diat. on average, face-on spiral galaxies have per-
fecdy drcular isophotes and edge-on spirals have 
the same elliptidty. e = l -^o -As a result, die un-
certainty in the indination depends on the extent to 
which these assunq)tions tecaaa true for eadi indi-
vidual galaxy and to the accuracy with whidi die 
disk dliptidty can be measured. 
Clearly die assunqition that all spiral galaxies 
have die same edge-on elliptidty is only an apprm-
imntirm as each galaxy will deviate from this value 
due to variations in morphology and spiral structure. 
It is the size of these intrinsic variations that con-
tribute to the indination errors. 
In prindple an ideal value of qo, die edge-on 
minor-to-major axial ratio, could be used diat min-
imises the scatter in die rdationship. But in prac-
tice this proves not to be die case. Due to correla-
tions between die errors introduced by die inclina-
tion and internal absorption corrections ( d i ^ bodi 
depend \spaa elliptidty). the inclination errors scat-
ter alcmg the rdationship rather than away from it 
(see §6.1.1). This reduces die dqiendence of die TF 
residuals upon inclination enors to die point where 
they are conq>letdy masked by odier errors. 
In the current literature a range of values for qo 
between 0.11 and 0.18 are adopted. Hgure 5.21 
shows the resulting smple inclination distributions 
when using qo values of ddis 0.11 and 0.18. The 
expected inclination distribution of asarqile of ran-
domly orientated disks is proportional to sin^i and 
as a resdt increases towards hi^ier inrfinfftions It 
can be seen £rom Hgure 521 that this distribution 
is most dosdy matched when die adopted value of 
90 = 0.18 is used. 
M d i die value of die mean edge^m axial ratio 
fixed, die typical amount diat galaxies widiin die 
sanq)le deviate from^o = 0.18 further contributes to 
die inclination error. Although it is hard to estimate 
the size of this contribution, very large deviations 
would efEectivdy smooth out the inclination distri-
bution. As diis is not seen, it can be assumed diat 
this is not a major efEecL The effed of variations in 
i jO rm thf. i n r J ina r inn w m r at Mff^r^t i n r l i n i i r i n n s is 
shown in Hgure 523. 
The oror on the measured disk dliptidty comes 
from three sources; orors in isqihotal fitting, typ-
ical rms variations in the elliptidty (due to spiral 
structure within the disk) and the subjective na-
ture of sdecting die disk r ^ o i from eadi galaxy's 
surface brightness profile. These factors combine 
to produce a mean disk dliptidty ecror. estimated 
by external conq)arisons, of 0.04. The contribution 
from the elliptidty eiror to the total inclination oror 
is shown in Hgure 522. Considering that the mean 
fTici'tiatiA" for the san:q>le is around 70°. it is dear 
from both figures 522 and 523 that minimising a-
rors in elliptidty is die most critical factor in keq>-
ing the indination errors low. 
The second most inqxirtant TF correction, in 
terms of its eSeCL and the errors introduced, is the 
internal extinction correction. Tlie correction used 
m the curreat literature usually assumes that extinc-
tion is proportional to die logaridim of the major-to-
minor axis ratio, following Cnovanelli et al. (1994): 
Am = Ylog(l / ( l -e)) (5.14) 
Whoe e is die elliptidty and y is a ooeffident ap-
proximatdy equal to 1.00. 
The technique adopted allows y to be a free pa-
rameter during the fitting of the rdationship, adopt-
ing a value of y that minimises the scatter in die final 
rdationship. It was found that a value of y = 0.85 
produced die minimum TF scatter. TMs proved to be 
only a nmrgingl inqjrovement over the sinqiler cor-
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F^ure 5,21: Histograms indicating two possible inclination distributions for the sample. Hie left-hand panel shows the 
calculated distribution assuming that die mean edge-on axial ratio, 90, of the sample galaxies is 0.11. The ri^t^iand 
graph shows die distribution if 90 is 0.18. As randomly orimted disks are more likely to be viewed edge-on, qo = 0.18 
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Figure 5,22: Two graphs of the orors in die calculated inclination verses inclination for different elliptidty errors and 
values of die edge-on axial ratio, qo- The lefl-^ iand graph shows how the relationsh^ between the inclination error and 
inclination changes for different rms ell^tcity errors. The lines rqiresent steps of 0.01 fi'om 0.04 to 0.08 rms error. Hie 
right-hand panel indicates how the same relation changes dqirading upon the rms deviations of 90 for galaxies within 
die sample. Tlie adopted value of 0.04 in bodi cases is marked widi a solid line. 
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F^ure 523: A graph showing how die errors in die cal-
culated inclination verses inclination for different values 
of die edge-on axial ratio, qo- The lines r^resent steps of 
0.02 from 0.10 to 0.20. The final adc^ ted value of 0.18 is 
marked by a solid line. 
rection o£Am = ye used by Bemstdn et al. (1994) 
whidi does not have a physical basis. 
A grqihical rq)resentatian of these corrections is 
shown in Hgure 524. The left-hand pand of Hgure 
5 24 shows a plot of the fit residuals against disk d-
liptidty. with no extinction correction apphei. The 
correctian suggested by Giovandli et al. is marked 
as a solid line in this pand and the linear correction 
adopted by Bernstein et al. is plotted as a dashed 
line. The right-hand pand shows the same data af-
ta the Giovanelli et al. correctian has been ^ l i e d . 
Tliere is obviously a t rml in the data before correc-
tion whidi is then successfully removed. 
However, the scatter in the residuals is such diat 
it is impossihle to distinguish a significant Hiffer-
oice bdween the two models. In addition, it should 
be noted that because the other major correctian 
also depends upon elliptidty. the enors in dliptidty 
and the errors in the residuals are coirelated. This 
is demonstrated in Hgure 525 whoe error bars in-
dicating ± l a dliptidty deviations are marked on 
eadi data point Clearly die trend in terms of elliptic-
ity error is such diat to a certain extent the parent 
effects of extinction are reduced. 
Howeva. this technique should be appMed with 
cautioiL Singly blindly correcting the data with a 
free parameter will always appear to woric in that 
scatter will be reduced. This is especially true whoi 
the data is very noisy and whoe outlying points 
can have a dispropartianateefGect on the modd pa-
rameters. Thus it has been dedded that the size of 
the present datasd is insuffident to discriminate be-
tween the possible models. Instead we adopt the 
value Y = 1.05 from (Hovandli et al. who utilise a 
much larger sanq>le of 14(X) galaxies in fitting the 
relation. This value of gamma is oon^lddy consis-
tent widi the current san^le and was used in pro-
ducing Hgure 525 and all the TF rdationships pre-
sented here. 
The three other correctians ^ l i e d remained the 
same as diose initially adopted in §5.1 from recait 
Tully-Hsher related literature. Of these, the most 
in^ortant is die correctian for Gtlacdc exdnction 
due to gas and dust within the ^ Glky way. Extinction 
values published in Burstein & Bales woe used as 
detailed in §5.12. Over the atire sample this oor-
rectian was typically less than 0.03 magnitudes and 
always smaller than 0.1 mag. Within-eadi duster 
rms variatians in the correction woe always less 
dian 0.016. which is die maximum reduction in scat-
ter that could be expected. In contrast to die large 
all-sky sarveys, the galaxies within this sanqile are 
drawn from just four dusters (all at h i ^ galactic 
latitudes) whidi oovo* only a small area of sky. As 
a result, die Galactic extinctian corrections are rd-
ativdy much less inqxatant for the current sample 
and can be considered minor. However, qiplyingthe 
correction did result in a minor reduction in die scat-
ter. 
The two remaining corrections both depend an 
the measured redshifr of each galaxy. Althou^ 
die dusters considered here are at a distance suf-
fident to reduce depHh efEects. die distance is not 
so large diat rdativistic oairectians are important 
Moreover, die range of distance covered by galaxies 
within each duster is so narrow diat any reduction in 
scatter is small. However, since die fractional error 
of these redshifts is tiny, any additional uncertainty 
introduced by diese cotrections is much less dian 
1 % in distance. Aldiou^ diere is litde possible em-
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Figure 524: Two plot of TP fit residuals against ellqsticity before and after the relationshq) is corrected for the effects of 
internal absorption. The left-hand graph shows die residuals before correction widi two possible corrections marked widi 
lines. The solid line rq>resents a correction of form Am = ^(1/(1 - e)) following Giovanelli et aL (1994). The dashed 
line r^resents die linear correction applied by Bernstein et aL (1994). On bodi plots die mean errors are marked widi 
an errorbar in the upper right hand comer. The marker types have the same meaning as given in figure 52. 
Figure 525: A graph of die fit residuals against elliptic-
ity before correction for die effects of internal absorption. 
Ihemean errors aremarkedby aerrorbar. The correlation 
between errors is indk^ted by a line marked on each point 
which represents how each point would be shifted by a 
±lae change in elliptidty. 
puical gain from qiplying these corrections, diere is 
no penalty for making corrections whidi reduce die 
parameters to a more fundamental state. 
Considezed togdha. diese minor corrections are 
rdativdy uninqKirtant for die present study. How-
ever for the large TuUy-Hsha surveys appeanng in 
the literature, diese coirectians are vitally inqxir-
tant Application of erroneous coirectians can result 
in systematic variations in predicted distance over 
large areas of sky that exacdy mimic structures that 
the survey is designed to measure. Far this reason, 
it is impnwnnt to minimise uncertainty in these cor-
rections but as is dear from die above discussion, 
this is outside the scope of the present work. 
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Chapter 6 
The Origin of the TF Scatter 
Abstract 
This dxapta provides a ftdl account of all sources of uncertainty that contribute to 
die scatter in die Tully-Hsher relation. These sources indude measurement errors, 
duster depth effects, uncertain duster membership and data quality. Poorly ex-
tended rotation curves and fluctuation within the curves are shown to be the major 
cause of error in the relation. An iq>per limit on die remaining mtrinsic scatter 
is placed at 0.12 mags nns. The variation in TF gradient between each duster is 
shown to be significant and possible reasons for this are discussed. 
Scatter within the Tully Hsher rdation can be at-
tiibuted to a number of sources. The largest of diese 
comes from errors in the measured parameters. I f 
these errors are combined and possible coirdations 
taken into account, the full contribution to die scat-
ter from all OTors can be assessed. In addition, diere 
may be ambiguity in duster membership. If present 
this would violate the assun^tion that all galaxies 
widiin each duster are at die same distance. These 
variations m distance are anodier cause of outliers 
within die rdationship. Once all such sources of 
scatter have been removed, the amount of remaining 
intrinsic scatter, can be determined. 
The degree of intrinsic scatter ultimatdy limits 
the accuracy with which distances can be estimated 
using die Tully-Hsher rdation and sheds light on 
the fundamental properties of spiral galaxies. It also 
provides some constraint on galaxy formation tech-
niques that have to rq)roduce die TF as part of spiral 
galaxy formation. 
6.1 Contribution from Measuremoit Errors 
A full error budget is given in Table 5.1. TUs 
shows that combining in quadrature, all the errors 
diat contribute to die total magnitude error, pro-
duces a value of0.080 rms mags. Errors in the rota-
tion vdodty can also be estimated in terms of mag-
nitude by multiplying each error by the TF gradi-
ent. Combining these in quadrature produces an nns 
value of0266 mags. 
Most audiors assume that die errors in the rota-
tion vdodty and total magnitude are unoorrelated 
and combine them in quadrature to estimate the to-
tal contribution to the TF scatter firom measurement 
errors. For the present sanqile this produces a rms 
value of0280 mags. Howeva. diis approash is not 
entirdy correct Both the intonal absorption cor-
rection and die indination coirection to die rotation 
vdodty depend on die disk elliptidty. As a result 
diere is a portion of die total magnitude and rotation 
vdodty error whidi depend tqion the elliptidty er-
ror and thus are coirdated. 
6.1. J Correlated Errors 
A detailed analysis of error propagation for Tully-
Hsher parameters is undertaken by Rhee (1996). 
Rhee indudes the effects of correlation due to the 
dqiendeocy of both the total magnifiirip. and rota-
tion vdodty on dliptidty. In addition, as bodi die 
K-correction and 1 -f-z conection are dqiendent on 
die redshift. a coirelatian also exists between their 
errors. However as die errors on these conecticns 
are very small die effect on die scatter is n^gib le . 
The full equation' for combining all die errors is 
given by Rhee as: 
' N3. that Eq 3 J in Rhee (1996) is incorrect, Eq.6.1 
was supplied by Rhee in a private communication. 
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Figure 6 J : The uncertainty introduced into the TF relation by arors in the measured ellqjticity versus inclination. Left 
Jf all other quantities are assumed to have zao error. Right: Adding in quadrature all odier sources of error apart from 
the rotation velocity error. Ja both graphs the dashed line represents the error calculated by combining all errors in 
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Figure 62: The scatter introduced by disk ellipticily er-
rors for galaxies at different inclinations, ff all sources 
of error are considered die effects of correlation between 
errors becomes relatively unimportant. The marked lines 
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Using diis rdatian it becomes possible to plot 
the total en'or, in terms of magnitude, introduced in 
die TF relation by a typical galaxy at different in-
dinations to the line-of-sight (see figures 6.1 and 
62). The function displayed in die left-hand pand 
of Hgure 6.1 shows the contributian vases indina-
tion assuming all parametos ^ art from elliptidty, 
q, have zero error. The total error calculated by sim-
ply adding all sources in quadrature is repressited 
by a dashed line. The error contiibutian as calcu-
lated by equation 6.1 is shown as a solid line. 
There are two inqxirtant points to note from Hg-
ure 6.1. Tlie contribution to the TF scatta due to er-
rors in die elliptidty is strongly dependent iqxm the 
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Figure 63: A graphical dononstration of tte net effect 
of the two largest TP corrections. Arrows marked on the 
diagram represent the correction applied to eadi point for 
inclination and internal absorption when the disk elliptic-
ity varies by ± Icr. The position of each point in Ae plane 
is unimportant The shown inclination decides Ae direc-
tion of the correction. Note that for inclinations between 
60°and 70°the correction lies along the sk>pe of the rela-
ticBi marked by with a dotted line. 
indinaticn (elliptidty) of each galaxy, and reaches a 
minimum at inriinatinns of around 70°. Also when 
die correlatian betwem errors is ignored, the contri-
bution is over estimated at all indinations. 
The minimum point in the scatter contribution at 
70° is due to coupling betwem the internal absorp-
tion correction and die rotation vdodty indination 
correctioiL At low indinations the absorption oor-
rection is small and the vdodty correction is large, 
in die positive logVRot directioiL At high inclina-
tions the vdodty correction is small and the ab-
sorption correction results in a shift in the n^ative 
magnitude direction. At intermediate inclinations 
around 70° bodi corrections combine to shift points 
on the rdation parallel to die slope of die rdation-
ship. leaving its perpendicular residual unchanged. 
This effect is illustrated in Hgure 6.3 whete arrows 
are used to rqiresent die shift in die Tully-Hsher 
plane induced by die inclination dependent correc-
ticms. The direction of the combined correction is in-
dq}endent of agalaxy'sposition within the diagram, 
instead purdy depending vpaa indination. 
The fact that die scatter oontributianis ova esti-
mated when condation b ^ e o i mors are ignored 
was noted by Rhee. Howeva. he failed to pomt out 
diat when contributions from all odier sources of 
error are considered, die total uncertainty is dom-
inated by the rotation vdodty oror. This effect is 
demonstrated in figures 6.1 and 62. The right-hand 
pand of Hgure 6.1 displays die total error contri-
bution vCTSus indination whai all types of oror. 
apart from the rotation vdodty oror. are combined. 
As the extra errors combine in quadrature the 
uncertainty is dominated by the largest eror. This 
means any reduction due to conelatioiis with dlip-
tidty become less impartaoL Hgure 62 shows the 
case where all enrors are considoed. hi this situ-
ation, whidi is the realistic case, the total oror is 
dominated by the uncertainty in the rotation vdoc-
ity. Consequendy. the oveiestimation caused by ig-
noring the errOT corrdation is reduced to less than 
0.02 mags. 
With proper consideration of all errors, as shown 
in Hgure 62, diere is a reduction of 0.05 mags in die 
total error for i n p J i T i f l t i « ™ s of 70° coospazed to the 
highest and lowest inclinations within the sanqile. 
This combined widi die fact diat die mean inclina-
tion of galaxies within a sample is 68° is a purdy 
fortuitous ooinddenoe which lowers the impact of 
dliptidty errors on the Tully Hshs rdation produo-
mg a relationship with lower scatta than might be 
expected. 
Note diat as both major corrections are related to 
dUptidty. minimising the errors is an in^ortant re-
quirement for accurate corrections. In terms of die 
overall scatter, however, the relationship is insensi-
tive to diese errors. In die case of this data set die 
scatter is dominated by die error in rotation vdoc-
ity. In general reducing diis enor is die most critical 
factor in in^roving the TF relation. 
6.12 Errors in logVRot <w o Source of Scatter 
As rotation vdodty errors donunate the contribu-
tion to die scatter from measurement errors, it is rea-
sonable to expect the same errors to be the largest of 
all contributors to the scatter. In such a scenario, die 
TF residuals would show a trend when compared to 
errors in Vji^. However, diis is hard to dded as er-
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Figure 6.4: Histograms of die magnihide residuals about die fitted reiatiaa for all 99 galaxies in die main sample. The 
Gaussian curve marked on all graphs has a standard deviatimi of 0.43 mags. The bwer plots ^ ows die same data divided 
into two parts. The lower left histogram di^lays die residuals for galaxies widi bgH'otation velocity bebw 22. The 
right-hand pkit show residuals for objects widi logVuot > 2.2. 
rors in rotation vdodty only cover a narrow range. 
Listead we check for the signatiue sudi a dominance 
would leave in the data as a whole. The enor in log-
rotation vdodty can be separated as: 
log(VR«±oyRj = log(VRo.) 
+ l o g ( l ± ^ ) (62) 
as errors in rotation vdodty remain constant or 
increase for galaxies with lower rotation vdodty. 
It is parent from Equation 62 that die scatter 
in the TF rdatian would increase at low values 
of log(VRat). Hgure 6.4 shows diree histograms of 
the residuals widiin the four duster Tully-Hsher 
relations. The upper left-hand pand of Hgure 6.4 
shows the distribution of residuals for all 99 galax-
ies within die final saiiq>le, over plotted with a (jaus-
sian of o = 0.43 ± 0.03 mags, die rms residual of 
the whole sanq)le. The lower left and right panels 
of Hgure 6.4 display die same data divided into 
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two; galaxies with logVRat < 2.2 form the left-
hand histogram and galaxies widi logVRot > 2.2 are 
plotted in die ri^-hand pand. The same Gaussian 
is marked in all frames. The rms residual for low 
logVRot galaxies (44 objects) is a = 0.47 ± 0.05 
and for die high logVRgt sanqile (55 objects) is a = 
0.40 ± 0.04. Tlie scatter does show a marginal in-
crease, but as the expected increase is dose to a fac-
tor of two. it is dear diat die scatter is not dominated 
by rotation vdodty errors. 
Thus we can be confident that the error in rotation 
vdodty has not been undsestimated. As all odier 
parameter errors contribute cansidaably less to die 
final scatter we must look dsewhere for die remain-
ing sources of error. 
6.1.3 Cluster Membership 
One likdy remaining source of scatter within die 
Tully-Hsher rdatian are variatians in qiparent mag-
nitude due to distance uncertainties. ImpUdt in the 
process of forming the TF rdatian is the as-qimp. 
tion that all galaxies within a duster are at die same 
distance. The sample sdection outlined m cfa^ter 2 
was designed to minimise the diance of induding 
nearby fidd galaxies within the sample. However, 
the possibility remains that die present duster sam-
ples have been contaminated by outiying galaxies. 
There are a number passible chedcs we can perform 
to ensure that this is not the case. 
Hgure 6.5 shows a m ^ of the sky surround-
ing the four dusters. Tlie two drdes appeanng on 
each mi^ mark the limits of the inner plate scan se-
lected saiqile and die outer Zwicky/UGC sanqile. 
Any points that appear outside die outer sanqile are 
part of earlier observations, or in the case of Coma, 
galaxies induded from the Bemstdn et al. (1994) 
sanqile. The size of the points used to mark each 
galaxy in Hgure 6.5 is prqxirtianal to the size of 
each galaxy's magnitude residual from the TF fit 
Hlled triangles mark objects widi positive devia-
tions from the rdationship and drdes denote neg-
ative residuals. Qearly. there is no obvious trend 
between the size of residuals and duster position, 
fiirthamare there is no sign of any sub-groiiping of 
high residual objects. Sudi a grouping would be ex-
pected i f some sample membos bdonged to back-
ground or foregraund structures. 
As a fiirdier diedc for oorrdatian bdween the 
residuals and duster position. Hgure 6,6 shows die 
same mformation plotted in terms of TF residual 
versus projected radial position in arcminutes. The 
mean residual oror for eadi dusta is rqiresoited 
widi an error bar, Gearlydiere is no significant trend 
or mcrease in scatter for objects at greater distances 
from the duster centre. 
Hnally, all four duster san i^les wse scaled to 
the same distance as Coma in order to diedc for 
any effect in die sanqile as a whole. The upper left 
hand plot in Hgure 6.7 displays TF residuals against 
scaled projected radial position for all 99 galaxies 
within die final sanq)le. The figure shows marginal 
evidence for a reduction in the residuals at larga 
distances fiom the duster CQitre. This trmd is more 
visible in die lower left-hand pand whoe the abso-
lute residuals are plotted. 
This effiect can be attributed to die reduction in 
projected duster depth along die lines-of-si^ for 
positions further from die duster centre. The up-
per right-hand frame in Hgure 6.7 shows the same 
data with residuals in terms of distance oror. Dotted 
lines drawn on the plot maik the limits in line-of-
s i^ t distance of a 7,5 h'^Mpc (6° radius an sky) 
sphere at the distance of Coma. This sphere is a rep-
resentation of the duster memboship surface cal-
culated in van Haarlem et al. (1993) and shown in 
Hgure 2.3. The lower ti^-hand pand displays die 
same data when the galaxies are divided iq> equally 
into nine radial <<istfl"CP bins. The rms residual is 
calculated for the deven galaxies within each bm 
and plotted versus radial position. The slight down-
ward tread m residuals can be taken as further ev-
idence that die projected dusta depth is a signif-
icant oontributar to the Tully-Hsho' scatter. How-
ever, this evidence should be regarded widi caution. 
When the large errors and odier sources of scatter 
are considered, die trend is marginal at best Also 
note that some of the increase of residuals in die 
three inner bins is due to increased entffs for die 
objects within the fBinta inner sanqiles. However, 
attributing duster depth effects to be a source of 
a scatter widiin the rdationship does add further 
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Figure 6.5: A map showing die position of the sample galaxies within their respective clusters. Ihe size of eadi point is 
proportional to the size of each galaxy's TF residual IHangles marie positive magnitude residuals and circles represent 
negative ones. Ihe inner circle marks the limits of the plate scans used to select the faint sample for each cluster. Hie 
outer circles indicate the area in which objects were selected from the Zwicky and UGC catalogues. 
wdj eight to the assunqition diat the majority of the 
galaxies within the sanqile are duster monbers. 
Oudying fidd galaxies can seem to be dose to 
the duster centre in terms of projected distance but 
actually be in die foreground or badcground along 
die line of sig^t Attenqits were made to minimise 
this during sdection when only galaxies with red-
shifts consistent with duster membership were cho-
sen. Since most of the rdativdy faint objects se-
lected from plate scans had no published redshifts, 
contaminatian still remains a possibility. 
As a ehpcie finr finrft£rfninH anri harlfgrfqiTifl £alav. 
ies we plot the TF residuals versus log-redshift 
(CMB frame) in Hgure 6.8. A line of slqie five that 
passes through zero at die redsfaift of each duster is 
marked on all plots. This line rqiresents the Hub-
ble flow, the trend followed by galaxies whose red-
shift is purdy due to die expansion of die universe 
and scales widi distance. I f a significant fraction of 
galaxies within the sanqile were in the fidd rather 
than duster monbers a correlation should be visi-
ble. Clearly there is not a strong tendmcy for galax-
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Figure 6.6: A Plot of fit residuals against die radial distance from each cluster's centre. Symbol types have die same 
meaning as in Figure 5.2. The mean error on die residuals for each cluster are marked by an error bar. 
ies to lie along the Hubble Sow line, a Spearman 
rank-order test showed only Coma to have a signif-
icant corrdation. 
To further mvestigate diis possibility we foUow 
die qyproacfa adqited m Willick et al. (1995) and 
correct die rdationships with an "expanding modd" 
modd for each duster. This involves f l y i n g a 
magnitude correction. Am to each galaxy defined 
dius: 
Am = log 
\ZaasJ 
(6.3) 
This modd assumes that the galaxies within each 
san^le are associated with dieir respective dusters 
yet remain vpoa the Hubble flow, their recession ve-
lodties remain largdy unaffected by the duster's 
gravitational fidd. Hgure 6.9 displays the four dus-
ter Tully-Hsher rdations after f l y i n g die expan-
sion modd. Conqiarison with Hgure 5.18. the same 
points widiout die carrection. shows no significant 
dianges in the fitted slopes or intercqits. More im-
portandy, none of the corrected rdationships show 
a significant reduction in scatter, in fact Coma. 
A2199 and A194 have slighUy increased scatta. 
The remaining residuals after qiplying die correc-
tion are shown in Hgure 6.10. 
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Figure 6.7: A compositeplot of all IF fit residuals against radial duster position in h~ ^ Nfyc for all galaxies in the sample. 
The bwer left-hand plot shows the same data in terms of absolute residuals. The residuals in terms of distance errors 
are shown in the upper right-hand panel Marked curves Tspreseat the ^proximate cluster line-of-sight d^th in terms 
of distance. The lower right^ iand panel displays &e results of binning the data in nine bins each consisting of eleven 
galaxies. Mean errors are indicated on each plot by an error bar. 
An expanding modd fit for A2634 would be con-
sistent widi die findings in WTillick et al. (1995) who 
note that the expanding modd correction reduced 
die scatter in A2634 when using the data sets of 
Han & Mould (1992) or WilUck (1991). This also 
agrees widi die work of Scodeggioet al. (1995). 
who after studying large redshift galaxies in the re-
gion of A2634. conduded that spiral galaxies in die 
region rqiresent a dynamically young duster popu-
lation. The scatter in the Coma TF rdation is dom-
mated by a few oudying points that are advosdy 
corrected. As a result it is likdy that the Coma sam-
ple would also exhibit a reduction in scatter (con-
sistent widi >^dlid£ et al. 1995) i f die sanqile was 
restricted to a better quality subset 
However, we believe caution is necessary when 
taking this ^proadt The scatter in the relation is 
dearly dominated by odier sources of uncertainty 
as any inqirovement in scatter induced by the cor-
rection is small. As a result of diis large scatter die 
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Figure 6^: Tlilly-Fisher residuals versus log-redshift for galaxies in the sample. The symbols have die meaning as those 
shown in Figure 52. The dotted line has a gradient of 5 and passes through zero at die redshifl of each cluster. Field 
galaxies on the Hubble flow would be ejqiectedto follow this line. 
significance of any catrelations is low and the prob-
ability that a small reduction in scatter could result 
by chance is not negligible. I f enough clusters are 
tried some will display a catrelatian. Moreover, we 
consider it dangerous to use the technique adopted 
in Willick et al. (1995) of only f l y i n g this correc-
tion when it results in a reduction of the fit residuals. 
We note that they ^ l y the correction to 9 out of 31 
dusters within the Han & Mould (1992) sanq>le for 
which the TF scatter is reduced, hi addition, of the 
10 clusters in common between the Han & Mould 
(1992) and Willick (1991) sanqjles. four dusters are 
considered "expanding" and have the conectian ap-
plied whereas the same duster in die otha dataset 
is left uncorrected (even though the majority of the 
dusters in each dataset are made up from the same 
galaxies). 
In the case of the dusters presented here we con-
sider the san^le to be of unsuitable size and qual-
ity to differentiate between the expanding and non-
expanding scenarios in each case. Either way. uncer-
tainty in duster membership is not a majm' contrib-
utor to the TF scatter. 
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Figure 6^: The Tully-Fisher relation within the four target clusters. Ilie symbols are the same as in figure 52. ± l a 
error estimates in magnitude and log-i'otation velocity are marked on each point The weighted inverse regression line of 
log VQ„X3 upon ^ Totai is marked as a solid line on each relation. The details of each of these fits are marked in the upper left 
of each panel. The regression of iTotai upon ^^^vmi is represented in each case as a dotted line. The "expanding"cluster 
model correction adopted by )\^llick et aL has been applied to all points. Open circles represent data fi'om previous 
observations and for the Coma chister open squares and triangles r^resent measurements by Bernstein et aL (1994). 
6.1.4 DataQuality 
The data that makes up the four duster samples dis-
play a fairly wide range of quality in terms of signal-
to-noise, symmetry of rotation curves 8iid moipli^ 
logical abnormalities. Hgure 6.11 shows the TF re-
lation ios the 99 galaxies as above. Now the sym-
bols are used to give an indication of data quality. 
The sairq}le is divided into two categories; "high" 
quality galaxy data is plotted with filled drdes and 
"low" quality with filled triangles. The meaning of 
the lines and details of the fits are identical to Hgure 
5.18. 
EQgJi quality galaxies are defined as those whidi 
have symm^c rotation curves with a good extent 
and no large variations. I f a galaxy displayed an 
abnormal morphology, or a rotation curve with no 
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Figure 6.10: Iblly Fisho' residuals against log redshift for each cluster sample after die e^ qianding model has been 
applied. 
turn-over it was deemed low quality. Galaxies with 
nearby foreground stars were also assigned as low 
quality due to the possible efEect of poor star re-
moval on photometry. In terms of the quality num-
ber (Q) assigned to the photometric and spectro-
scopic data discussed in chqiters 3 and 4 (see §3.1.3 
and §4.3). high quality points were given Q val-
ues of 1.1 while all other values of Q were consid-
ered low quality. Data from previous observations 
(Q=0.0) were also placed in the low quality group. 
The 17 galaxies in the Coma sanqile induded from 
theBemstdnet al. (1994) were divided on the basis 
of quality assessments given in the same publica-
tion. 
It is dear from Hgure 6.11 that all the outlying 
galaxies havelow quality data, and wecondudethat 
a significant portion of the TF scatta is due to in-
duding "unsuitable" galaxies in the san^le. Hgure 
6.12 shows die Tully-Hsher rdation for the galaxies 
that remain after the low quality points have been 
ronoved. Ihe mean rms residuals have reduced by 
0.3 mags nns and in die case of A2199 the reduction 
is as mudi as 0.6 mags nns. Also the fits remain un-
affected, although the smaH sanqile sizes m j^m th^t 
the errors on the fitted slopes and intercuts have in-
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Figure 6 J l : The same Tully-Fisher relations as di^layed in Figure S.18. In this instance, the data set is divided into 
groups of high and low quality. Higji quality points are marked wifii a filled circle, low quality points are indicated with 
a filled triangle. 
creased. This has the effect of greatiy redudng the 
significance of any variations in slope between dus-
ters. Another import ant thing to note is that simula-
tions pezformed in §5.5 demonstrated that die true 
TF scatter is typically underestimated by sanq)les 
this small. The results shown in Hgure 5.15 indicate 
that sanq)le sizes of 15 and less can underestimate 
the scatter b y j ^ to 0.03. But even considoing this, 
the reduction in scatter is significant. 
To further investigate the source of the scatter 
introduced by the low quality points we compared 
the rms TF residuals for die whole smp]e with the 
rms residuals for subsanq)les based upon photomet-
ric and spectroscopic data quality. Q as d ^ e d in 
§3.1.3 and §4.3. The rms residuals for data with dif-
ferent values of Q is shown in Table 6.1. 
Brom Table 6.1 it can be conduded diat the ma-
jor contribution to the additional scatter conies from 
poor rotation curves. The disturbed morphologies 
and uncertain star subtraction that resulted in some 
galaxies bdng assigned a photometric Q of 2 does 
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Fisure 6 J 2: The Tblly-Fisher relation for each duster after the low quality data points have been removed. Hie marked 
lines and symbols have the same meaning as in Figure 5.18. 
not seem to be a major cause of TF rdation outliers 
in this sample. 
6.15 Poor Extent of Rotation Curves 
Galaxies within diis sanqile were given a spectro-
scopic Q of 2 i f d i ^ displayed dther asymmetries, 
fluctuations or an uncertain turn-over in their rota-
tion curves. In an atten^t to furiher discriminate be-
tween these cases a plot of residuals versus surface 
brightness is shown in Hgure 6.13. The signal-to-
noise ratio widiin spectroscopic data is dosdy re-
lated to surface brightness. I f poor the quality was 
rdated to signal-to-noise a trmd would be seen. For 
exanqile. this would be die case i f we had underesti-
mated die Ha emission line fitting errors, aldiougli 
diis is unlikdy as diey are consistent with internal 
error estimates. No trend is qiparait. so we can con-
dude that signal-to-noise concerns are not a major 
cause of the poor rotation curves. 
Hgure 6.14 displays a plot of TF residuals against 
Ha extent for all the galaxies within die sanqile. The 
extent of Ha is defined as the mean radial distance 
of the last diree positions in the rotation curve where 
Ha emission was measured. While there qipears to 
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F^re 6 J3: Left: A graph showing TF residuals against suface bri^tness for the sample galaxies. Right: TF residuals 
versus disk scale length for the same galaxies. Tlie four symbol types indicate data fi'om each duster; filled triangles 
denote Coma. Open circles Abell 2634. Open squares Abell 2199, and Crosses mark Abell 194 points. 
Table 6J. The mean Tully-Fisher fit residuals in mags 
rms fior di£Eerent quality subsets of the selected sample. 
Column headings are; quality parameter, Q, for each sub-
set as defined in §3.1.3 and §4.3, number of galaxies in 
each subset, N, TF residuals, ajp and error. 
Q N OTF error 
All 99 0.477 (0.034) 
Photometry 
1 76 0.494 (0.041) 
2 12 0.366 (0.082) 
0 10 0.440 (0.110) 
Spectroscopy 
1 54 0.376 (0.037) 
2 30 0.621 (0.083) 
0 15 0.457 (0.090) 
be only maiginal evidence that galaxies with ex-
tended rotation curves have less TF scatter, a dear 
corrdation can be seen b^een the residuals and 
the extent of Ha emission in terms of disk scale 
lengths. 
Ibis dearly demonstrates that the rotation ve-
lodty can be senously underestimated for galaxies 
where die measured rotation curve fails to extend 
into a suffident fraction of the disk. Using a rotation 
vdodty parameter that singly dq)ends on the max-
imum point, or in this case the third most maximum 
point, will often undoestimate the true rotation ve-
lodty by up to 30%. In tenns of the resulting TF 
residuals, a shift of -0.13 in logVRot combined with a 
typical TF slope of -7 J . will result in a -1.0 residual 
in magnitude. In other words, the galaxy qipears too 
br i^ t for its measured rotation vdodty. 
The existence of such a carrelation could have 
an effect whidi is vasm serious than the introduc-
tion of scatter into die relationship. The lowest sur-
face brigjitness galaxies within the saiiq>le, may also 
have the largest scale loigths. Tlius itis possible diat 
objects with poorly extended rotation curves also 
have a low surface brightness. As was demonstrated 
above in §5.4.4 the faintest saoq>le objects tend to 
have a low surface brightness (see Hgure 5.10). I f 
the faintest galaxies have rotation vdodties whidi 
are underestimates, the slope of die Tully-Hsher re-
lation could be systematically affected. 
Hgure 6.13 demonstrates diat diere is no signif-
icant trend between the residuals for aiba surface 
brightness or disk scale length. In addition, a plot 
of rotation curve extent versus rotation vdodty is 
shown in Hgure 6.15 and reveals there is no signifi-
cant corrdation between die two. Hom diis it can be 
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Figure 615: A graph of Ha rotation curve extent in terms 
of disk scale lengdi pbtted against bg-f otation vebcity. 
No trend is evident, so poor quality rotation curves are 
unlikely to have a systematic efiiect on die TF slope. 
assumed that the extent of Ha emission within die 
sanqile galaxy disks is not strongly corrdated with 
dther luminosity or mass and t^^t the relationship is 
free ftom such a systematic effect. 
From Hgure 6.14 it can be estimated diat poorly 
extoided rotation curves introduce an extra 0.2 
mags rms into die TF scatter. This contribution 
could be reduced by rejectmg galaxies widi rota-
tion curves that do not extend as far as 4 disk scale 
lengdis. However, diis would involve rejecting iq> 
to a quarter of the presoit sanqile. A better ap-
proacfa would be to measure the rotation vdodty at 
a certain number of scale lengths or fraction of the 
disk radius. Hien by carefully choosing the radius 
at whidi die rotation vdodty is measured, a mudi 
smalla fraction of die sanqile would require rejec-
tion. Such a scfaone for measuring rotation vdod-
ties is adopted in (Salucd &. al. 1992) and would be 
interestmgto ^ l y to die present data set 
This approaxh also allows the quantification of 
the asymmetries and fluctuations in the rotation 
curves of die sanq)le galaxies. Sudi variations are 
probably due to the spiral structure widiin eadi 
galaxy's disk and are likdy to introduce further 
uncertainties into the rotation vdodty. Once these 
variations have been quantified, their full i m p a r t on 
die TF scatter can be assessed. Qearly. die biggest 
source of scatter, besides measurement errors, is 
likdy to be poor quality rotation curves. 
Widi die major source of scatter widiin die rela-
tion rmoved by rejecting the poorest quality data, 
we can now again test to see i f the ronaining scatter 
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Figure 6J6: The same Tully-Fisher relations for each cluster that appear in Figure 6.12 after tiie e]q)anding cluster 
correction has been applied. The scatter is only reduced in the A2199 sample the scatter increases in the other duster. 
The marked lines and symbols have the same meaning as in Figure 5.18.6.12 
can be attributed to uncertain duster membership. 
In Hgure 6.16 we iq)ply the "expanding" duster cor-
rection to the highest quality TF points. The scatter 
increases for three of the dusters, A2199 bdng die 
only duster where a reduction is seen when com-
pared to the uncorrected rdationship in Hgure 6.12. 
Tie rms residuals in the relationship for A2199 is 
dominated by just two outiying points, bodi diese 
galaxies have redshifts that differ from the sample 
mean by over 1000kms~'. The correction does re-
duce the residuals of diese two points and hence 
the rms scatter of whole san:q)le but has littie im-
pact on the other galaxies in A2199. Ihoefore it is 
conduded diat die "expanding" modd is not an ac-
curate desoiption of the sauries presented here. It 
is more likdy diat some (rf die remaining scatter is 
due to for^iound or background galaxies diat are 
not assodated with the dusters. This inq)lies that a 
stricter duster sdection based on redshift will fur-
ther reduce die scatter. 
An arbitrary sdection limit in redshift was dien 
^ l i e d to die higliest quality data. All galaxies widi 
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redshifts in the CMB frame that differed by more 
than l(XX)kins~' from each dusta's mean san^le 
redshift was rejected. Hie resulting TF relations are 
plotted m Hgure 6.17. Hie reduction in the scat-
ter of die A2199 and A2634 relations demonstrate 
that contamination of these duster sanqiles by fore-
ground or background galaxies m i ^ b e aproblem 
(i.e. the sdection limits m redshift woe not stria 
mough)- However the relationships are so poorly 
p(qnilated that significance of any effect in dther 
duster is doubtful. Hie tentative obsavation is also 
made diat all therdationship's slopes now sppest to 
be more consistent with die lower slope of Coma. 
6.1.6 Intrinsic Scatter 
When the measurement errors and the mean TF 
scatter discussed in chapter five are taken togetha 
with the best estimates of sources of scatter dis-
cussed in this cfa^ter. an iqiper limit on any re-
maining intrinsic scatter can be placed. Combin-
ing the measurement errors on log-rotation vdodty 
and sppareat magnitude, whilst considering corrda-
tions in their corrections, produces a value of 0270 
mags rms as the scatta introduced. The uncertain-
ties mtroduced by poor qualityrotation curves, dus-
ter d^th effects fln^i i-mnpirtiiiTi duster membership 
are 0.300.0217. and 0.100 mags rms respectivdy. 
The fittingprocedure qiplied in the previous daspta 
estimates die mean TF scatta as 0.477 mags rms. 
Adding all die sources of uncertainty in quadrature 
and subtracting from diis value produces an upper 
estimate for the intrinsic scatter of 0.121 mags rms. 
However, due to the uncertain nature of diese es-
timates and the fact that numbers of a similar value 
are added in quadrature, this figure for the intrin-
sic scatter should be considered as an spptcadsaa.-
ticm. Possible causes of sudi scatter could be a mor-
phological dqjoidance in die rdationship or vari-
ations in star formation history. To isolate such ef-
fects would require a much larger data set widi addi-
tional information such as galaxy colour. This type 
of analysis is b^rond the scope of this work. 
62 Variations in the TF Gradient 
It is now possible to consids whether the observed 
variations in the TF gradient between dusters, es-
- N=30 
2 0.6h 
£ 0 . 4 
0.3h 
0.2 h 
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Figure 618: A cumulative probability distribution for die 
expected gradient of a bivariate distribution widi parame-
ters cbsely matching diose of die present sample. Hie true 
TF sbpe of -7 J is marked by a dashed line. Hie curve on 
die r i^ t rqiresents die distribution for die gradient of die 
inverse regression. Ihe left-hand curve marks die distri-
bution ior die direct regressicHi line sbpe. 
pedally Coma and Abell 2634 are significant, The 
result of a wdghted r^ression of magnitude on 
log-rotatiim vdodty is shown in Hgure 5.18. The 
diffoence in slope bOweoi Coma and A2634 is 
2.80±0.62 whidi is a 4.S sigma differotoe. Even i f 
the "expanding" duster correction is ^ l i e d to the 
data (whidi is considered unsuitable for the present 
sanqile), the difference between the two gradiaits 
is l i4±0.63 (2.4 sigma). Therefore it can be con-
duded diat the probability diat die difference in 
slopes is due to chance is less than 5%. 
A Monte-Carlo simulation of the fitting proce-
dures was ^ l i e d to a data set whidi had a slope of-
75 and die same observed bivariate distribution and 
the same sdection effects as in die presmt sanqile. 
The results of this simulation are shown in Hgure 
5.15. A cumulative plot of die expected gradient for 
a sanqile size of 30 galaxies is shown in Hgure 6.18. 
This illustrates that the probability of obtaming a 
gradient lower dian -6 is less than 1 %. This begs the 
question as to whedier die difference is due to real 
variations in tbp.iinHprlyiTigrp]atio"s^'r or some un-
known systematic effect. 
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Figure 6 J 7: Four plots of the Tully-Fisho- relation for tiie four c b ^ samples after rejection of low quality points and 
a ±1000kms-^ redshift cut has been applied. 
62.1 Potential Systematic Effects on Gradient 
Fexbaps the most likdy cause of such variations is 
the sdection procedure used in forming die sanq)les. 
TMs is the single process over which there is lit-
de control and whidi could vary between dusters. 
Such an efEed would have to bias the sdected sam-
ple towards brighter galaxies at lower rotation ve-
lodties in order to diange die gradient in such a way. 
In additicm. diis effect would need to be depeadwt 
m some property that varies between die dusters. 
We have been careful to sded galaxies consistendy 
across dustCTS. f l y i n g the same sdection limits 
to similar catalogues in each case. We have shown 
above diat the distribution of galaxy properties for 
all four san^les show no significant variation. Sur-
face brightness is die property most likdy to be af-
fected by sdection from photogrqdiic plates but it 
has been shown diat diere is no corrdationbdween 
surface brightness and TF residuals. 
Additional evideiace that surface brightness con-
siderations are unlikdy to bias the Tully-Hsher re-
lation comes from Zwaan et al. (1995). These au-
thors demonstrated t^ f^lt the TF relation is the same 
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for low surface brightness galaxies as fx high ones. 
FurthemuBe. to produce die low gradient observed 
in Coma, any bias would need to be against high 
rotation vdodty galaxies at faint magnitudes. As 
galaxies with hi^ber rotation vdodties tend to have 
a higher surface brightness, any bias in the Coma 
sanqile must be against high surface bri^itness 
galaxies. Since high surface brightness galaxies are 
easy to detect on photogr^hic plates and diese ob-
jects are not small enough to be confused with stars, 
it is hard to imagine how such an effect could occur. 
As the adopted fitting procedure is unaffected by 
the magnitude sdection function, the only likdy 
way die sanqple sdection could have biased die fit-
ted slope is by affecting the saiq)le's rotation ve-
lodty distribution. Our data provides no evidence 
for the existence of any rotation vdodty sdection. 
Even i f diis efiGed were to operate, any sdection 
function in terms of rotation vdodty is liable to be 
indq>endent of distance. So it is difficult to see how 
this effect could lead to variations betwem dusters. 
No work on TF can escq)e mention of Malmquist 
bias. This bias refers to the systematic variations 
introduced into distance estimates of san:q)les with 
apparent magnitude limits. Fstimntpd distances are 
biased toward greater values and regions of hi^er 
density. For a full and detailed discussion of this 
process die reader is refetred to Hieudlingd al. 
(1995). Hudson (1994) and Hendry & Simmons 
(1994). In die contoct of diis work die Malmquist 
effea is irrdevant because diroughout die assunq)-
tion is made that our galaxies lie at a single distance 
widun each duster. Mabnquist bias is a distance 
bias. Since at no stage in this analysis has d'^ stancp 
been estimated our results are free from such a bias. 
We have carefully dealt with other areas where 
systematic errors could be introduced. We have 
shown there is a coirdation betweoi the poor extent 
of rotation curves and the residuals in the rdation-
ship. However, it has also been shown diat diis ef-
fect does not depead on ddier magnitude or rotation 
vdodty and does not appear to affed Coma galaxies 
any more dian galaxies in the rest of the sanq)le. In 
general, data quality concenis are not a likdy cause 
of slope variations, as all four dusters are similar in 
diisresped. 
It is inqxntant to enqihasise diat diese varia-
tions cannot originate from the reduction proce-
dures. This is because all data from both obsoving 
runs was measured using the same instruments with 
the same set-vp and thai reduced m the same way. 
The data woe treated as a single sanq)le and only 
divided into dusters at the aid of the reduction pro-
cess. Hnally. the simulations of our data sd fc^ fit-
ting procedure show the fitted paramdos to be un-
biased and to have accurate oror estimates. There-
fore it must be conduded diat die slopes are mtrm-
sically diffoent. 
How can diis differaioe be explamed? Whateva 
process is responsible, it must systematically affect 
the famta objects diffoendy from the brighta ob-
jects to change die slope and must dQ>aid on a par-
ticular dusta environment For example, i f galax-
ies widiin dense dusta envhonments tend to loose 
thdr gas due to tidal strippmg. If diis process afEects 
Iowa mass objects to a greata extent, low rotation 
vdodty galaxies would tend to have weaka and 
curtailed rotation curves. This could have a system-
atic effed on the observed TF slope which would 
be even greata in die dense enviroomait of Coma. 
Such an effect could be ddected by fiirtha study-
ing Ha emission line strength and dianges in ro-
tation curve strength ova diffoent environments. 
This could also explam why the Coma dusta seems 
to have a defidency of low rotation vdodty objects. 
Anodia possibility is diat die doisa dusta aivi-
ronment of Coma preferentially triggers star forma-
tion withm Iowa mass objects, increasing die lumi-
nosity of low rotation vdodty gahixies as oampatei 
to odia dusta members, ffi^ia pressure mtra-
dusta gas widiin such a high mass dusta wodd 
also work against die feed back efGects that normally 
regulate star formation within Iowa mass objects. 
Allowing a hitler star formation rate, increasmg die 
mass-to-Ughtratiofordielower mass galaxies could 
also effed die TF gradient. 
While it is easy make sudi suggestions, widiout 
a much larga datasd with extra information such 
as colour, these speculations cannot be evaluated. It 
is in^)ortant to note that even i f the diffoences m 
slope are due to some unaccounted for systematic 
effed, die spproadi followed here dosdy mirrors 
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Table 62. A summary of previously published "Mly-Fisher relations for Coma and Abell 2634. Tie size, Ngo/, sbpe, a, 
and scatter, a of each sampb is tabulated in addition to die photometric band used and which fitting mediod was utilised 
(Le. formid or reverse). 
Present Present Aaronson Bothun Fukugita Bernstein Rood Han WiUick 
Work Work (1986) (1987) (1991) (1994) (1993) (1991) (1991) 
Band I I B I b I B I R 
Ht F R F F F F F F F 
Coma 
Nca/ 37 37 13 30 22 7 13 12 
-a 4 i 0 ± 0 J 5 5.39±0.40 9.86 633 5.65±020 6.74 7.93±056 5J6±0.56 
a 027 0.28 0.76 0.47 0.10 0.14 0.31 0223 
A2634 
21 21 11 11 11 10 
-a 7.39±0.48 8.19±0.46 7.73 62±1.0 6.41±1.05 5.74±0.97 
a 037 0.39 1.03 027 026 0246 
diose followed in recent TF literature and it seems 
likdy odier data sets will also be affected widi die 
same variations. 
In recent years a number of audiors have mea-
sured die I-band Tully-Hsher slope m many nearby 
dustos. Measured values for the slope, with two 
recent exceptions, have typically been greater than 
-7.0. Notable exanqiles are; Pierce & Tully (1988) 
who measure a slope of -7.85±029 for the \ ^ o 
and Ursa Major dusters. Sdiommer et al. (1993) 
find values of -8.84±0.70 and -9.81±0.84 for die 
Antlia and Hydra dusters, and Mathewson d al. 
(1992) fit a slope of-8.18 to die Fornax duster. Con-
sideiing these and other results in the litaature a 
value of -13 can be taken the canonical value for 
the Tully-Hsher gradient The measured gradient 
for die diree dusters. Abdl 2634, Abdl 2199 and 
Abell 194 are entirdy consistent widi this value. A 
brief summary of previous TF studies in Coma and 
Abdl 2634 is provided m Table 62. No published 
individual TF rdatioos are currendy available for 
Abdl 2199 and Abdl 194. 
The low slope observed in Coma is not widi-
out precedence. A slope of -5.65±0.20 was pub-
lished in Bernstein et al. (1994) which is entirdy 
consistent with our value of -5.39±0.40. Although 
our sanqile indudes 17 galaxies widi data from 
Bernstein et al. (1994) die gradient remains un-
changed i f diese points are removed. More re-
cendy an I-band slq)e of •5.62±0.03 is calcu-
lated in Willick et al. (1995) using 31 dustos from 
data published in Han & Mould (1992). This result 
would suggest diat die Coma duster saii:q>le dis-
plays a typical Tully-Hsher relation and the dusters 
with steq)er slopes are perfa^s abnormal. 
63 Estimating Distances 
The fitted relationships for the four dusters means 
that didr relative distances can now be calculated. 
By coiiq)aring die intereqits of each rdationship at 
the same point. logVRat=22. it can be seai that the 
oonqiarisan is unaffected by variations in the slope. 
As the mean rotation vdodty of each duster sanqile 
is dose to diis value, theecror estimates on the inter-
cuts are also unafferted by gradient changes. Hx-
ing die distance to die Coma duster at 7200kms~^ 
whidi assumes Coma is at rest widi respect to die 
CMB frame, allows die distance of die remaining 
diree dusters to be calculated. The calculated dis-
tances and peculiar vdodties are shown in Table 
6.3. 
Table 6.3 shows diat die duster distances esti-
mated from die Tully-Hsher rdation for Abell 2199 
and Abell 2634 are consistent widi diose given by 
an entirdy indqiendent Fundamental Plane mediod 
(Lucey et al. 1996). However, die errors are such 
diat die calculated peculiar vdodty of Abell 2199 
is insignificant. The predicted Abdl 194 distance 
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Table 63. Distance and peculiar velocity estimates for diree of die clusters. Column headings are; chisto' name, num-
ber of sampb galaxies in duster, N, cluster redshiit in die CMB frame, CZ. Distance modulus relative to Coma, Afi, 
Calculated distance and Peculiar velocity. For comparison chistQ- distances and peculiar velocities ^ '-sfi^ a^te<^  using die 
elliptical Fundamental-Plane (FP) technique are also shown (See Lucey et aL and Jorgensen et aL). 
Ouster N CZcMB An Distance PecVd. FPDist PetVd. 
Coma 37 7200 - - - - -
A2199 30 9029 +0.32 ±0.15 8343!!^ +686 9190 -160 
A2634 21 9090 -1-0.62 ±0.08 95191^ -489 9760 -670 
A194 11 5336 -029 ±0.13 6300+1^  -964 4506 +532 
shows an q)predable difference with die FP esti-
mated distance. The small sanq)le size results in 
an uncertain sample vdodty whidi is the probable 
cause of this discrepancy. It is encouraging to note 
diat in die case of Abell 2634where die peculiar ve-
lodty error is smallest, die predicted vdodty has die 
same sign and is dose to the FP value. The agree-
ment between these two different tedmiques means 
that the marginally detected peculiar vdodty should 
be viewed as more significant This would prove in-
teresting because, as noted in Lucey et al. (1996). 
the nearest dominant structure to Abdl 2634 is the 
Pisoes-Peneus siqierduster. And the distance and 
duectioi of the P-P ridge is such that it would be 
expected to exert a sufi&dent pull on A2634 to result 
in a peculiar vdodty of -400knis~'. 
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7.1 Summary and Evaluation 
The outcome of this study will now be summarised 
and evaluated m terms of the extait to which the 
aims for sdecticm. reduction and analysis of die data 
have beoi fulfilled. Lasdy. possible future work will 
be considezed. 
7.1.1 The Selection Function 
With resped to sdection. the aim was toproducea 
san^le of likdy spiral dusta membos with dearly 
defined sdection Umits. This criterion was difficult 
to fulfill as die sdection procedure had two conflid-
ing requirements. On the one hfln^l a saiiq)le was 
desued that induded fainta objects than had been 
studied previously. On the otha hand, we wished 
to study galaxies from a wide range of dusta en-
vironments. The only available source of faint dus-
t a membas is catalogues based on scans of pho-
togTi^c plates. These are good because they have 
well defined sdection Umits and are ODn^lete to 
magnitudes well bdow the ones required here. Uh-
fortunatdy. diey are limited to a singlephotogrq>liic 
plate which restricts the sample to inna dusta re-
gions. The only available source of galaxies for the 
outaregions of thedusta are dieZwicky and UGC 
catalogues which have a much brighta magnitude 
limit These catalogues also suffer from mcon^lete-
ness which results m an uncertain sdection limit 
As eadi catalogue was defident m one of the sdec-
tion criterion, objects had to be sdected ftom both 
sources. Consequendy. our initial requironent of a 
wdl defined sample was con^omised. 
This was shown not to be problematic by domg 
exhaustive modeling of die fitting procedure based 
on a regression of log-rotationvdodty upon magni-
tude. The regression was found to be insensitive to 
the issaple sdection function m terms of magnitude. 
So we can be confident that the compromises made 
during sanqile sdection hfl<^  no i m p a r t on the data 
analysis. 
The possibihty that die surface brightness limits 
of photogrqihic catalogues systematically affivtpH 
the TF relationship was considered but was found 
to have no physical basis m the data. There was also 
no evidence for any form of sdection ^ eds on ro-
tation vdodty. As any remaining undoeded bias is 
likdy to be mdq)aident of distance, its efEed on all 
dustas will be equal and will not mtroduce system-
atic variations boween diem. Considaing die lim-
ited observmg time, we were still able to observe 
65% of spiral candidates m the four dusters. 50% 
of this fraction were found to have suitable rotation 
curves and two diirds of diese wae within 3 d^rees 
of the dusta centres. 
Havmg sdected a sample suitable for TF worik. 
an itaative qiproadi was adopted to dedde die best 
form of the corrections to apply to the obseivables. 
As a first qjproximation. die cortections found in 
die current TF literature were wpphsd. The result-
ing residuals bam the relationship were dien used 
to identify die corrections diat produced the great-
est reduction in scatta. Hnal versions of the modd 
were dien adopted to mmimise the scatta m the re-
lationship. 
7.12 Scatter in the Relationship 
The accuracy of distance estimates made using the 
TF rdation is limited by die typical scatta of galax-
ies around die relation. Therefore it is desuable to 
reduce all contributions to diis scatta from mea-
surement errors and uncertainties m corrections. 
It was shown that errors in elliptidty were lim-
ited by die amount of irregular isq)hotes caused by 
structure withm eadi galaxy'sdisk. Elliptidty errors 
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are an inqxirtant consideratian in minimising the 
uncertainties introduced by the two major correc-
tions. However, it was demonstrated that ooapUag 
between die two corrections resulted in dliptidty 
enors shiftmg points along the slope of die rdation-
ship. As a result eUiptidty mors are considered to 
have an uninqxntant contribution to the TF scatter. 
The major contributorto die scatter was shown to 
be enors in rotation vdodty caused by poor quality 
rotation curves. It was shown that a corrdation ex-
ists between rotation curve extent, in terms of disk 
scale lengdis. and the TF residuals. This is likdy 
to affect all tediniques that use the m a v i n i a i points 
within the rotation curves to measure galaxy rota-
tion vdodties. It seems reasonable diat sudi an ef-
fect could also be present in rdationships based on 
radio measurements. This would occur i f similar 
variations in die extent of neutral hydrogen are also 
seal between galaxies widi die same luminosity. Fu-
ture work that seeks to reduce TF scatta should con-
centrate on producing a more reliable mediod for es-
timating rotation vdodties ftoni rotation curves. 
It is in^Kirtant to realise diat while reductions in 
measurement oror can be made dirough careful ob-
servations, high signal-to-noise, optimal corrections 
etc. there is a limit to the inqirovements possible. 
The irregular nature of spiral galaxies places a fun-
damental limit on die accuracy widi which diey can 
be reduced to a set of parameters. An •appa limit 
was placed on this intrinsic scatter of 0.12 mags rms. 
The typical rms residuals of the final Tully-Hsha 
rdationships was 0.35 mags rms. when forming 
the relations frtnn what was considered our high-
est quality data diis was reduced to 022 mags nns. 
These values are conqiarable to die typical and best 
values produced by 21cm-line radio based TF tech-
niques. Such low values for die scatter in die under-
lying relationship has inq>licatioiis for its theoretical 
basis. This was highlighted by Hsenstdn & Loeb 
(1996). They demonstrated diat i f the rotational ve-
lodty of a spkal galaxy is determined by the vdoc-
ity dispersion of its halo and its luminosity is re-
lated to its total baryonic mass, a mininnim intrinsic 
scatter in the Tully-Hsherrdation can be calculated. 
The scatter expected when combining dus popular 
view of the rdationship widi current cosmological 
models is much larger dian these obsoved vdues 
due to variations in galaxy farmation history. 
7.13 Variations in OieTF Gradient 
After careful consideratian of the aforementioned 
systematic effects, it was oonduded that die ob-
served differaioe in slope betweei Coma and Abell 
2634 is significant and could not be attributed to an 
effect of sdection. This suggests dioe is a true vari-
ation in the underlying Tully-Hsher relationship. 
The mechanism responsible must systematically af-
fect the TF slope and be dqimleat on varying dus-
ter environment Possible mechanisms indudevari-
ation in dark matter content systematic effects due 
to tidal stripping on die rotation curves and diffa-
ing star formation history. The plausibility of eadi 
of these mechanisms will be considered in turn. 
It was suggested in Dekd&Silk (1986) diat 
lower mass galaxies are expected to have a hi^ier 
fraction of dark matter due to mass loss driven by 
siq)emova winds. More recmdy. studies of rotation 
curves have provided further evidence that this is 
true (Ashman et al. 1993). The four dusters in our 
sanqile display a wide range of mass. I f dioe is a 
variation in dark matter content bdween dustos. it 
is reasonable to assume that a similar difference be-
tween galaxies from die respective dustos would 
also be seen. Suchadiangeintfaemass-to-lightratio 
betwem the two populations wodd manifest itself 
in a diange of slope in the TF relationship. 
It has been shown by Salucd et al. (1992) diat 
the dark matter content of spirals can have a sys-
tematic effect on the shape of rotation curves. This 
means that differences in the mean mass-to-li^ ra-
tio between the two mviranments could also intro-
duce systematic differences into die measured rota-
tion vdodties. in turn further affecting die rdation-
ship. 
Anodier concdvable effed on die TF relation is 
due to die tidal stripping of gas from spirals in doise 
dusters. I f diis process affected lower mass objects 
to a greater extent low rotation vdodty galaxies 
would told to have weaker and curtailed rotation 
curves. This would have a systematic effect on the 
observed TF slope whidi would be enhanced in die 
very dense environment of Coma. This could also 
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explain why the Coma dusta seems to have a de-
fidoicy of low rotation vdodty galaxies. I f such 
objects have lost a large fraction of dieir gas. star 
formation will have dropped to such an extoit as to 
make detection of Ha emission difficult 
A further possibiUty is that the densa dusta en-
vimnmmt of Coma preferentially triggas star for-
mation within Iowa mass objects, increasing die lu-
minosity of low rotation vdodty galaxies as com-
pared to otha dusta members. K ^ i a pressure 
intra-duster gas withm such a high mass dusta 
would also work agamst the feedback effects that 
normally r^;ulate star formation widun Iowa mass 
objects. Sudi a change in the mass-to-Ught ratio 
would alta the Tully-Hsher rdation m a similar 
way to changes resulting from variations m dark 
These theories are diredly testable. Variations m 
star fijrmation between galaxies m different sam-
ples would be evident in a difference between the 
mean galaxy colour m eadi case. IMortunatdy at 
th\it stage we only have I-band measurements of 
the sanq>le so this effect cannot be investigated fiir-
thg. The suggested mechanisms that diange die ob-
served rotation curves could be detected by furdia 
studying Ha emission lina strength and changes in 
rotation curve shape ova diffoent dusta environ-
ments. 
7J2 Future work 
hi the light of the findings of diis study it is possi-
ble to make some recommendations for fiiture woik. 
Hrst of all. there is considaable furtha analysis diat 
could be done on the existing rotation curve data. 
It has already been shown how die rotation curves 
can be rq>resented widi a three parameta fittmg 
function. These parameters could be used to seardi 
for systematic variations in rotation curve shqie be-
tween dusta san:9)les and galaxies widi different 
properties such as morphology, surface brightness, 
Imninosity and local dusta environment I f such 
a variation was seen between galaxies m different 
dusters, this would provide frDtha evidence for real 
variations m the Tully-Hsha rdation. 
The spectroscopic data yidds odia useful mfor-
mation about galaxies which also could be incorpo-
rated into the study, hi particular, a total Ha emis-
sion line flux can be calculated for each galaxy by 
summmg ysp the flux widiin eadi rotation curve. 
This would produce an indication of the present star 
formation rate. It would be mteresting to see how 
this varies with dusta enviranmoit and with galaxy 
mori^ology. And as we have aheady demonstrated, 
the strength of Ha emission can have a systematic 
effect on die measured rotation vdodty. I f this en-
vironmental depeadaioe were found it would have 
inq)lications for die qiplicaticn of die TF ova dif-
ferent environments. 
To get fiirdia inframation out of rotation curves 
pediqis a more physical fitting technique should be 
adopted. For mstance. die "univeisal n ^ o n curve" 
fitting tedmiqnes suggested by Posic et al. (1996) 
or the mtopolated vdodty at a fixed numba of 
scale lengdis used by Chiba & Yoshi (1995). Odia 
methods of extradnig information from the rotation 
curves such as the prindpal oonqxment tofhniipn^ 
suggested by Rhee (1996) could be esqilored. Mea-
surmg vdodties at a fixed fraction of some diar-
acteristic radius would remove the oonelation be-
tween the extent of rotation curves and die measured 
vdodty. This would produce a much more trustwor-
diy rdation widi reduced scatta widi the advantage 
of bemg q>pUcable to more galaxies. 
Hutha mformation on morphology could be 
gamed by adopting a more sophisticated sur&oe 
photometry fittmg technique such as diat utilised by 
de Jong (1995). This 2D fitting approadi provides 
more reliable deconqiosition of disk and bulge com-
ponents allowing a more accurate quantification of 
galaxy morphology. Howeva. it is not dear how 
well this technique will work for die typically edge-
on galaxies that form Tully-Hsha sanities. 
For die fiiture. it wodd be mteresting to apply die 
tediniques discussed here to a dusta at a greata 
redshift This would allow a measurement of Ho 
ova an appredable volume of die universe and 
to check for possible evolution in the rdationship. 
The major problem widi such a study is obtam-
mg data widi suffident spatial resolution. H i ^ spa-
tial resolution photometry and spectroscopy is re-
quired to accuratdy ascertam galaxy mdination and 
to resolve a rotation curve. Considaable EST pho-
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tometiy of sodi clusters is already available in the 
ardiives and spectroscopic measuremeots would be 
an ideal q)plicatiaa for the planned in t^a l fidd 
unit on the WHT. 
Over the past decade considerable e£Eort has been 
invested in a number of lar^ Tully-Hsher distance 
surveys, covering much of the nearby universe. In 
the main, these surveys have tried to make as many 
accurate distance estimates of galaxies and dusters 
as possible as part of the ongoing study of large scale 
structure and the peculiar vdodty fidd. Projects 
like die present one, which require a similar amount 
of effort but yidd few distance estimates m i ^ 
seem. siq)erfidally. to be of questionable worth. It 
is the view of the present author, that the intensive 
study of a few dusters is valid. Continuation of this 
work will not only affect all Tully-Hsher work to 
date, but might also reveal some secrds about the 
nature of spiral galaxies that have remained hidden 
for so long. 
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8.1 Tables of Sdected Galaxies 
Full details are given of the candidate spiral galax-
ies within eadi duster. For each duster, two sam-
ples were sdected. One sample of galaxies were 
taken firom published catalogues derived firom pho-
toffspbic plate scans. And one was made up from 
galaxies sdected from dther the Zwidcy or UGC 
catalogues. Each table gives the rdevant ddails ex-
tracted from eadi source. 
All objects are assigned an observatian code 
whidi indicates whdher a galaxy has been observed 
and i f so what the outcome was. The meaning of the 
observation codes (Obs.) are; 0 = not observed. 1 = 
in final TF saiiq)le. 2 = suitable for TF but not in fi-
nal sample due to poor quality. 3 = redshifr only (i.e. 
only nudear Ha emission). 4 = No Ha raiission. 5 
= blank spectrum (possible miss). 6 = wrong^poor 
morphology or too face-on (e.g. star or E). 
Some published catalogues did not supply all 
the needed parameters. i.e. position angle. In these 
cases information was merged from the APM cata-
logue. When positions were considered inaccurate 
they were also leplaced with APM values. Full de-
tails of the sources used and sdection procedures 
are given in §22. 
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Table 8 J . Coma GMP83 Selected sample. Based on magnitude, colour and ellipticity. 
No. Galaxy Obs GMP83 PositicHi B-mag e B-R T^e GALN GMPN PA Vhd/Notes 
1 1251+2827 1 1251 28.375 +2827 27.70 16.37 03 1.45 S 425 6652 39 
2 1251+2840 0 1251 29.902 +283953.15 17.94 0.6 1.62 586 6641 92 
3 1253+2932 4 12 53 37.051 +29320129 17.60 03 1.35 1532 5648 91 
4 ZW160-20 0 125340.710 +2756 54.48 15.71 0.3 1.41 I 2042 5643 157 4900 
5 IC3913 0 12 54 03.058 +2733 41.85 15.73 0.3 1.47 S 3232 5422 62 7534 
6 1254+2924 1 12 54 03.963 +2924 27.12 17.33 0.6 120 1422 5382 2 
7 1254+2913 4 1254113*7 +29130330 17.31 03 136 1175 5312 83 
8 ZW160-34 0 12 54 25.720 +291159.05 1530 0.6 1.61 S 4806 5197 8 8030 
9 1255+2920 0 125435.106 +292018.91 17.94 0.3 135 4929 5122 171 
10 D94 0 125452398 +280451.38 16.49 0.3 1.62 SO 6218 4974 8 7110 
11 1255+2917 0 1255 19.454 +2917 24.89 16.88 0.3 1.63 4900 4677 100 
12 D162 0 1255 31.720 +281541.74 1725 03 1.07 I 3492 4570 110 4554 
13 TT5 1 12 55 32.854 +281951.82 16.07 0.3 130 VS/SO 3489 4555 71 8163 
14 1256+2917 0 125540.879 +2917 13.16 17.46 0.7 134 4872 4468 117 
15 U8082 1 125540.925 +28 30 3739 1430 0.7 136 Scd 3895 4471 155 7247 
16 1256+2703 0 125541323 +270324.03 17.77 0.3 136 6565 4478 74 
17 1256+2656 0 12 55 43.691 +26560226 17.14 0.4 1.32 6441 4463 142 
18 ZW160-58 0 1255 44.434 +2858 41.35 15.45 0.7 134 Sc 4477 4437 84 7648 
19 1256+2847 0 125550231 +28472924 17.41 0.3 125 4201 4372 120 
20 B0254 2 125553.181 +2807 04.47 17.77 0.6 1.30 6143 4348 41 7520 
21 TT33 1 125553.313 +27 34 50.22 16.85 0.3 132 I 5312 4351 144 7476 
22 ZW160-62A 0 12 5553.663 +29 23 53.36 15.38 0.4 1.61 SO 5036 4335 26 7850 
23 U8092 0 125610.182 +275157.88 14.38 03 1.66 SOp 5660 4156 86 7595 
24 ZW160^7 0 12 5611.980 +27264637 15.60 0.3 127 Sp/I 7026 4135 8 7685 
25 1256+2835 0 125613.178 +2835 06.67 1731 0.4 1.61 3987 4110 140 
26 1256+2717 0 12 5613.407 +271657.08 17.94 0.6 1.44 6851 4121 113 
27 1256+2701 0 125614318 +27014337 16.86 0.7 121 6423 4106 117 
28 B0313 0 125628.797 +28 33 29J8 17.96 0.3 135 3817 3930 22 
29 1257+2904 0 125641.866 +290451.87 17.62 0.4 1.31 4554 3744 107 
30 1257+2854 0 125653.318 +2853 37.27 17.81 0.4 1.47 4422 3578 147 
31 1257+2704 0 12 5656.703 +2703 59.97 17.97 0.4 137 6511 3538 80 
32 D236 0 12 5658.476 +2845 28.06 16.66 0.3 1.36 S 4123 3509 174 
33 1257+2715 0 12 57 24.079 +2714 37.93 17.79 0.3 1.37 10639 3143 157 
34 D66 4 12 57 31.376 +28005417 17.17 0.6 1.18 so/a 9755 3071 36 8910 
35 D3 2 125749.400 +27325929 16.39 03 1.34 S 11018 2843 25 
36 U8113 0 125753281 +2828 16.64 14.38 0.7 1.32 so 7860 2795 155 8446 
37 NGC4898B 0 125753.306 +2813 31.75 16.19 0.8 1.32 E 7403 2794 91 6513 
38 1258+2736 0 1258 04.332 +27 360832 17.38 0.6 1.35 9259 2639 16 
39 D26 4 12 58 04.386 +2747 01.69 16.18 0.4 1.35 SOp/S 9410 2640 169 7460 
40 1258+2913 0 12 58 06.960 +2913 09.61 17.72 0.7 1.37 8826 2625 116 
41 D25 1 125808.780 +274622.41 16.64 0.3 121 I 9412 2601 52 
42 U8118 1 125815.390 +2917 16.84 14.85 0.3 1.63 Sp 8844 2544 57 7193 
43 TT13 2 12 5816.201 +284715.03 1621 0.7 1.10 S 8194 2536 5 8970 
44 U8140 0 125919269 +291846.92 14.91 0.7 1.65 Sab 8754 1900 87 7027 
45 1259+2921 0 12 5922.473 +29204032 17.70 0.3 1.43 8928 1870 88 
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Table 8.2. Coma GMP83 Selected sample. Based on magnihide. coknir and ellipticity. Continued... 
No. Galaxy Obs GMP83 Position B-mag e B-R Type GALN GMPN PA Vhd/Notes 
46 U8142 0 125943226 +2755 00.04 15.37 0.3 1.64 Sa 9646 1616 90 7186 
47 D202 2 12 59 47J07 +28262827 16.37 0.3 122 Sd/I 7508 1582 5 
48 D189 0 125949.888 +28 221257 17.12 0.4 1.61 SO 7510 1564 20 
49 1300+2908 0 130001.605 +29073534 17.20 Oi 1.07 8573 1473 62 
50 1300+2929 0 13 00 05.679 +292839.14 17.44 0.3 1.49 9083 1454 131 
51 1300+2740 0 130007.988 +27 3941.62 17.80 0.3 121 9186 1412 90 
52 ZW160-114 0 13 0014.115 +282258.04 16.34 0.7 1.61 SBa/O 11319 1367 90 7450 
53 M5-31-112 0 130028.381 +274710.70 17.97 0.4 129 12856 1241 129 
54 1301+2736 0 130052.068 +27 360220 16.04 Oi l i 3 Sp 12725 1028 8 
55 1301+2850 0 1301 03.862 +28 4955.98 17.06 0.3 1.38 11817 949 93 
56 1302+2835 0 130138.706 +283435.87 17.17 03 1.35 11530 653 57 
57 1302+2849 0 130149239 +2848 37.91 17.95 0.3 1.10 11798 597 11 
58 ZW160-127 0 13 0202.148 +27 34 17.93 15.70 0.3 123 S? 12677 455 69 5627 
59 1302+2854A 2 13 0211.935 +285342.77 16.30 0.4 1.32 Sp 11881 419 86 
60 1302+2854B 0 13 0215265 +2853 46.94 16.35 0.3 1.47 Sp 11882 397 21 
61 1302+2856 0 13 02 25.421 +2855 43.48 17.40 0.6 l i 4 11883 329 114 
62 1303+2748 0 1302 39.071 +274817.80 17.62 0.3 1.60 12893 228 92 
63 1303+2755 0 130239.921 +2754 38.76 17.43 0.4 1.49 13027 221 33 
64 1303+2854 0 130251.823 +2853 38.72 17.71 0.3 1.34 11861 140 92 
65 1303+2917 0 1303 09.370 +29164421 16.32 0.7 155 Sp 12210 20 49 
Table 83. Coma GMP83 Selected sample. Based on magnitude, type and ellipticity. 
No. Galaxy Obs GMP83 Position B^ag e B-R Typt GALN GMPN PA Vhd/Notes 
1 U8071 0 12 55 04.931 +28 2728.89 15.81 039 231 Sa 3925 484 162 7078 
2 D22 4 1255 29.112 +2745 37.01 16.37 0.37 1.91 SBb 5524 459 80 
3 D21 0 1255 36.447 +2745 33.06 15.83 0.32 1.84 SaySBa 5521 452 86 
4 D38 1 125811.026 +275035.61 1620 0.72 1.74 Sbc 9604 258 55 
5 0040 1 125813.067 +28193822 15.44 0.69 2.04 Scd 7336 255 152 7636 
6 ZW160-90 0 125825.031 +27 4028.95 15.41 0.41 1.82 Sa 9258 243 163 6932 
7 NGC4921 0 125901323 +28 0915.72 1333 0.39 2.30 SBb 10056 205 154 5435 
8 D222 4 13 0029242 +28 3443.47 17.45 034 1.76 Sc 11591 124 69 
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Table 8 A Coma Kent and Gunn 1982 Selected sample within 3 degrees of Coma centre. Selection based on magnitude, 
type and redshift. 
No. Galaxy Obs APM Position B^nag Rons NEDiVhdC Type APM: a e PA 
A l Z159-75 1 12450133 27 4349.9 152 165.4 6610 S? 375 0.48 27 
A2 Z159-80 1 124615.15 264123.4 15.7 172.6 7098 Sc(sp) 51.0 0.73 6 
A3 N4735 1 124836.00 291159.1 15.1 127.0 6459 S? 40.7 0.40 104 
A4 Z159-90 1 12483729 27 3830.6 153 1202 8317 S? 39.8 0.36 35 
A5 U8013 1 125009.97 27 0117.0 15.7 119.0 7885 S? 56.1 0.69 93 
Bl U8017 1 125027.85 283832.3 143 92.9 7074 S? 653 0.64 39 
B2 Z159-106 1 125126.15 291501.4 15.6 97.6 7976 Spiral 39.6 036 180 
B3 U8025 1 125137.48 295229.0 14.8 1223 6316 Sb 104.9 0.82 74 
B4 N4788 2 12515025 27 34292 15.4 812 6460 S? 48.6 0.61 141 
B5 Z159-114 2 12520737 283851.3 153 71.6 7125 SB? 483 032 68 
B6 Z159-117 1 125223.16 3048562 15.7 166.8 6348 Spiral 35.1 035 155 
B7 Z160-31 0 125424.18 27 2151.3 15.7 63.6 6849 Sp 43.7 0.62 149 
B8 Z160-34 0 125425.78 291200.0 152 68.0 8019 S? 51.4 0.62 12 
B9 U8069 0 125446.66 291854.4 14.8 71.4 7479 SB? 63.6 0.62 24 
BIO U8071 0 125505.01 28 27292 15.4 30.9 7069 S? 552 0.62 159 
B l l 1837 0 12550539 264656.7 15.4 92.1 7222 S? 51.1 0.67 15 
B12 U8076 2 12552537 295526.9 152 103.9 5304 SABd: 513 037 96 
B13 U8082 0 125540.69 283046.9 142 26.0 7049 SBab:sp 80.9 0.67 157 
B14 Z160-58 1 125544.72 2858422 153 48.7 7629 S? 63.7 0.68 86 
B15 Z160-67 1 125612.05 27 2646.3 15.4 493 7666 S7^> 24.1 025 11 
B16 N4858 2 125638.77 28 23 30.1 153 11.9 9456 SBb 803 036 43 
B17 D990 0 125714.77 290954.6 15.0 562 6214 S? 65.8 0.69 30 
B18 U8108 2 125738.49 27 10 03.4 14.7 64.0 5895 S 84.4 0.76 14 
B19 Z160-A34A 0 125744.93 28 0803.3 15.6 9.1 5136 I 392 036 124 
B20 TT42 2 125804.40 27 47032 16.0 28.9 7467 Spiral 29.8 037 160 
B21 Z160-86 0 125808.91 27 5424.3 15.4 22.4 7476 S? 31.3 029 63 
B22 14040 0 125813.34 28 1934.9 15.1 14.9 7850 Sdm: 40.8 0.60 153 
B23 Tri5 0 12581735 28 4651.6 16.0 36.3 8970 Spiral 75.9 0.60 151 
B24 U8118 0 125815.46 29 1718.4 14.6 64.6 7179 S? 74.3 036 58 
B25 U8128 0 125829.49 28 0310.0 13.7 20.3 7970 SAB(r)bc 26.1 0.42 53 
B26 U8134 0 125901.74 280916.6 13.7 24.8 5459 SB(rs)ab 46.9 021 135 
B27 U8140 1 125919.48 291848.1 14.8 71.4 7101 Sab 82.8 0.67 90 
B28 Z160-107 0 125940.35 293119.3 14.9 84.0 7292 S? 61.7 076 157 
B29 14106 0 13 001421 2822592 153 40.7 7454 GPair 48.7 031 147 
B30 U8160 1 13 00 52.13 281755.0 15.0 49.3 6093 S? 63.8 077 104 
B31 U8161 1 13 0104.36 264906.7 153 98.9 6648 S? 60.3 038 139 
B32 Z160-127 1 13 0202.25 27 3420.8 153 75.3 5523 S? 37.4 0.41 71 
C I Z130-8 1 13 0350.24 25 4340.4 14.9 174.8 7265 S? 36.8 0.32 145 
B33 U8194A 1 13 0354.07 291947.9 13.9 110.4 7039 Gpair 54.1 0.49 142 
B34 N4983 0 13 0604.00 28 35 132 14.9 118.3 6631 S? 58.4 0.47 122 
B35 U8229 3 13 0630.98 282701.6 14.3 123.8 5972 SB(r)b 78.9 033 60 
B36 U8259 1 13 0839.42 295038.0 15.3 179.1 7262 SBab 78.0 039 173 
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Table SJS. Coma Kent and Gunn 1982 Selected sample witim 6 degrees of Coma centre. Selection based on magnitude. 
type and redshifL 
No. Galaxy Obs APM Position B^nag Rctos NED:VheiC Type APMa e PA Notes 
Al N4585 1 12354535 2912413 14.6 288.7 7294 S? 475 0.42 107 
A2 B620 0 123650.13 281059.6 15.6 269.4 6551 Sp 43.3 0.70 165 
A3 Z159-58 1 124020.64 265457.0 153 237.9 6804 S 48.6 0.65 18 
Bl U7928 0 124243.44 23 18 33.6 14.4 353.7 6974 S? 38.1 0.12 174 
CI 13918 0 1254 26.39 22 3837.8 15.6 336.9 6529 Spiral 283 028 169 
Dl Z160-80 0 12572225 32 1850.3 14.7 2442 6821 SB? 45.8 0.19 116 
C2 U8209 0 13517.82 25 4 38.3 15.3 217.3 6333 SB? 52.3 035 97 
C3 U8220 1 13 66.77 24581.8 152 228.7 7129 Sbc 95.9 0.82 142 
D2 U8292 0 13 102339 32 4 25.1 14.6 287.0 6340 Sb 0.0 0.00 90 
D3 Z160-163 0 13 1036.32 27 24 22.8 15.7 184.6 6863 CTair 64.3 0.66 38 
D4 Z160-165 0 13 112.81 28 1 40.6 15.7 183.3 6106 S? 373 0.35 103 
D5 U8300 3 13114.38 2844.8 13.6 183.0 6408 SB(r)b 62.8 0.46 180 
C4 Z130-21 0 13 1121.22 25 1448.6 15.4 253.4 7163 Spiral 44.7 0.19 75 
D6 U8366 0 13 1646.65 284613.9 14.3 260.6 6653 SBb 692 0.49 119 
D7 Z160-208 0 13 1858.71 313857.0 15.0 350.0 7084 S? 34.4 0.62 4 
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Table 8.6. Abell 21991X789 Selected sample. Selection on magnitude, colour and ellipticity. 
No. Galaxy Obs DGP89 Position b26 a b-r PA e 
1 1622+4014 1 162216 4013 57 1621 13.8 131 78 0.35 
2 1622+3854 0 162229 385340 17.10 10.0 1.63 78 0.32 
3 1623+3926 0 162248 392606 17.02 11.7 1.68 133 0.45 
4 1623+3922 4 162254 392212 16.72 15.0 122 25 0.64 
5 1623+3937 3 1623 00 3937 16 17.97 7.3 133 1 039 
6 1623+3951 2 1623 05 395049 1534 24.9 133 33 036 
7 1623+4038 2 1623 20 4038 16 16.64 12.9 1.70 95 0.62 
8 1623+3931 1 1623 21 393041 17.71 10.1 1.31 142 0.35 
9 1623+3923 1 162326 3923 22 17.68 8.4 1.69 24 0.61 
10 1624+4036 0 1623 31 40 3601 17.91 7.6 1.73 16 039 
11 U10381 4 162343 395856 1436 39.9 1.83 91 0.43 
12 1624+3906 3 16 23 54 39 05 37 17.98 9.7 1.33 125 0.42 
13 1624+3955 1 162356 3955 17 16.86 143 133 11 039 
14 1624+4013 3 16 23 56 4012 37 16.06 173 1.81 112 0.48 
15 1624+3932 0 162416 393154 17.66 7.8 1.73 175 036 
16 1624+4027 0 162416 402727 17.75 8.0 1.66 77 0.65 
17 1624+3947 0 162419 3947 09 17.47 8.6 1.70 70 037 
18 1624+3850 0 162421 384950 17.98 7.7 132 66 0.47 
19 1624+3948 2 1624 21 3947 39 17.89 8.7 1.41 24 0.66 
20 1625+3912 0 162440 391134 17.17 122 1.62 46 0.42 
21 1625+3921 0 162442 392058 17.71 10.6 1.63 79 0.38 
22 1625+3855A 1 162449 385456 1630 13.6 1.45 119 0.40 
23 U10389 6 162453 391418 15.94 20.1 1.79 44 0.63 
24 1625+4017 1 162459 401728 16.71 12.4 136 166 0.42 
25 B037 1 16 25 04 395918 16.16 13.7 1.68 159 035 
26 1625+3909 1 16 25 12 390851 15.89 20.3 139 61 029 
27 1625+3855 1 1625 20 38 5511 17.92 7.8 1.38 3 031 
28 RB36 1 16 25 31 390352 16.74 11.6 1.49 152 0.43 
29 1626+3958 1 1625 42 395749 17.61 13.1 1.45 21 039 
30 1626+3857 4 1625 47 3857 17 17.82 6.7 1.47 64 033 
31 1626+3913 0 16 25 51 391240 16.65 11.9 1.65 72 0.43 
32 1626+3900 1 16 25 53 390025 17.40 10.3 1.48 166 0.70 
33 B043 1 16 25 53 392246 16.33 18.3 1.46 148 0.41 
34 B0125 4 16 25 54 392649 17.68 92 1.68 109 0.36 
35 B063 1 16 25 57 39 3021 16.98 123 1.74 179 0.41 
36 1626+4015 2 16 25 58 4015 31 17.38 8.8 1.47 17 0.63 
37 1626+4016 1 16 25 59 4015 52 1738 7.6 1.68 35 0.70 
38 B0124 0 162610 392029 17.94 113 1.74 173 0.34 
39 1626+3908 0 16 2623 390809 17.39 8.1 1.68 18 035 
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Table 8.7. Abell 2199 DGP89 Selected sample. Selection on magnitude, colour and ellipticity. Continued... 
No. Galaxy Obs D(H>89 Position b26 a PA e TVpe Ybd Notes 
41 Z22441A 0 1627 00 401356 15.66 16.1 1.72 97 029 S 7705 
42 BO140 0 162714 3943 05 17.88 8.4 1.67 36 064 
43 B088 0 162720 392259 17.49 82 1.76 135 0.42 
44 1627+4039 2 1627 20 4038 33 15.43 26.4 1.83 49 0.48 
45 1628+4021A 6 1627 33 40 2055 16.78 103 1.66 70 038 
46 1628+3844 0 16 27 34 3843 52 16.82 14.1 138 100 039 
47 B0152 3 16 27 34 40 2205 16.71 143 137 42 0.63 
48 1628+3927 0 162740 3927 30 17.97 8.9 133 139 0.42 
49 1628+4021 0 162806 402047 1730 14.1 132 140 031 
50 1629+3957 0 162837 3957 07 17.90 83 1.49 52 0.46 
51 1629+3940 6 16 28 45 39 3950 17.80 11.0 1.75 16 029 
52 Z224-55 1 162846 3943 58 15.14 24.1 1.85 155 0.62 Sa 9138 
53 U10429 1 16 2851 395615 1531 27.7 1.67 129 031 S? 7433 
54 1629+4006 2 162909 400545 1727 112 138 57 0.77 
55 1630+4032 0 162946 40 3226 17.95 10.0 1.67 59 032 
56 1630+4008 0 162954 4007 35 17.86 11.1 1.60 107 037 
57 1630+4003 0 163016 400311 1722 112 1.42 174 037 
58 1630+3846 0 163030 384541 17.78 8.8 1.45 14 0.74 
59 1631+3944 0 163050 394354 17.82 83 1.32 125 033 
60 1632+4019 0 1631 36 401852 18.00 8.0 1.70 89 0.45 
61 1632+3927 0 163146 392712 17.73 8.4 1.40 142 030 
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Table 8A Abell 2199 
centre. 
UGC Selected sample. Selection oa magnitude, type and redshift. within 5 degrees of duster 
Galaxy Obs NED Position Type b^nag a b Vhd Notes 
UGC10166 4 1602 07.46 400713.0 SB 14.80 1.1 0.6 9319 
UGC10227 1 160708.41 364426.0 SBcd? 15.34 22 02 9026 
UGC10241 0 160808.42 422748.0 Sbc 15.05 1.0 08 11752 
UGC10244 1 1608 17.12 43 15 30.0 S? 1530 1.0 02 9820 
UGC10252 1 1609 01.83 41 1638.0 Sab 15.25 1.0 0.3 9670 
UGC10330 6 161628.87 401254.0 SAB(s)b 15.10 1.1 0.8 9892 
UGC10349 4 161911.10 40 13 17.0 SBab 1431 13 03 10175 
UGC10354 4 161940.73 4055 39.0 SAB(s)c 1530 12 0.9 8942 
UGC10362 4 162112.62 395425.0 SB(r)b 15.00 13 08 9600 
UGC10366 1 1621 33.69 37 2223.0 Sb 14.60 1.9 03 10232 
UGC10389 1 162453.16 391418.6 SB? 16.00 1.0 0.4 10574 
UGC10404 2 162629.17 3955 53.0 SB 1530 13 1.1 7987 
UGC10415 2 1627 20.82 4123 33.0 SABb 14.62 1.0 0.9 9546 
UGC10417 1 1628 00.00 404900.0 Sbc 1630 1.0 02 9257 
UGC10420 1 162808.67 39 5227.0 SB(r)b 14.48 1.7 12 9605 
UGC10427 2 1628 39.05 41 1232.0 SBcd: 14.90 13 13 8869 
UGC10428 1 162848.37 35 0947.0 (R')SB(s)b 14.40 1.7 12 9304 
UGC10432 2 162900.00 411900.0 Sb 16.00 13 02 9762 
UGC10450 6 163213.00 361747.0 Scd: 1630 1.0 01 9765 
UGC10468 1 16343430 444213.6 Scd: 16.00 1.0 01 9221 
UGC10469 1 1634 49.44 390741.0 Sb 13.76 13 1.1 9000 
UGC10473 0 1635 06.60 363124.0 SBa 14.84 13 03 9366 
UGC10531 1 164254.00 43 5000.0 SB-C 1630 1.0 0.7 10133 
UGC10550 1 1645 24.00 401300.0 Scd: 16.00 13 02 9032 
UGC10553 1 1645 34.76 401957.0 SBab: 14.91 1.0 03 9047 
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Table S3. Abell 2634 Spiral Candidate Galaxies selected from Butchins 1983 witii APM details added, wifliin 0.7deg 
of cluster centre, selected on Type,Colour(b-r< 13) and ellipticity(e>028) (and redshift). Bluest objects. 
No. Galaxy Obs APM Position b-mag a e PA Type b-r Vhd Notes 
A l BU97 0 23 33 12.16 265259.8 17.48 73.1 0.42 82 1.17 
A2 BU200 1 23 33 27.37 263539.4 1830 18.0 034 141 130 
A3 BU94 6 23 3349.45 264346.8 17.44 21.7 0.47 8 122 
A4 D113 4 23 33 5423 26 56 47.9 1832 49.8 0.74 66 S 1.90 
A5 D124 6 23 3412.06 27 00503 17.99 31.8 0.48 152 S 1.82 
A6 D63 6 23 3447.08 2644332 15.90 56.8 0.64 64 S -9.99 
A7 D85 4 23 35 1321 26 46 25.9 18.40 18.9 028 140 S 1.89 
A8 D12 4 23 35 13.77 2626033 18.10 23.7 0.60 54 S -9.99 
A9 D41 4 23 35 26.12 26 37232 18.46 51.4 030 41 S 1.71 
AlO D131 2 23 35 28.45 270612.4 16.98 28.6 030 106 S 1.40 
A l l BU191 0 23 35 35.32 26 35 423 18.47 173 0.46 104 1.34 
A12 D109 6 23 35 3932 265529.6 17.18 31.9 0.45 134 I 1.19 
A13 D39 1 23 35 46.16 2635 26.4 1731 27.6 033 147 Sfl 1.43 
A14 BU145 0 23 3548.83 2606463 18.00 20.4 0.44 0 121 
A15 BU141 0 23 3604.00 262419.1 17.98 16.8 0.35 39 127 
A16 BU86 6 23 36 05.92 261543.8 17.36 19.8 038 128 122 
A17 D l l 1 23 3636.30 2621262 1830 203 031 21 S 130 
A18 D98 3 23 3641.34 265257.9 17.10 38.7 0.60 95 S 221 7919 
A19 BU116 2 23 364427 27 17123 17.68 303 035 43 1.93 
A20 BU24 6 23 3649.95 2649093 16.19 252 0.29 45 127 
A21 D8 4 23 37 1537 2624412 17.30 32.0 0.47 49 SO 1.48 7945 
A22 BU117 0 23 3718.99 26 36452 17.69 373 0.68 73 1.34 
A23 BU36 0 23 3744.91 2646492 1636 282 0.47 45 1.32 
A24 BU56 6 23 37 4820 26 58 27.4 17.05 193 0.35 139 1.49 
A25 BU93 0 23 37 55.99 261804.6 17.40 183 032 149 130 
A26 BU181 0 23 38 01.93 2623412 18.36 18.1 0.42 135 1.46 
A27 BU71 2 23 3821.13 2710333 17.19 27.9 0.45 75 126 
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Table 8.10. Abell 2634 Spiral Candidate Galaxies selected from Butchins 1983 with APM details added, wifliin 0.7deg 
of duster centre, sdected on Type.Colour(b-r<13) and dliptidty(e>028) (and redshift). Sample 2, rdaxed colour 
selection 
APM Position b^nag PA Type b-r Notes 
Dl BU138 0 23 33 26.47 26 2947.0 17.94 313 036 42 1.66 
D2 D123 1 23 342627 27 01453 1737 32.8 0.47 174 S 2.02 9620 
D3 BU193 0 23 35 2622 27 15542 1830 17.7 0.49 115 1.75 
D4 BU161 6 23 3527.67 2655 06.1 18.17 17.9 0.36 170 1.42 
D5 D21 1 23 35 34.47 26 2931.9 17.09 40.7 038 71 S 2.04 8812 
D6 D7 0 23 3540.72 2620213 17.98 41.0 0.71 165 S 1.61 
D7 D59 4 23 35 46.69 2639033 17.46 27.3 0.36 166 S 1.98 8888 
D8 BU180 6 23 35 56.79 263345.6 18.32 18.0 031 33 1.62 
D9 D129 1 23 3601.07 27 0430.8 18.06 34.0 0.64 131 S 137 
DIO BU186 0 23 36 01.10 264902.6 18.41 163 029 74 1.73 
D l l D19 4 23 36 12.61 262942.6 1625 733 0.49 110 S 2.05 10039 
D12 D103 4 23 3619.66 2656193 1623 49.7 0.32 5 S 2.19 9139 
D13 DlOl 4 23 3631.16 265640.4 16.88 62.9 0.69 12 S 225 10488 
D14 D9 1 23 3639.16 26 2457.4 17.80 19.8 029 117 S 1.67 8527 
B6 D67 1 23 364127 2650163 15.32 48.6 0.40 79 s 1.87 7552 
D15 D115 6 23 3648.49 265806.8 15.99 54.3 0.40 104 s 2.12 9639 
D16 D97 4 23 3703.09 2653 18.6 1732 28.7 0.36 109 s 222 9375 
D17 D47 2 23 37 24.05 264055.4 1828 203 035 53 s 1.78 
D18 D16 0 23 37 3425 263222.4 17.9 18.6 0.37 38 s -9.99 
D19 D30 2 23 37 3828 26 37 25.0 17.06 47.1 0.65 71 s 135 
D20 BU108 2 23 3742.45 27 0146.1 17.61 283 031 109 1.75 
D21 BU120 6 23 37 59.09 262948.4 17.74 33.8 0.60 90 1.64 
r>?,?, BU91 1 23 38 02.44 26 3442.4 17.39 29.6 0.40 178 1.98 11548 
Table 8ai. Abell 
centre. 
2634 UGC Selected sample. Selection on magnihide, type and redshift within 3 degrees of duster 
No. Galaxy Obs APM Position e PA Type b-mag Vhd Notes 
Bl U12626 1 23 2645.96 260611.7 033 3 S 15.7 8021 
B2 U12631 1 23 27 32.04 2648373 0.62 157 SB 14.8 9182 
B3 U12678 1 23 321839 2602 033 0.73 84 SB 15.4 8961 
B4 U12701 1 23 3355.67 2739303 0.75 177 SC 163 8856 
B5 U12712 23 35 34.47 25 26 32.7 024 155 S 152 9452 
B6 U12721 1 23 364127 2650163 0.40 79 SBB 15.0 7604 
B7 U12746 1 234015.73 270112.7 0.78 49 SC 15.0 7436 
B8 U12755 1 234118.45 280343.0 0.47 100 SB/BA 15.0 8784 
B9 U12766 0 23 4234.99 251426.8 0.68 100 S 16.0 11747 
BIO U12772 0 23 43 00.88 27 04593 036 39 SBB 143 7766 
B l l U12789 4 234613.88 260635.6 0.72 47 SB-C 163 0 
B12 U12792 0 234629.66 263036.7 039 55 SBB 14.8 11500 
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Table S J l AbeU 194 Chapman 1988 Selected sample. Selection on magnitude, type and ell^ticity. Within 2 degs. 
(Merged wia APM data) 
No. Galaxy Obs Chap88 Position b-mag Vhd PA e 
1 0118-0048B 2 011842.0 -1004800 1430 5240 54 0.42 
2 0120-0139 1 012014.0 -101 3909 14.60 5741 108 0.71 
3 0120-0214 1 012048.4 -1021413 14.80 4835 162 0.62 
4 0121-0153 4 012123.6 -1015342 15.60 5920 14 037 
5 0121-0200 4 012146.7 -1020021 14.90 5317 153 038 
6 N530 4 012208.8 -1015055 14.(K) 5007 138 0.79 
7 1106 4 0122123 -1014935 16.60 5647 164 039 
8 0122-0146 4 012245.0 -1014637 14.80 5854 134 0.60 
9 N538 4 0122532 -1014835 14.70 5107 32 0.60 
10 N535 4 0122583 -1014010 14.90 4913 57 0.64 
11 0123-0204 0 0123 00.4 -1020417 15.70 6508 5 0.45 
12 0123-0134 2 0123183 -10134 38 1520 5509 108 027 
13 0123-0133 4 0123 35.6 -101 3303 17.80 5525 127 033 
14 0123-0203 1 012344.9 -1020309 15.60 5500 143 0.64 
15 11703 6 0123 523 -1015359 14.90 5547 123 0.42 
16 0124-0122 4 012402.1 -1012220 15.60 5842 59 031 
17 0124-0133 1 0124103 -1013356 1520 5021 138 033 
18 0214-0146 4 012417.7 -1014617 1630 5270 39 034 
19 0124^ )016 6 0124223 -1001622 15.40 5572 176 0.48 
20 0125-0123 4 01 25 09.9 -101 2354 15.10 5179 16 0.40 
21 1119 4 0125 223 -1021756 15.00 5712 77 039 
22 0125-0250 1 01 25 532 -1025047 1520 5078 64 0.66 
23 0126-0159 4 012604.0 -1015924 15.10 6233 158 0.64 
24 N570 4 01 26 254 -1011229 1420 5491 98 0.34 
25 0126-0204 6 012625.6 -1020413 15.70 5284 177 0.46 
26 0126-0241 1 012626.8 -1024112 1530 5284 65 0.74 
27 1126 0 0127 152 -1021428 15.70 5712 175 0.04 
28 N577 6 012807.7 -1021506 1420 5935 141 020 
29 N585 4 01 29 08.8 -1 011122 14.20 5389 86 0.76 
30 1138 1 013024.0 -1005700 14.90 4588 18 020 
31 0131-0120 2 0131 01.6 -1012049 1520 4870 115 0.71 
32 0131-0119 1 013129.4 -1011953 14.90 4617 137 0.72 
33 0131-0117 4 0131 34.8 -1011716 14.40 4929 74 0.78 
Notes 
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Table 8.13. AbeU 194 UGC Selected sample. NED search for Spiral Cluster members. Within 4 degs. Selection on 
Galaxy Obs NED Position Vhrl b-mag a b Type Notes 
UGC00734 2 01 08 06.0 -100 3200 5491 15.42 1.0 0.3 S? 
UGC00737 0 0108 17.1 -1000403 5297 15.70 13 1.0 S 
UGC00736 0 0108 18.0 -1020100 5100 14.96 13 0.9 Scd: 
MCG-01-04-013 3 010958.8 -103 03 32 5817 14.00 1.1 0.7 SB(r)c: 
UGC00757 0 011000.0 +1000100 5746 16.00 1.1 0.9 SB 
UGC00771 2 011106.0 -1002100 5156 14.75 1.1 0.6 Sab 
UGC00784 1 011136.0 -1020000 4978 14.63 12 0.8 Sb 
UGC00790 0 011206.0 +10055 00 4714 14.71 0.9 0.8 Scd: 
UGC00847 0 01 16303 -1002404 5237 1630 1.6 0.1 Sd 
UGC00856 0 01 17 06.0 -1015800 4787 1630 12 0.9 SB(s)m 
UGC00885 1 01 1824.0 +102 43 00 5343 1630 1.0 0.4 Scd: 
UGC00890 5 01 18 34.0 +1010640 4947 14.08 1.9 03 SB(s)bc: 
UGC00892 0 0118433 -1004824 5240 14.01 1.6 1.4 SB(r)ab 
UM319 0 0120483 -1021415 4835 1488 0.8 03 SB? 
ARK040 0 012134.6 -102 07 14 5422 14.70 03 02 Sa? 
CGCG385-102 0 012146.7 -1020021 5317 15.00 0.7 0.3 S? 
MCG-01-04-037 0 012157.8 -1044842 5888 15.W) 12 1.0 SB(s)cd: 
UGC00962 0 012159.7 +10128 17 5040 1235 32 2.9 SB(r)bc 
UGC00981 0 012236.0 +10202 00 6141 1533 0.7 0.4 S? 
UGC00991 0 012253.0 -10148 39 5364 1438 1.0 03 SB(s)ab: 
UGC01021 0 01 24 07.6 +1014545 5829 1339 13 0.6 SB(s)a? 
CGCG385-138 0 0124103 -10133 56 5021 1533 03 02 Sb? 
UGC01028 0 0124 36.0 +1020000 6237 15.00 1.0 03 S 
UGC01052 0 0125 36.9 -101 33 54 4505 14.42 13 0.4 Sa: 
MCG-01-04-054 0 0125 532 -1025047 5071 15.00 1.4 02 Scd?sp 
UGC01055 0 012600.0 -1015900 6233 14.84 13 03 SBa 
UGC01061 0 012625.6 -1011227 5491 13.70 13 13 (R')SB(rs) 
UGC01060 0 01 26 25.6 -1020413 5284 15.70 1.0 02 S 
MCG-01-04-055 0 012626.8 -1024112 5284 1530 12 03 S? 
UGC01071 0 0127 15.0 -102 14 30 5712 15.00 1.4 12 S? 
UGC01092 0 0129092 -1 011120 5389 13.99 2.1 03 Sa:sp 
UGC01123 0 01 3134.6 -10117 17 4929 1438 13 0.4 Sab:sp 
UGC01143 3 013326.1 +100 24 30 5161 13.71 1.8 13 SB(rs)b 
UGC01159 1 01 35 033 -1001248 4898 1530 1.1 0.4 S 
UGC01225 0 014229.8 -100 33 06 5407 1630 0.4 0.3 SB? 
Appendix B 
Galaxy Photometry 
9.1 Sniface Photom^ 
The following 99 figures display the results of 
the surface photometry reduction process for eadi 
galaxy in the final Tully-Hsher sanq)le. On each fig-
ure the four left-hand panels show firom top to bot-
tom; die galaxy's isophotal magnitude at each fitted 
isophote. the elliptidty. position angle and centre of 
the fitted ellipses, all verses radius (in pixds on up-
po- scale and arcsec on lower scale). For die outs' 
isophotes where the S/N is too low to accuratdy fit 
ellipses the ellipse parameters are fixed to the mean 
of their "disk" region values, while the radius is in-
creased in order to measure the isophotal magni-
tudes. Hiese ellipses are marked widi a crosses on 
each plot. 
The top ri^t-hand pand shows the surface 
brigjhtness of eadi ellipse against radius alcmg with 
a straight line fit to what is considered die "disk" 
r^on of the galaxy (marked with vertical paralld 
dashed lines). The lower pand shows the residuals 
from the linear fit. Note die length of the errors bars 
indicatg the random error at each point and the dck 
marks on each enror bar indicate the systematic er-
rors. Hie fitted disk paramders are used to calculate 
the total magnitude by extr^lation from die outer 
isophotal magnitude (marked on the upper left pand 
with a dashed lines and dotted lines respectivdy). 
Hie lower right pand displays a grey scale of the 
galaxy superinq)osed with contours rqjresenting the 
I-band ispphotes between 19 and 213 in steps of 
0.5. The diree solid ellipses madced on die image 
represent the inner and outer disk limits and the ra-
dius at which the sky levd is reached. Nearby stars 
etc. have been masked out and replaced with inten-
sity values firom the fit plus noise, and are marked 
with dashed ellipses on the image. 
92 Table of Photometric Measnranents 
Following the grqdiical rq)resentation of die sur-
face photometry are four tables: 9.1S2,93,9.4 diat 
summarise all the measured photometricparametas 
for the sanq)le galaxies. 
Values in each column are; galaxy name, assigned 
photometric quality (see §3.1.3). position in die sky 
and exposure time of image. Isophotal quantities 
at 223 and 233 I-mags per square arcsecood are; 
isophotal magnitude, radius along major-axis, ellip-
tidty and position angle. Total magnitudes: extrapo-
lated from dther 233 or 24.0 isqihote, extrq>olated 
from last fitted isophote. magnitude widiin optical 
radius. Ddails of isophote at one optical radii; ra-
dius, elliptidty and position angle. Mean disk pa-
rameters of sdected disk r^on; elliptidty and stan-
dard deviation, position angle and standard devia-
tion, disk scale length in arcseconds. disk central 
surface bri^tness in magnitudes per square arcsec" 
ond. 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: 1251+2627 
me: 1251_2B27_rl317_clean.efot 
LB«=.14.87 Iggj5=U.75 Ig4^o=U.72 I,=14.66 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: D38 
9 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: 14040 
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Ellipse Fitting Restilts For: N4585 
I 
File: n4585-rl514.clean.efot 
1^5=13.36 Isaj,=13.3 1^^=13.28 I,=13.24 
R52jj=23.3" /4„=18.3a Rfc^=6.1" 
20 22 24 26 
Surface Brightness/mag arcsec' 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: U8017 
FUe: uB017_rl223.clean.efot 
Ig2i= 12.78 I j g j = 12.74 Ig4.o=12.72 I,=12.71 
Rj2j,=29" /io=17.23 R8c^=6.2" 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: U8140 
PUe: u8140_rl205_cleaji.efot 
1,2.5=12.97 Isaj,=12.9 Ij^=12.88 I,=12.B1 
tt^=36.6" /io=18.96 R3ctf.="-2" 
Surface Brightness/mag arcsec 
20 40 60 
Major Azis/pixels.arcsec ! 
- I ' 1 
20 40 
Major Axis/pixela.arcsec 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: U8220 
FUe: uB220_rl520_clean.efot 
I22J5=12.B9 IEW=12.B3 ISJ44,=12.81 1^12.76 
Rj2js=40.1" /i„=ia.34 R8e.to=10-3" 
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Ellipse Fitting Resiilts For: Z130-8 
FUe: zl30_eLrl211_clean.efot 
Ig5y,=13.56 IB34,=13.52 i^^i^.Sl I,=13.49 
R82,=16.1" Mo=17.4 R8e^=3.5" 
Surface Biightness/inag arcsec 
10 20 
Major Azis/pixels.arcsec I 
10 20 
Major Azis/pizels.arcsec 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: Z159-106 
Fae: zl59_106_rl221_clean.efot 
Igj.g=14.26 l23j,=14.2 Is4^=14.18 I,=14.12 
Rg2j=17.4" 1*0=18.52 R8eia.=4.9" 
20 22 24 26 
Surface Brightness/mag arcsec'^ 
t 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: Z159-117 
Surface Brightness/mag arcsec 
nie: zl59_117_rll27_clean.efot 
1^=U.59 W 1 4 . 5 IB4.O=89.99 I,=14.39 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: Z159-75 
Rle: zl59L75_rl219_cleaii.efot 
Iag=13.2 LBJJ=13.16 IT=13.14 
Rgjy5=17.3" /io=17.31 R8e.ta=3 * '^ 
20 25_ 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: Z160-127 
PUe: zl8Q_127_rl209_clean.efot 
Ig2B=14.99 l8aB=14-76 W ^ * ''' 
Rja,5=11.9" A«o=19-84 R8e«le=5" 
Surface Brightness/mag arcsec 
10 20 
Major Azls/pizela.arcsec I 
5 10 15 
Major Azis/pizels.arcsec 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: Z160-67 
Hie: zl6Q_67_rl217_clean.efot 
Ija^=14.55 l83j5=14-« l84U)=14 '*7 
R22^=11.2" t^=lB.2S ^ = Z V 
20 22 24 
Surface Brightness/mag arcsec 














Ellipse Rtting Results For: 1622+4014 
File: 1622_4014J2513Lclean.efot 
1^=12.5" ,^0=19.68 Rs^=4.8" 
1225=15.04 1235=14.94 lTotai=14.83 
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Ellipse Rtting Results For: 1623+3923 
nie: 1623_3923Lj2710_clean.efot 
R^=9.6" A*o=19.19 Rse<d.=3-1" 
1223=16.13 I2i5=16.01 lTote,=15.9 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: 1623+3931 
File: 162a_3931_rl33a_clean.efot 
Iau5=17.06 Iau,=16.7 1^4.0=16.62 I,=18.5 
Rjjg^=6" Aio=20.54 B8otf,-3.3" 
IP N 
Surface Brightness/mag arcsec 
5 10 
Major Azis/pixela.arcsec 
2 4 6 B 
Major Azis/pizels.arcsec 
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Ellipse ntting Results For: 1624+3955 
nie: 1624_395SLJ2107_clean.efot 
R225=11.3"Mo=20.07 Rs^=5.1" 
l22js=15.62 1233=15.43 lrotei=15-29 
m CM 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: 1625+3855 
File: 1625_3855_rl531_clean.Bfot 
L3J5=15.41 lg3jj=15.27 124^=15.23 I,=15.18 
R j g j s = i r Mo=19-25 R8c.te=3-8" 
Brightness/mag arcsec 
I 
5 10 15 20 
ICaior Azis/pixela.arcsec i I 
5 10 
Major Azi8/pizel8,arc8ec 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: 1625+3909 
-1 1 1 1 r FUe: 1625_3g09_rl52eL_clean.efot 
l5syj=14.46 Ikuj=14-32 124^=14.29 I,=14.26 
20 25 
Surface BriAhtness/mag arcsec 
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Ellipse ntting Results For: 1625+4017 
nie: 162SL.4017J2711_clean.efot 
R22.5=9.8" Po=18.96 R s ^ = 3 " 
l22j5=15.41 1235=15.28 lTotai=''5-21 
22 24 
Surface Brightness 
5 10 1 
Major Axis/pixels.arcsec 
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Ellipse Rtting Results For: 1626+3900 
RIe: 1626_3900J2112_clean.efot 
Rj2^=9.7" Aio=19.48 Rsed.=3-5" 
l22j=16.17 1235=15.98 lTrtal=''5-85 
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Ellipse ntting Results For: 1626+3958 
RIe: 1626_395aj2514_clean.efot 
R22^5=5" ,io=20.87 Rsccto=3.5" 
122^=17.25 l23j=16.59 kM=^6A2 
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Ellipse ntting Results For: 1626+4015 
Rle: 1626_4016J2712_clean.efot 
R^=S.9" /*o=18.51 Rs.^=2.4" 
122^=16.06 1235=15.99 lr^=15.91 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: 1251+2827 
Pile: 1251_2827_rl317_clean.efot 
Igsj^=14.87 1835=14.75 124.0=14.72 I,=14.66 
B32j,=14.r' Mo=lB.93 RBe.to=4-6" 
22 24 26 
Brightneas/mag arcsec '^ 
10 20 30 
Ifajor Azis/pixela.arcsec 
5 10 
Ifajor A z i a / p i z ^ . a r c s e c 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: B037 
File: bo37J2517_clean.efot 
R225=15.5" Mo=18.88 R s ^ = 5 " 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: B043 
File: bo43_rl234-clean.efot 
l^=i5.46 183.8=15.23 1^=15.19 I,=15.04 
R22j,=15.9"Mo=19-9*R8e.l.=6-7" 
Surface Brightness/mag arcsec 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: B063 
- 1 — > — I — • — I — ' 
Biightness/mag arcsec 
File: bo63-rl237_cleaii.efot 
1^=12.75 1835=12.64 184.0=12.59 I,=12.57 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: RB36 
Surface Brightness/mag arcsec 
Kle: rb36_rl236_cloan.efot 
Ijj2^B=15.57 Ia3j,=15.42 W ^ S - S S 1,=15.3 
Rj2j5=10.9" Alo=19.65 RBeii,=4.1" 
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Ellipse ntting Results For: U10244 
Rle: u10244J2715_clean.efot 
R225=27.7" /io=17.36 Rseato=5-8" 
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Ellipse ntting Results For: U10366 
nie: u10366J2716_clean.efot 
R225=39.1" >H,=17.32 Rse«to=8-1" 
l22jj=12.78 1235=12.71 lToto.=12.66 
22 24 
Brightness in rs Surface 
Major Axis/pixels,arc8ec 
Major Axis/pixels.arcsec pyoung 7-M<v-1995 2:7 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: U10420 
File: u10420J2612_clean.efot 
R225=27.5" >io=17.76 Rseok.=5.6" 
122.5=13.45 l23js=99.99 Ij^r'^^.S 
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Ellipse ntting Results For: U10428 
Rle: u10428Lj2312_clean.efot 
R225=41.4",i,,=1S.74Rs^=6.5" 
1225=12.72 1235=12.45 lTotai=12.41 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: U10429 
FUe: ul0429_rl33Q_clea]i.efot 
1255^=13.69 1835=13.59 1845=13.57 1,=13.55 
1^2^=14.4" Mo=18.72 R8e^=4.4" 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: U10468 
RIe: u1046aj2516_clean.efot 
R22j=31.2" /lo= 17.74 Rscato=7" 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: U10550 
File: u10550J2613L.clean.efot 
R223=20.6" >io=19.95 Rsc^=9" 
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E l l i p s e F i t t i n g R e s u l t s F o r : Z 2 2 4 - 4 1 
FUe: ^24L.41_rl2a9_clean.efot 
Lj2j=13.68 lj3i=13.57 1^^=13.54 I,=13.51 
20 22 24 26 « 
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Ellipse ntting Results For: BU200 
RIe: bu200J252a_clean.efot 
R22.5=5-7" /io=19.99 Rscd.=2-5" 
l22jj=17.38 l23i=17.17 lTrt„,=16.96 
21 22 23 
Surface Brightness 
Major Axis/pixels,arcsec 
1 — ' — X 
Major Axis/pixels,arcsec 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: BU91 
RIe: bu91J2622-clean.efot 
R22i=11.9"/'D=''8.41 Rse«i.=3.1" 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: D9 
nie: d9_i2522_clean.efot 
R^=1.7" AH,=19.76 Rseoto=2-9" 
122^=16.05 1233=15.95 lTrtd=15-86 
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21 
Ellipse Fitting Results For: D11 
RIe: d11J2320Lclean.efot 
R22^=6.2" /i„=19.59 Rsede=2-7" 
l22j=17.5 1235=16.99 tTota,=16.8 
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Ellipse Rtting Results For: D21 
RIe: d21J2723L.clean.efot 
R22ji=16.8" ,io=17.99 Rse^=4.1" 
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Ellipse Rtting Results For: D39 
RIe: d39J2529_clean.efot 
R22i=11.2" /lo=18.89 Rseal.=3-'*" 
I22J5=15.97 l23i=15.87 lr^=15.76 
20 22 
Surface Brightness 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: D67 
RIe: d67J2721_clean.efot 
R225=24.7" /io=19.99 R s o d a ^ l ' - S " 
l22j=13.23 l23j=13.05 lTotei=''2.96 
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Ellipse Rtting Results For: D123 
RIe: d123u2531_clean.efot 
R22j=14.1" ^=19.16 Rscal,=*-'*" 
l22ji=15.07 I23J5=14.98 lTotai=14.9 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: D129 
RIe: d129J2730_clean.efot 
R22.5=14.7" /io=19 Rseato=4-3" 
l22j=15.61 1233=15.5 lTrtai=15-37 
22 24 
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Ellipse Rtting Results For: U12626 
RIe: u12626J2523_clean.efot 
R22j5=21.8" /io=21.08 Rs«to=12.7" 
1225=13.51 1235=13.44 »Tatei=13-32 
20 22 24 
Surface Brightness 
Major Axis/pixels.arcsec 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: U12631 
RIe: u12631J2621_clean.efot 
R223=30.1" ti^=^7.6 Rseoi.=6-7" 
1223=13.25 1233=13.19 lTotal=13.14 
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Ellipse Rtting Results For: U12678 
Rie: u1267aj2626_clean.efot 
R223=33" ^=17.57 Rseoto=7-2" 
1223=13.49 1233=13.44 tTotei=13.37 
20 22 24 
Surface Brightness 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: U12701 
File: u12701J2624_clean.efot 
R22^=21.2" /io=18.67 Rseoto=6" 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: 0120-0139 
nie: 0120_0139J2337_clean.efot 
R22i=46.9" ^=^8.7 Rseato=13.3" 
I22J5=12.23 123^=12.17 lTotoi=12.1 
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Ellipse Rtting Results For: 0120-0214 
RIe: 0120_0214J2135_clean.efot 
R22i=27.5" Mo=16.86 1 ^ = 5 . 3 " 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: 0123-0203 
RIe: 0123_0203u2334_clean.efot 
R22i=18.3" 1*0=17.35 Rscoto=3.9" 
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Ellipse Rtting Results For: 0124-0133 
RIe: 0124_0133J2627_clean.efot 
R22^=16.8" Mo=19 04 Rscae=^" 
I22J5=14.13 l23j=14.06 lrrto)=13.99 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: 0125-0250 
RIe: 0125_0250J2535_clean.efot 
R225=35" >*o-18.63 Rscata-9-8" 
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Ellipse Rtting Results For: 0126-0241 
Re: 0126_0241J2134_clean.efot 
R22j=19.2" /io=20.29 Rscoi.=9.2" 
1225=14.88 l23j=14.61 1^^=14.39 
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Ellipse Rtting Results For: 0131-0119 
RIe: 0131_0119J2628Lclean.efot 
R22i=31.2" A«o=19-88 Rseoi.=13" 
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Ellipse Rtting Results For: 1138 
File: i138LI2536_clean.efot 
R22j=26.9" /io=18.17 Rsecta=6.5" 
1223=13.05 1235=12.97 lTotei=12.93 
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Ellipse Fitting Results For: U784 
RIe: u7B4J2631_clean.efot 
R225=19.9" ^=18.63 Rseah=5.6" 
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Ellipse Rtting Results For: U885 
nie: u885J2734_clean.efot 
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Ellipse ntting Results For: U1159 
RIe: u1159J2740_clean.efot 
R22J-17.5" /io-19.03 Rs.^-5.5" 
122.5=14.6 l23.9=14.'*9 lTotal=14.39 
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Appendix C 
Ha Rotation Curves 
10.1 Rotation Curves 
Hie following qipeodix contains the full and folded 
rotatioD curves for all galaxies within the final 
Tully-Hshersanq)le. Galaxies from thefour clusters 
appear in the order; Coma. AbeU 2199. AbeU 2634 
and Abell 194. Within each dusto: the normal rota-
tion curves ^ pear first followed by the same curves 
folded about thdr ceatre of symmetry. 
All initial curves are plotted on the same spatial 
anri vdocity scales. The middle vertical line marked 
on each plot indicates the Gaussian fitted centre of 
eadi galaxy's continuum. Other vertical lines mark 
the 235 isophotal radius. The two horizontal lines 
passing through the middle of each curve represent 
two possible ways of measuring the recession ve-
locity. One is denoted as the velocity at the bright-
est point in the continuum the other is half way be-
tween the minimum and maximum rotation veloci-
ties. Note these can diSa by as much as 100km~^ . 
Ihree possible ways of measuring the rotation ve-
locities are marked on each plot. Horizontal lines 
are drawn passing through the first, second and third 
most extreme point cm each side of the curve. Ro-
tation velocities are calculated as the difference of 
these and the mean are indicated at the top of each 
plot. 
Ihe folded plots that follow indicate die two sides 
of each curve with open drdes and filled triangles 
respectively. The solid line represents the three pa-
rameter rotation curve fit as described in §4.22. The 
dotted curve is a smoothed spline fit to the data 
points. A f^ ns^ f^y^  line niwrks the interpolated rotation 
vdodty at 0.6Ropt. which is displayed at die top of 
eachpand. 
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Final TF Sample 
11.1 TF Sample Data Table 
The tables that ^pear on the following pages list 
all the relevant data on the final TF san:q)le for 
each dustCT. Column headings are. in order; galaxy 
name, photometric quality code. Qp. 223 mag 
arcsec" i^sophotal magnitude. I22.5, extrqwlated to-
tal magnitude. Ixot. elliptidty. e, major-axis position 
angle. FA, 23 J mag arcsec~^ isophotal radius in arc-
sec, R23.S. optical radius in arcsec, Ropt. Galactic 
extinction. Abcai. heliocQitric recessional vdodty 
in kms"', Vhei. recessional vdodty m local group 
frame, Vig, vdodty in CMB frame, V C M B . interpo-
lated rotation vdodty at 0.6Ropt. ^Q.6RO • maximum 
rotation vdodty, VmaxS. maximum rotation vdodty 
error, 6Vnux3. spectroscq)ic quality code, Qj. The 
three parameters of the rotation curve fitting func-
tion, vdodty at mfinity, radius of tum-ovo- in arc-
seconds and sharpness of turn-over. Wa^, Ro and a 
respectivdy. The maximal extent in arcsecs of the 
rotation curve, R^/a > the disk scale length in arcsecs, 
Rs and the disk central surface bri^ itness, ^ o- Notes 
are given in the last column. 
The finiil table that appears in this ^ pendix lists 
all the objects that were observed but rejected from 
the final TF Rflmplp. Column headings are the same, 
the final column indicates the main reason for rejec-
tion. 
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